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ABSTRACT
The distribution of foraminifera in the Uscari,
Rio Banano, Moin Formations of the Limon Basin, Costa Rica, 
is the subject of this study. Heterosteai na anti Ilea and 
Leoi docvcli na (L.) wavlandvaughani place the basal Uscari 
Formation of Quebrada Terciopelo in Zone N3 of the latest 
Oligocene. The overlap of Orbuli na uni versa and Globoro- 
tali a fohsi peri oheroronda places the type section Uscari 
Formation in the early Middle Miocene (zones N9 to NIO).
The overlapping ranges of planktonic foraminifera and the 
ostracods Radimel1 a ovata in the sandstones places that 
unit in Zone NIB of Early Pliocene. G1oborotali a truncatu- 
1i noi des excel sa indicates a Pleistocene age for the Moin 
Formation.
The algal-foramini feral limestones of the basal Uscari 
Formation were deposited on a shallow shelf receiving 
volcaniclastic sediment from the emerging islands of the 
Central American arc. During the Late Oligocene and Early 
Miocene the Limon Basin quickly subsided. In the Quebrada 
Terciopelo reference section of the Uscari Formation, Early 
Miocene foraminiferal indicators of a middle to upper 
bathyal environment include Siphoaenerina transversa and 
Melonis pompi1ioides; late Early and early Middle Miocene 
faunas (Uvioerina peregrina. Bolivina pseudoplicata. and 
Buliminella bassendorfensis indicate progressive shoaling. 
For the Early Miocene Rio Reventazon section of the Uscari
X i
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Formation, species such as Ci bi ci des wuel 1 erstor-f i and 
Melonis pompi1ioi des indicate depths near 2000 meters.
The type section of the Uscari Formation in Quebrada 
Uscari is dominated by an outer shelf assemblage containing 
Hanzawaia concentrica and Fursenkoina pontoni.
The Early Pliocene sandstones of the Rio Banano 
Formation were deposited on a shallow, current-swept 
continental shelf. These rocks contain a mixture of open 
marine;, nearshore, and a few reefal species, including 
Ci bi cidoides f1 or idanus. Amohisteoina oi bbosa. Arti culi na 
mayori. and Elphidium discoidale. The claystones of the 
Pleistocene Moin Formation contain outer shelf to upper 
slope species, such as Gvroidina soldanii. Cibicidoides 
f1 oridanus. and Cassidulina curvata.
The foramini feral record of the Rio Banano sandstones 
suggests land was emergent in the southern Limon Basin, 
separating the Caribbean and Pacific basins, by 5 mybp, 
before such an event occurred in Panama.
X 1 1




The Tertiary rocks of the Limon Basin of Costa Rica 
were deposited in a back-arc basin behind the uplifted arc 
of the Cordillera de Talamancas of Costa Rica. The foramin­
ifera of these rocks should reflect changing depositional 
facies through the Neogene resulting from the uplift of 
the isthmus linking North and South America. The spatial 
and temporal distribution of benthic foramini feral faunas 
in the Limon Basin rocks provides valuable clues to the 
geological development of the isthmus.
Due to its intimate association with the large contin­
ental blocks of the Americas to the north and south, and 
its proximity to the complex plate interactions of the 
Caribbean region to the east and the Middle America Trench 
to the west, Central America is an exciting geological 
province in which to work. A thorough understanding of 
the plate tectonic historical development of the Caribbean/ 
Central American region is currently lacking. It is hoped 
that this study will add to the body of geological know­
ledge available regarding Central America, and thus 
contribute to the unravelling of the tectonic history.
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The delineation of the biostratigraphic position 
of Neogene outcrops of the southern Limon Basin of Carib­
bean Costa Pica, based upon planktonic foraminiferal 
faunas, and analysis of the paleoenvironments of benthic 
foraminiferal faunas will be the main work attempted in 
this paper. This information will be used in an attempt to 
interpret the geologic history of the Limon Basin for the 
time periods represented in the stratigraphie record 
studied.
This study is one of a number of geological investi­
gations by Louisiana State University faculty and graduate 
students in Costa Rica.
METHODS OF STUDY
Field work for the present study in the Limon Basin 
was carried out during December— January, 1982-83; July, 
1983; and December-January 1983-84.
Stratigraphie sections of the Uscari, Rio Banano, and 
Moin Formations were systematically sampled at the best 
exposures found. These exposures were usually in stream 
beds. The thickness of the Rio Banano Formation type 
section and the Rio Reventazon section of the Uscari 
Formation was measured directly from the outcrop using a 
Jacob Staff. The thickness of all other sections was 
estimated by determining the attitude of the beds with a
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brunton compass, estimating vertical outcrop distance along 
the course of the stream with the Jacob Staff, and con­
structing a cross section taking into account the map 
course of the stream.
Outcrops are limited and difficult to locate on the 
Caribbean coastal plain and eastern side of the Cordillera 
de Talamanca because of the dense vegetation. Where found, 
the outcrops are usually deeply weathered, often to a 
lateritic soil. Suitable outcrops, however, were located by 
walking the small creeks (quebradas) which flow eastward 
toward the Caribbean from the mountains. Good outcrops can 
be found in the larger rivers, but are usually inaccessible 
due to fast moving water. The upper part of the type 
section of the Uscari Formation could not be fully sampled 
due to dense vegetative cover.
The samples were prepared for faunal analysis in 
the laboratory at L.S.U. A known weight of sample, after 
having first soaked in a Calgon solution for a few hours, 
was washed through a 63 micron sieve (230 mesh) to remove 
the clay size fraction, and dried. From the residue, a 
split containing approximately 300 benthic foraminiferal 
specimens was picked and identified. Of the approximately 
175 samples washed, 66 were analyzed in this fashion. The 
paleontological analyses presented in this paper are based 
on the frequency distribution of selected benthic foramin­
iferal species in these 66 samples (Appendix C ) . Samples
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for analysis were chosen by taking every other sample in 
the collection from each of the sections, with allowance 
made for unfossi1iferous or unusable samples. Biostrati­
graphic determinations were based on planktonic foramin­
ifera picked from scans of the samples. Additional benthic 
species were also picked in the scans and included in the 
species list and in the plates. Ostracod specimens were 
also picked from the scans.
Identification of planktonic foraminifera follows the 
work of Bolli and Saunders (1985). Stainforth et. al.
(1975) and Postuma (1971) were used as supplementary refer­
ences. The biozonation scheme of Bolli and Saunders was 
used to determine biostratigraphic position and absolute 
age. The assignment of absolute ages to the epochs of the 
Tertiary in the Neogene by Bolli and Saunders differs only 
slightly from ages assigned by Berggren, et. al. (1985).
The largest difference is 2.2 million years at the Middle/ 
Early Miocene break. Differences at other boundaries are 1 
million years or less.
Numerical analyses of the benthic foraminiferal 
species data were done with multiple group component 
factor analyses of species distributions in the three 
stratigraphie formations, and a UPGMA cluster analysis of 
all samples. These analytical techniques are contained 
within the SAS software package as the VARCLUS Procedure 
and the CLUSTER Procedure. Numerical analyses were done on
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an IBM 3081 computer. Photomicrographs were taken using a 
JEOL T-300 scanning electron microscope.
GEOLOGIC AND PLATE TECTONIC SETTING
The Central American isthmus in the area of study 
is divisible into two parts (Figure 1). The northern part 
is underlain by crystalline igneous and metamorphic rocks 
of at least Paleozoic, and possibly Precambrian age (de 
Boer, 1979). These continental basement rocks are well 
exposed in Nicaragua and Honduras. The southern part is 
built upon oceanic basement rocks no older than Late 
Jurassic (Weyl, 1980). These oceanic rocks have been 
called the Nicoya Complex after their exposure on the 
Nicoya Peninsula of Pacific Costa Rica and consist of the 
igneous and sedimentary rocks typical of an ophiolite. Out­
crops of the Nicoya Complex in southern Central America and 
the continental basement rock of northern Central America 
are shown in Figure 1.
According to Weyl (1981), the boundary between these 
two geological provinces lies in a large, linear, northwest 
to southeast striking fault zone extending from the Pacific 
coastal area of Nicaragua to the Caribbean coastal area of 
Costa Rica. In Nicaragua this feature is called the 
Nicaragua Trough and in Costa Rica it is called the Limon 
Basin. Figure 2 is a geologic map of Costa Rica showing the
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Figure 1. Location of the study area, the Limon Basin, on 
the Caribbean side of Costa Rica. Costa Rica is in southern 
Central America, which is characterized by oceanic basement 
rock of the Mesozoic Nicoya Complex. Northern Central 
America is characterized by continental metamorphic 
basement rock of Paleozoic, or older, age. Map modified 
from Weyl (1980).









Figure 2. Generalized geologic maip of Costa Rica. In the 
southern Limon Basin, the area of study, outcrops consist 
of Pal eocene to Miocene sedimentary and volcanic rocks. To 
the north, on the coastal plain, the older rocks are 
covered by Recent alluvium. To the northwest, in the 
direction of the Nicaragua Graben, the Tertiary sediments 
are covered by volcanic rocks. The southern Limon Basin 
offers the best outcrops of the Tertiary section. Map 
modified from Wevl (1980).
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8position of the Limon basin.
Reconstructing the plate tectonic development of 
Central America and the Caribbean region is difficult due 
to the extreme complexity of the geology. Several recon­
structions (Van Andel, et. al., 1971: Malfait and Dinkle- 
man, 1972: Case, 1974; Lonsdale and Klitgord, 1978: Pindel 
and Dewey, 1982) place the origin of basement rocks of 
northern Central America in continental blocks which 
occupied the present area of the Gulf of Mexico, or 
an area west of Mexico (Dickinson and Coney, 1980) during 
the initial breakup of Pangaea. In contrast, oceanic 
basement rocks of southern Central America resulted from 
plate-plate interaction of the Pacific Plate and the 
the Caribbean Plate at the Middle America Trench from the 
Late Cretaceous through the Tertiary (Weyl, 1980).
Burke (1984) has suggested from post-Eocene time 
the Caribbean Plate moved eastward relative to North and 
South America. This eastward motion became important in the 
post-Eocene structural development of the region. Figure 
3 shows his interpretation of modern plate motion in the 
Caribbean.
SEDIMENTATION IN THE PACIFIC REALM
The development of the Central American isthmus began 
in the Late Mesozoic with the appearance of volcanic
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ococo
800 KM SOAM
Figure 3. Present day relative plate motion of crustal 
plates in the Caribbean region. The Caribbean area is being 
squeezed to the east as the North and South American Plates 
move together. Abbreviations are; NOAM, North American 
Plate; SOAM. South American Plate; CARIB, Caribbean Plate; 
COCO, Cocos Plate: NAZ, Nazca Plate. Map modified from 
Burke, et. al. (1984).
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islands of an island arc related to subduction along the 
Middle America Trench (Weyl, 1981). The development of this 
arc, and the continuing uplift of the area, eventually 
resulted in the formation of the Central American isthmus 
in the Neogene, linking the continental blocks of North and 
South America. Sedimentation on the Pacific side has 
occurred in a fore-arc basin (Gal1i-01ivier, 1979) related 
to subduction in the Middle America Trench. Figure 4 is a 
cross section through Costa Rica illustrating the position 
of these fore-arc basin sediments in relation to the 
underlying ophiolitic rocks.
Sediments deposited in this fore-arc basin illus­
trate the tectonic instability of this region. Yuan (1984) 
described the Middle Eocene to Holocene sedimentary 
section in the eastern Terraba Trough of southwest Costa 
Rica and showed the succession of sedimentary facies is not 
a simple shallowing upwards sequence. Rather, Middle 
Eocene shallow water limestones are overlain by deeper 
water sandstones which in turn grade upwards into shallow 
water and, eventually, terrestrial deposits.
SEDIMENTATION IN THE CARIBBEAN REALM - THE LIMON BASIN
The Limon Basin is located on the Caribbean side of 
Costa Rica to the east of the central mountains (Figure 4). 
Sedimentation began in the Early Tertiary with total
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Figure 4. Generalized cross section through Costa Rica 
showing the position of the Limon Basin in the overall 
tectonic scheme. From Weyl (1980).
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i :
sediment accumulation since the Paleocene indicated by Weyl 
(1980) to be approximately 10,000 meters. This estimate is 
probably too large. Weyl’s stratigraphie column for the 
Limon Basin is shown in Figure 5 contrasted with the 
stratigraphy of Sprechmann (1984), and the stratigraphy 
presented in this paper. The Weyl and Sprechmann strati­
graphie sections are composite sections and the thicknesses 
reported are based upon thickness estimates taken from 
previous papers and unpublished sources. They do not show 
actual measured sections. It is not possible to measure the 
1700 meters of Uscari Formation or 1700 meters of Gatun 
Formation shown in Weyl’s section. The figure for the 
Uscari Formation is based upon drillers reports in a folded 
and faulted section. Weyl also shows both the Rio Banano 
and Gatun Formations above the Uscari Formation. Taylor 
(1975) reassigned all post-Uscari clastic rocks around the 
town of Limon to the Rio Banano Formation, documenting an 
age difference between Limon Basin post Uscari elastics and 
the type section of the Gatun Formation in the Panama Canal 
Zone. The oldest rocks above the Uscari Formation reported 
by Taylor, and here, are Late Miocene beds of the Rio 
Banano Formation. No rocks of the Gatun Formation were seen 
in the course of this study and this name is rejected, as 
per the work of Taylor (1975) for the southern Limon Basin.
Confusion exists regarding the sedimentary section 
in the Limon Basin due to a proliferation of stratigraphie
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Figure 5. Comparison o-f the stratigraphy of this study with 
composite stratigraphie sections reported in the litera­
ture. Weyl (1980) and Sprechmann (1984) both used a wide 
variety of sources, including published and unpublished 
papers, reports, etc., and drilling records of wells in the 
basin, in compilation of their sections. The stratigraphy 
reported in this study represents actual measured sections.
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Figure 6. Generalized area map showing the approximate 
locations of the studied stratigraphie sections to the east 
of the crest of the Cordillera de Talamancas, in southeast 
Costa Rica.
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names for 1ithostratigraphic units. An overall geologic 
interpretation has yet to emerge.
PREVIOUS WORK IN THE LIMON BASIN
The first reports on the geology of the area were 
those of Gabb (1881) and (1895), who conducted horseback 
reconnaissance through the Cordillera de Talamanca and down 
onto the Caribbean coastal plain. Gabb described the clay 
beds near the city of Limon, referring to them as the Moin 
Beds (Gabb, 1895). Hill, while aware of Gabb's work, 
referred to the same outcrops as the Limon (Moen) Beds 
(Hill, 1898).
The Uscari Formation was named by Olsson (1922) for 
outcrops of shale exposed in southeastern Costa Rica. Ols­
son also described mollusk faunas from sandstones overlying 
the Uscari Formation which he assigned to the Gatun 
Formation, extending this name into Costa Rica from its 
type locality in the Panama Canal Zone.
Bold (1967a, b ) described ostracods from both the 
Uscari and Gatun Formations in the Limon Basin. He also 
reported planktonic foraminiferal biostratigraphic deter—  
mi nations for outcrops of the Gatun Formation in the valley 
of the Rio Reventazon (1967b) and made correlations of both 
the Gatun and Uscari Formations (1967a, b) to various other 
outcrops in Panama and elsewhere in the Caribbean.
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Various other authors have published accounts dealing 
with different aspects of Limon Basin geology. The more 
notable are studies of molluscan faunas by Woodring (1957), 
a discussion of the petroleum potential by Redfield (1923), 
and description of foraminifera by Goudkoff and Porter 
(1947).
In recent years Rivier (1971, 1973) published an 
account of various measured sections in the Cordillera de 
Talamanca area of the Limon Basin, ranging in age from 
Late Eocene to Early Miocene. Stratigraphie correlations of 
these sections were proposed and a general paleogeographic 
framework was developed. Rivier also presented a plank­
tonic foraminiferal biostratigraphic analysis of the 
sections. Taylor (1975) investigated the geology around the 
city of Limon. He rejected the use of the name Gatun 
Formation for sandstones around Limon, renaming these 
outcrops the Rio Banano Formation based upon differing ages 
with the Gatun Formation type section. He also showed the 
Uscari Formation outcrops in his area to be younger than 
the Uscari Formation type section. Weyl (1980) compiled an 
overview of all Central American geology based upon 
previously published studies. Most recently, Sen Gupta 
(1986) reported foraminifera from the northwest part of the 
basin and made paleogeographic interpretations.




Studied outcrops of Tertiary rocks in the Limon Basin 
represent approximately 900 meters of total section. Rocks 
include the Latest Oligocene to Middle Miocene Uscari 
Formation, the Late Miocene to Middle Pliocene Rio Banano 
Formation, and the Pleistocene Moin Formation. Sample 
numbers from these units for all samples included in this 
report are listed in Table 1. These rocks represent a 
variety of depositional environments from shallow shelf 
to deep slope.
Sedimentation in the Limon Basin took place in a 
back arc position through the Tertiary. Sediments generally 
coarsen up section from the Miocene through the Pleisto­
cene. The fine grained clastic rocks of the Uscari Forma­
tion are overlain by the sandy Rio Banano Formation, which 
is in turn overlain by the conglomeratic Suretka Forma­
tion. In the Paleocene through Oligocene part of the 
section, the Rio Lari Formation largely consists of 
intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks, the partly time
equivalent and partly younger Tuis and Las Animas Forma­
tions contain shallow water limestones and sandstones, and
16
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TABLE 1
SAMPLE NUMBERS FOR THE SECTIONS USED IN THIS REPORT.
The samples are listed in stratigraphie order.




# 79 # 83 # 3-66
# 77 # 81 # 3-67
# 75 70 meters # 99 60 meters # 3-69 160 meters
# 73 thick # 98 thick # 3-71 thick
# 72 # 97 # 3-74
# 69 # 96
# 67 # 219 USCARI FM.
# 65 # 218 Rio Quito
# 63 # 217
# 61 # 216 # 112
# 59 # 215
# 57 # 214
# 55 # 213 USCARI FM.
# 212 Rio Reventazon
Q. Terciooelo # 18
# 16
# 3-121 # 15
# 3-115 # 13
# 3-109 # 12
# 3-107 565 meters # 1 1
# 3-95 thick # 10
# 3-44 # 8
# 3-41 # 7
# 3-40 # 5
# 3-37 # 3
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the Senosri Formation contains limestones, sandstones, and 
volcanic breccias (Sprechmann, 1984). The stratigraphy of 
the basin represents a complicated geologic history 
controlled primarily by the tectonic forces involved in the 
development of the isthmus. This study focuses on parts of 
the latest Oligocene through Pleistocene stratigraphy of 
the Limon Basin in the area of southeastern Costa Rica from 
Puerto Limon in the north, south to the Panamanian border.
Five stratigraphie sections in this area of the basin were 
sampled and measured. The generalized locations of these 
sections are shown in Figure 6.
LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY
Uscari Formation
The Uscari Formation, by far the thickest unit in the 
study area, was sampled at the type section of Olsson 
(1922) and at outcrops along Quebrada Terciopelo and Rio 
Reventazon in the Cordillera Central (Figure 8a and Figure 
7b) .
Hoffstetter (1962), in the Stratigraphie Lexicon for 
Latin America, assigned authorship of the Uscari Forma­
tion to Olsson. In Olsson's paper, it is apparent that he 
was not making a formal presentation of a new stratigraphie 
unit, but rather was using a name which was commonly used 
at that time. Olsson mentfogadetbe Quebrada





Figure 7a. Location of the type section of the Uscari 
Formation in Quebrada Uscari, a tributary of Rio Telire. 
This sketch map is from the Telire (#3544 I) 1:50,000 
topographic sheet of Costa Rica, E761, Edicion l-IGNCR, 
1968. Grid numbers refer to kilometer grid on map. Sample 




Figure 7b. Location of the principal reference section 
(here designated) of the Uscari Formation in Quebrada 
Terciopelo. This sketch map is from the Bonilla (#3446 II) 
1:50,000 topographic sheet of Costa Rica, E762, Edicion 
2— IGNCR, 1981. Grid numbers refer to kilometer grid on 
map. Sample numbers show approximate positions of lower, 
middle, and upper samples collected.
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Figure 8a. Location of the Rio Reventazon section of the 
Uscari Formation in the valley of the Rio Reventazon, 
across the river from Peralta. The section is located 1/4 
kilometer north of the footbridge on the east river 
bank. This sketch map is from the Tucurrique (#3445 I) 
1:50,000 topographic sheet of Costa Rica, E 762, Edicion 
2-IGNCR, 1981. Grid numbers refer to kilometer grid on 
map. Sample numbers show approximate positions of upper and 
lower samples collected.
iio Blon
Figure 8b. Location of the Uscari Formation outcrop in Rio 
Quito. Sample was taken where the road crosses the stream 
for the second time, from south to north, after passing the 
village of Rio Blanco. This sketch map is from the Rio 
Banano (#3545 I) 1:50,000 topographic sheet of Costa Rica,
E 762, Edicion 2-IGNCR, 1978. Grid numbers refer to 
kilometer grid in map.
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Uscari in southeast Costa Rica, near the Panama border, as 
the source for the name of the unit, but failed to give a 
precise location for the type section. A cursory descrip­
tion of the lithology was given but no estimate of thick­
ness was made. He placed the Uscari Formation in the Lower 
Miocene. Since Olsson’s paper, the name Uscari has become 
firmly entrenched in the Central American geological 
literature although the Uscari Formation has not been ade­
quately defined as a stratigraphie unit. Today, Quebrada 
Uscari is difficult to locate precisely and the area is 
completely overgrown. At the time of Olsson’s work the 
quebrada was on a banana plantation where all vegetation 
other than the banana trees had been removed. Since 
then, Quebrada Uscari has been reclaimed by jungle and the 
name has fallen into disuse by the local people.
Due to the difficulty in finding and sampling the type 
section of the Uscari Formation a new reference section 
should be chosen. It is here proposed the section of the 
Uscari Formation exposed in Quebrada Terciopelo, first 
investigated by Rivier (1971) and included herein, be 
formally accepted as the principal reference section for 
the Uscari Formation as per Article 13 (a), p. 653 of the 
Code of Stratigraphie Nomenclature (1961), or a holostra- 
totype, as per the International Stratigraphie Guide,
(Hedberg, 1976), chapter 5, part D, number 2, p. 38. The 
stratigraphie relationships of the Uscari Formation type
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section, the Quebrada Terciopelo principal reference 
section, and the section in the valley of the Rio Reventa­
zon will be discussed later in this paper.
Quebrada Uscari Type Section. At the type section approxi­
mately 160 meters of strata were sampled: another 150-175 
(estimated) were inaccessible. Figure 7a shows the location 
of the type section. The sampled section is the lower part 
of the outcrop, extending from the valley floor to approxi­
mately halfway up the side of the bluff along the course of 
Quebrada Uscari. Here, the Uscari Formation consists of 
well bedded, dark colored shale. The rock is soft and 
easily broken with a hammer. Other than bedding, no 
sedimentary structures were seen. The unit dips 10-12 
degrees to the north. The lower contact is not exposed in 
the type section.
Rio Reventazon Section. Approximately 25 meters of Uscari 
shale was sampled in the valley of the Rio Reventazon.
Here, the Uscari Formation is also well bedded and dark in 
color, but not as platy as in the type section. Locally the 
rocks exhibit a prolific planktonic foramini feral fauna 
which is visible with a handlens. The section location is 
indicated in Figure 8a.
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Quebrada Terciopelo Reference Section. By far the thickest 
section of the Uscari Formation reported from the Limon 
Basin is that exposed along the course of Quebrada Tercio­
pelo in the Cordillera de Talamanca. Figure 7b shows the 
location of the section. First described by Rivier (1971), 
this section (Figure 9) exposes approximately 565 meters of 
Uscari shale and approximately 20 meters of siltstone at 
the top of the section, which may be part of the Rio Banano 
Formation. Near the top of this section a basalt sill, of 
approximately 140 meters thickness, interrupts the section. 
The sill is dated at 4.5 mybp + or - 0.5 by K-Ar methods 
(Geochron Laboratories, Cambridge, MA.). Near the bottom a 
part of the sequence is repeated by faulting.
Rivier (1971, 1973) first described the Quebrada 
Terciopelo section as consisting of mainly marl and shale, 
with 10 meters of limestone at the base containing larger 
foraminifera, algal structures, and barnacles. Rivier 
placed the lower 180 meters in the Oligocene and the rocks 
above in the Miocene, interpreting all the calcareous 
shales as representing a neritic environment of deposi­
tion. Rivier reported the thickness of the basalt intrusive 
near the top of the section as 80 meters.
In the Quebrada Terciopelo section the greater part of 
the Uscari Formation consists of well bedded, dark colored 
shaie with consistent dips of 10 to 35 degrees to the 
west. Rivier (1973) described these rocks as "marly",
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Figure 9. Stratigraphie section o-f the Quebrada Terciopelo 
reference section of the Uscari Formation. Smaller section 
on the right is an expansion of lowermost few meters of the 
main section. This lower part of the section is not drawn 
to scale in the larger section. These basal limestones and 
sandstone are much thinner than they appear to be.
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indicating their fine grained and calcareous nature. The 
outcrops are platy and soft. Rivier (1973) also described a 
zone of contact metamorphism containing garnet immediately 
above the basalt intrusive. During the present study a 
metamorphosed zone, probably silicified, was observed above 
and below the intrusive, but no garnet was seen.
The lowermost 12 meters of section is not typical of 
Uscari lithology. The lower contact of the section is an 
erosional surface on a basalt lava flow. Immediately 
above the basalt there is a 2 meter thick unit of limestone 
containing clasts of the underlying basalt, indicating the 
erosional nature of the contact. The contact relations and 
the texture of the basalt indicate that it is a lava flow. 
The limestone is composed of the tests of larger foramin­
ifera and red algal rhodolites, both shallow marine 
indicators. Directly above the limestone is a two meter 
thick greywacke. This sandstone is soft and easily eroded, 
giving the outcrop a rounded appearance. Microscopic 
examination revealed the majority of the constituent 
grains are pyroxene with a few scattered larger foramin- 
iferal tests in a mud matrix. This sandstone has a massive 
character and neither sedimentary structures nor lateral or 
vertical changes in lithology were observed. The contact 
with the underlying limestone is undulating and abrupt. 
Immediately above the sandstone is a 7 to 8 meter thick 
limestone containing larger foraminiferal tests, red
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algal rhodolites, clasts of basalt, and, unlike the lower 
limestone, individual igneous mineral grains. The contact 
between the limestone and the overlying shale is abrupt and 
undulating.
The uppermost 20 meters of this section is a muddy 
siltstone separated by a time gap from the underlying shale 
(see Biostratigraphy section). An erosional unconformity 
probably exists between the siltstone and the underlying 
shale of the Uscari Formation, but no physical evidence of 
an unconformity was found. As there is no noticable change 
in dip over this interval this may be a disconformity. How­
ever, the outcrop is heavily vegetated and weathered, so a 
subtle dip change might not be discernable. The large gap 
in time indicated by the planktonic foraminifera suggests 
an erosional contact rather than non-deposition. These 
upper siltstones may be part of the Rio Banano Formation
Rio Banano Formation
The Rio Banano Formation was described and named by 
Taylor (1975) after a series of sandstones, conglomerates, 
coralline limestones, and claystones. Taylor's conception 
of the Rio Banano Formation was of a unit with highly 
variable lithology divided into a sandstone, conglomerate, 
and reef facies and a Moin Clay Member, elevated here to 
formation status. Taylor placed the unit in the Late 
Miocene to Pliocene. The Rio Banano Formation included here
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consists only of the sandstone facies of Taylor (1975).
In early 1983 a freshly exposed section of Rio 
Banano sandstones was found in a landslide at the type 
section (Figure 10). By early 1984 vegetation had partly 
obscured the exposure. The Rio Banano sandstones were 
sampled at this landslide and also directly across the 
river where good outcrops were found near the water’s edge 
(Figure 10). Approximately 60 meters of section was sampled 
at these two localities. In the description of the location 
of the Rio Banano Formation type section in Taylor’s text 
there is a typographical error. Taylor’s text says the type 
section is located east of the railroad bridge at Bomba 
while, in fact, it is located to the west of the bridge.
The correct location of the type section can be determined 
from Taylor’s sample location map.
At the sampled localities the Rio Banano sandstones 
are light to medium grey color, tannish orange weathering, 
medium to fine grained and muddy. Sorting appears to be 
poor and the outcrops are not well indurated. Locally 
there are horizons and lenses of mollusks and mollusk 
fragments which may be profuse enough to be called a fossil 
hash. Other than bedding, no sedimentary structures were 
observed.
Moin Formation
The 70 meter thick unit of dark blue claystone north
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Figure 10. Location of the Moin Formation and Rio Banano 
Formation type sections. The Moin Formation type section is 
located in an unnamed stream draining northward through the 
residential community of Cangrejos. Sample numbers indicate 
the approximate positions of the upper and lower samples 
taken. The Rio Banana Formation type section is located 1/2 
kilometer southwest of the railroad bridge on the south 
side of Rio Banano, above the town of Bomba. This sketch 
map consists of parts of both the Rio Banano (#3545 I) 
1:50,000 topographic sheet of Costa Rica, E 762, Edicion 
2-IGNCR, 1978, and the Moin (#3546 II) 1:50,000 topographic 
sheet of Costa Rica, E 762, Edicion 2-IGNCR, 1976. Grid 
lines refer to kilometer grid on map.
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o-f the town of Limon is here assigned to the Moin Forma­
tion. The name Moin was first used by Gabb (1895) for the 
exposures of claystone near Limon. Gabb, however, failed to 
designate a type section so use of the name since then has 
been informal. Taylor (1975) formally placed this rock unit 
as a member of his Rio Banano Formation. In doing so he 
designated a type section which is both well exposed, by 
Limon Basin standards, and covers the maximum stratigraphie 
extent of the unit. Taylor included the Moin claystones in 
the Rio Banano Formation based upon his opinion that they 
showed lithologie and minéralogie similarities to the 
sandstones of the Rio Banano Formation. However, the Moin 
claystone is entirely distinct from the predominantly sandy 
and limey Rio Banano Formation, and should be separated 
from it.
The type section of the Moin Formation is exposed in an 
unnamed stream which drains the north face of the bluff 
north of Limon, through the residential area known locally 
as Cangrejos (Figure 10). This section offers the best 
exposure of the Moin Formation yet identified. Approxi­
mately 70 meters of Moin Formation is exposed. Bedding is 
indistinct and the unit appears massive. No sedimentary 
structures were observed. Where bedding can be seen the 
unit is nearly flat lying, having a dip of only 1 to 2 
degrees to the north. The rock is soft and easily broken 
with a rock hammer. Locally, there are horizons of mollusks
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and mollusk debris.
The full lateral extent of this unit is unkonwn 
because of the vegetative cover. The lower contact of the 
Moin Formation with the Rio Banano Formation was not 
observed in this study. Taylor (1975) said the beds have an 
angular relationship with the reefs of the upper Rio Banano 
Formation. The upper limit of the unit is the modern 
erosion surface. Outcrops of the Moin Formation are present 
only in the area to the north and west of Limon, an area 
circumscribed by the road connecting Limon with Cangrejos 
and F'ortete on the north, and Moin and Empalme Moin on the 
west. Moin Formation outcrops are limited to this restric­
ted area on the Moin Peninsula.
BIOSTRATIGRAPHY
Biostratigraphic determinations in this study are 
based upon the zonation of Bolli and Saunders (1985). Iden­
tifications were made using adult planktonic foramini feral 
tests found in scans of the samples.
Uscari Formation
Quebrada Uscari Type Section. The upper and lower samples 
(#3-67, #3-74) from the exposed part of the type section 
yielded the same fauna and are placed in the same zonal 
range. The fauna included Orbulina sutural is. 0. uni versa.
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G1obioerinoides obliouus obliouus. G. trilobus tri 1 obus.
G. tril obus sacculi-fer. and the important Early Miocene 
indicator species G1 oborotal ia -fohsi oeripheroronda. Based 
on the overlap of these species, the lower part of the type 
section of the Uscari Formation is placed in the early 
Middle Miocene G1oborotalia fohsi oeripheroronda Zone to 
G1oborotalia fohsi fohsi Zone, N9 to NIC. Absolute ages for 
this range are 14.4 mybp to 13.5 mybp. This is in agreement 
with Taylor (1975) who placed the type section of the 
Uscari Formation in N8 to NIO.
Rio Reventazon Section. The upper and lower samples from 
this section (#1, #18) yielded the same planktonic fauna 
and are placed in the same zone. Based on the overlap of 
Catapsvdrax stainforthi. G1oborotalia fohsi oeripheroronda.
61obioerinoides trilobus trilobus, and 61oboouadrina alti- 
spira. the Rio Reventazon section is placed in the Early 
Miocene, Catapsvdrax stai nforthi Zone to 61 obi perinatel1 a 
insueta Zone, N6 to N7. Absolute ages for this range are 
20.3 mybp to 16.4 mypb.
Quebrada Terciopelo Reference Section. The lower limestones 
in this section are dated as Latest Oligocene based upon 
reworked specimens of the larger foraminifera Lepi docvclina 
(Lepidocvclina) wavlandvauohni and Heterosteoina anti Ilea 
found in the first shale sample (#304), immediately above
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the upper limestone at the base of the section. This 
corresponds to the G1oborotali a kuoleri Zone, N3. Absolute 
ages for this zone are 25.5 mybp to 24.6 mybp. Sample #304 
also contained G1oborotalia kuoleri. indicating this lower 
shale is latest Oligocene to earliest Miocene in age. Sam­
ple #305, the second sample in th?> section, yielded 
Catapsvdrax stai nforthi and G1oborotalia kuoleri. placing 
this sample in the Early Miocene G1obioerinoides primordius 
Zone, N4. Absolute ages for this zone are 24.6 mybp to 22.2 
mybp. Samples #306 through #311 yielded faunas containing 
Ç. stainforthi. Ç. di ssimilis, and G1oborotali a fohsi 
oeripheroronda. placing them in the Early Miocene Catap­
svdrax dissimilis Zone to G1obioerinatel1 a insueta Zone, N5 
to N7. Absolute ages for this range are 22.2 mybp to 16.4 
mybp.
Samples #311 through #314 yielded the Late Oligocene 
index taxa 61oborotalia ooima nana and G1obioerina c.f. 
ciperoensis cioeroensis. Some of the specimens of G. opima 
nana from sample #311 were of the size (0.25 mm to 0.32 
mm) that Bolli and Saunders restrict to the Late Oligocene 
Globorotalia opima opima Zone, P21/N2. Absolute ages for 
this zone are 33 mybp to 29 mybp. The specimens of G. opima 
nana from the other samples can range up to P22/N3, or 24.6 
mybp.
Samples #316 through #3-121 contain taxa which place 
them in the Early Miocene Catapsvdrax di ssimilis Zone to
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Praeorbulina olomerosa Zone, N5 to N8. Absolute ages for 
this range are 22.2 mybp to 14.4 mybp.
This biostratigraphy of the Quebrada Terciopelo 
section is a refinement of Rivier (1971, 1973) where 
these rocks were dated as 01igocene-Miocene. In addition to 
the refinement of the biostratigraphy, a short repeated 
section near the base of the section has been discovered 
(Figure 9).
Rio Quito Area. In addition to the sampled sections of the 
Uscari Formation, one sample from Rio Quito, west of the 
town of Limon (Figure 8b) was analyzed. The fauna included 
Orbulina uni versa. Globioerinoides tri 1 obus sacculifer.
61oborotalia menardi i . 6. scitula scitula. Sphaeroi dinella 
dehiscens and Globioerinoides obiionus obiionus. The 
overlap of these taxa places the sample in the Early 
Pliocene 61oborotalia maroaritae evoluta Zone, late N19. 
Absolute ages for this zone are 4.2 mybp to 3.2 mybp. This 
is a refinement of Taylor (1975) who placed rocks from this 
locality in the range of N14 to N18.
Rio Banano Formation
Rio Banano Section. The Rio Banano sandstones yielded a 
very poor planktonic foraminiferal fauna. Only a few 
samples in the middle of the section yielded datable 
planktonic specimens. The fauna was dominated by 61obo-
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rotaiia menardii. Also found were Globioerinoides ruber and 
G. obliouus eûtremus, the overlap of which narrows the 
position of the samples to the G1oborotalia maroaritae 
maroaritae Zone to G1oborotali a ex il is Zone, N18 to 
early N21. Absolute ages for this range are 5.1 mybp to 2.4 
mybp. This places these sandstones in the Early to Middle 
Pliocene. One sample, #97, also yielded a valuable ostracod 
indicator species, Radimel1 a ovata (W.A. van den Bold, 
pers. comm., 1985) This species places sample #97 in the 
earliest Pliocene, early N18 about 5.1 mybp, as the species 
has a very restricted stratigraphie range from upper N17 to 
lower NIB. As the dated samples are in the middle of the 
section, the lower and upper parts of the section may 
extend down to the Late Miocene and up to the later 
Pliocene respectively. This biostratigraphic determination 
is a refinement of Taylor (1975) who placed these Rio 
Banano sandstones in N17 to N21.
Quebrada Terciopelo Rio Banano Formation. The upper 20 
meters (approximate) of the Quebrada Terciopelo section is 
not part of the underlying Uscari Formation. These silt- 
stones are separated from the underlying unit by a time gap 
of from 19.4 to 10.2 million years (Figure 9). One sample 
from this upper section yielded a poor planktonic fauna 
which placed it in the Early to Middle Pliocene, G1obo­
rotal i a maroaritae evoluta Zone to G1obioerinoi des tri I obus
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fistulosus Zone, N19 to N21. The lithology and age o-f these 
upper Quebrada Terciopelo rocks suggest they may be Rio 
Banano Formation. Absolute ages for this range are 4.2 mybp 
to 2.8 mybp. Species included Orbulina uni versa. Candeina 
nitida. Mastiperina siohonifera. Sphaeroi dinella dehiscens. 
and Globoouadrina altisoira.
Recope Refinery Outcrop Near the City of Limon. One sample 
(#55) from an isolated Rio Banano sandstone outcrop 
west of Limon, on the Limon-Siguerres highway across from 
the Recope refinery (Figure 10), yielded a planktonic fauna 
dated as Early to Middle Pliocene, G1oborotalia maroaritae 
evoluta Zone through G1oborotalia ex il is Zone, N19 to early 
N21. Absolute ages for this range are 4.2 mybp to 2.4 mybp. 
The fauna included Orbuli na sutural is. 0. universa. 
Globioerinoides trilobus sacculifer. G. obliouus extremus. 
G1oborotalia menardi i. Sphaeroidinel1 a dehiscens. and 
Hastioerina siphonifera.
Moin Formation
The Moin Formation yielded a good planktonic fauna 
which contained the Pleistocene indicator species Globo- 
rotalia truncatuli noides ex cel sa. This places the Moin 
Formation within the Pleistocene to Holocene G1oborotalia 
truncatuli noi des truncatuli noides Zone, N22 to N23, 
absolute age of 1.9 mybp to present. Taylor (1975) reported
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the presence of Sphaeroidi nel1 a dehiscens excavata which is 
restricted to the Late Pleistocene N23 Zone of Blow 
(1969). This taxon was not observed by this author who, 
regardless, has reservations about the subspecific taxo­
nomic identifications upon which many of the refinements of 
Blow's zonation are based. While Bolli and Saunders use 
subspecific taxon identifications in their zonation, they 
do not rely upon subtle morphologic distinctions as the 
basis for zonal boundaries. The Moin Formation is, there­
fore, Pleistocene in age, and may be Late Pleistocene.
Overlap of Biostratioraohic Indicators
the biostratigraphic work in this section has yielded 
noteworthy information regarding the stratigraphie ranges 
of three important indicator taxa. Bolli and Saunders 
(1985) indicate that 61oborotalia kuoleri and Cataosvdrax 
stainforthi have non-overlapping stratigraphie ranges. 6. 
kuoleri is reported from upper P22/N3 to N4 while Ç. stai n- 
forthi is reported from N5 to N7. Sample # 305, from the 
Uscari Formation near the base of the Terciopelo section, 
yielded good specimens of both of these taxa. No evidence 
of reworking was noted, indicating their ranges do over­
lap. These two taxa are illustrated on Plate 24, fig. 8 
and Plate 27, fig. 6. It is not possible to say whether the 
range of 6. kuoleri should be extended up, or the range of 
C. stai nforthi should be extended down
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Bolli and Saunders also show the ranges of Globoro- 
talia kuoleri and G1oborotalia opima nana as non-overlap­
ping. G. opima nana is reported from below P20/N1 to lower 
P22/N3. Sample #312 from the Uscari Formation, near the 
bottom of the Terciopelo section, yielded good specimens of 
these two taxa, indicating their ranges do overlap. Once 
again, no evidence of reworking was seen. These taxa 
are illustrated on Plate 24, fig. 8 and Plate 25, fig. 3.
The range of G. opima nana should probably be extended up 
in this case. This taxon is not widely used in biostratig­
raphy because it is differentiated from G. ooima opima 
strictly on size. As G. ooima nana is the smaller of 
the two, it is difficult to distinguish adults of this 
taxon from juveniles of G. ooima ooima. which has a more 
limited stratigraphie range. The occurrence of G. opima 
nana above lower P22/N3 has probably not been reported due 
to a lack of use by biostratigraphers.
These biostratigraphic results support the opinion of 
Kennett and Srinivasan (1983) who show these species ranges 
as overlapping.
A chart of the stratigraphie extent of indicator 
planktonic foraminifera versus the biozonation of Bolli and 
Saunders (1985) is shown in Figure 11. The biostratigraphic 
position of the five sections is shown in relation to the 
bi ozones.
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Figure 11. Stratigraphie ranges, from Bolli and Saunders 
(1985), of the planktonic foraminifera recovered from the 
studied sections. The biostratigraphic positions of the 
sections are plotted against the biozones.
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CHAPTER 3 
SPECIES OF FORAMINIFERA
The identified benthonic and planktonic foraminiferal 
faunas of the studied units are placed in systematic order 
based on the classification of Loeblich and Tappan (1984). 
The benthic species occurring at the ten percent level in 
at least one sample are listed in Table 2. Reference 
abbreviations are listed in the References section.
TABLE 2
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Order FÜRAMINIFERIDA Eichwald, 1830 
Suborder TEXTULARIINA Del age and Herouard, 1893 
Super-family HORMOSINACEA Haeckel, 1894 
Family HDRMGSINIDAE Haeckel, 1894 
Subfamily REOPHACINAE Cushman, 1910 
Genus REOPHAX de Montfort, 1808 
REOPHAX AGGLUTINATUS Cushman, 1913 
Plate 1, fig. 1 
Reophax aoolutinatus Cushman
Cushman, 1913, U.S.N.M. Proc., vol. 44, p. 637, pi. 79. 
fig. 6.
Reophax aoalutinatus Cushman
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec.Publ. No. 9, p. 62, pi. 30, 
fig. 13.
Superfamily LITÜDLACEA de Blainville, 1827
Family LITUQLIDAE de Blainville, 1827
Subfamily AMMOMARGINULININAE, Podobina, 1978
Genus AMMOBACULITES, Cushman, 1910
AMMOBACULITES SP.
Plate 1, fig. 2
Specimens cannot be identified to specific level due to 
poor preservation.
Superfamily LOFTUSIACEA Brady, 1884
Family CYCLAMMINIDAE Marie, 1941
Subfamily CYCLAMMININAE Marie, 1941
Genus CYCLAMMINA Brady, 1879
CYCLAMMINA CANCELLATA Brady, 1884
Plate 1, fig. 3
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Cvclammina cancel lata Brady
Brady, 1884, Challenger Rept. Zoology, vol. 9, p. 351, 
pi. 37, figs. 8-16.
Cvclammina cancel lata Brady
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 3, pi. 1, fig. 15.
Superfamily SPIROPLECTAMMINACEA Cushman, 1927 
Family SPIROPLECTAMMININAE Cushman, 1927 
Genus SPIROPLECTAMMINA Cushman, 1927 
SPIROPLECTAMMINA FLORIDANA (Cushman), 1922 
Plate 1, fig. 4 
Textularia floridana Cushman
Cushman, 1922, Publ. 311, Carnegie Inst. Wash. vol. 7, 
p. 24, pi. 1, fig. 7.
Spiroplectammina f1 oridana (Cushman)
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 4, pi. 1, figs. 25,26.
Superfamily VERNEUILINACEA Cushman, 1911
Family VERNEUILINIDAE Cushman, 1911
Genus GAÜDRYINA d ’Orbigny, 1839
GAUDRYINA BULBROOKI Cushman, 1936
Plate 1, fig. 5
Gaudrvina (Pseudooaudrvina) bulbrooki Cushman
Cushman, 1936, C.L.F.R. Spec. Publ. No. 6, p. 16, pi. 2,
fig. 16.
Gaudrvina bulbrooki Cushman
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 135, pi. II, fig. 6.
Genus KARRERIELLA Cushman, 1933 
KARRERIELLA BRADYI (Cushman), 1911 
Plate 1, fig. 6 
Gaudrvi na bradvi Cushman
Cushaman, 1911, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 71, pt. 2, p. 67.
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Karreriel 1 a bradvi (Cushman)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9, 94, pi. 46,
. figs. i-4.
Superfamily ATAXOPHRAGMIACEA Schwager, 1877
Family DOROTHIIDAE Balakhmatova, 1972
Subfamily DOROTHIINAE Balakhmatova, 1972
Genus DDROTHIA Plummer, 1931
DOROTHIA BRADYANA Cushman, 1936
Plate 1, fig. 7
Dorothi a bradavana Cushman
Cushman, 1936, C.L.F.R. Spec. Publ. No. 6, p 31.
Dorothi a bradavana Cushman
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 171, pi. II, fig. 14. 
Family EGGERELLIDAE Cushman,1937 
Subfamily LIEBUSELLINAE Saidova, 1981 
Genus LIEBUSELLA Cushman, 1933 
LIEBUSELLA SOLDANII (Jones and Parker), 1860 
Plate 1, fig. 8 
Lituola soldanii Jones and Parker
Jones and Parker, 1860, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., vol. 16, 
p. 307, no. 184.
Liebusel1 a soldanii (Jones and Parker)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 66, pi. 32, 
figs. 14-18.
Family TEXTULARIELLIDAE Gronhagen and Luterbacher, 1966 
Genus TEXTULARIELLA Cushman, 1927 
TEXTULARIELLA BARRETTI (Jones and Parker), 1863 
Plate 1, fig. 10 
Textularia barretti Jones and Parker
Jones and Parker, 1863, Rept. British Assoc. Newcastle 
Meeting, p. 80-105.
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Textulariella barretti (Jones and Parker)
Cushman, 1927, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 3, p. 24, pi. 5,
• f i g .  3 .
Superfamily TEXTULARIACEA Ehrenberg, 1839 
Family TEXTULARIIDAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Subfamily TEXTÜLARIINAE, EHRENBERG, 1839 
Genus TEXTÜLARIA Defranee, 1824 
TEXTULARIA c.f. AZUANA, Bermudez, 1949 
Plate 1, fig. 9 
Textularia azuana Bermudez
Bermudez, 1949, C.L.F.R. Spec. Publ. No. 25, p. 58, pi. 2, 
figs. 66—68.
TEXTULARIA LALICKERI Cushman and Renz, 1941
Plate 1, fig. 11
Textularia lalickeri Cushman and Renz
Cushman and Renz, 1941, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 17, pt. 1, 
p. 3, figs. 4,5.
Textularia lalickeri Cushman and Renz
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 169, pi. I, figs. 19, 
20.
TEXTULARIA MEXICANA Cushman, 1922 
Plate 1, fig. 12 
Textularia mexicana Cushman
Cushman, 1922, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 3, p. 17, 
pi. 2, fig. 9.
Textularia c.f. mexicana Cushman
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 170, pi. XII, fig. 2. 
TEXTULARIA c.f. SICA Lalicker and Bermudez,1941 
Plate 2, fig. 1 
Textularia si ca Lalicker and Bermudez
Lalicker and Bermudez, 1941, Torreia, no. 8, p. 16, pi. 4, 
figs. 5,6.
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Textularia si ca Lalicker and Bermudez
Akers and Dorman,1964, Tulane Studies in Geology, pt. 1, 
vol. 3, no. 1, p. 55, pi. I, figs. 8,9.
BIGENERINA IRREGULARIS Phleger and Parker, 1951
Plate 2, fig. 2
Biaenerina irregularis Phleger and Parker
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2,
p. 4, pi. 1, figs. 16-21.
Biaenerina irregularis Phleger and Parker
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 130, 
pi. 2, fig. 8.
Family VALVULINIDAE Berthelin, 1880
Genus CLAVÜLINA d'Orbigny, 1826
CLAVULINA MEXICANA (Cushman), 1922
Plate 2, fig. 3
Clavuli na humilis Brady var. mexicana Cushman
Cushman, 1922, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 3, p. 83,
pi. 16, figs. 1-3.
Pseudoclavulina mexicana (Cushman)
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 27, 
pi. 2, fig. 12’
Genus MARTINOTTIELLA Cushman, 1933
MARTINOTTIELLA c.f. CYCLOSTOMATA (Galloway and
Morrey, 1929)
Plate 2, fig. 4
Verneui1i na cvclostomata Galloway and Morrey 
Galloway and Morrey, 1929, Bull. Am. Paleo., vol. 15, 
no. 55, p. 33, pi. 5, fig. 2.
Schenckiella c.f. cvclostomata (Galloway and Morrey)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 163, pi. II, fig. 16.
Schenckiel la was placed in synonomy with Martinottiella by 
Loeblich and Tappan, 1964.
MARTINOTTIELLA PALLIDA (Cushman), 1927
Plate 2, fig. 5
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Clavulina communis d ’Orbigny var. pal 1ida Cushman 
Cushman, 1927, Calif. Univ., Scripps Inst. Ocean., Bull., 
Tech. Ser., vol. 1, p. 138, pi. 2, fig. 1.
Schenckiel1 a pal1ida (Cushman)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 163, pi. II, figs. 17- 
18.
See note for above species.
Suborder MILIOLINA Del age and Herouard, 1896 
Superfamily CORNÜSPIRACEA Schultz, 1854 
Family CORNUSPIRIDAE Schultz, 1854 
Subfamily CORNUSPIRINAE Schultz, 1854 
Genus CORNÜSPIRA Schultz, 1854 
CORNUSPIRA INVOLVENS (Reuss), 1850 
Plate 2, fig. 6 
Ooerculina involvens Reuss
Reuss, 1850, Denkschr. Akad. Wiss. Wien., vol. 1, p. 370, 
pi. 46, fig. 30.
Cornuspira involvens (Reuss)
Bock, 1971, Mem. Miami Geol. Soc., vol. 1, p. 12, pi. 3, 
fig. 2.
The genus name Cornuspira Schultz was conserved under 
plenary power. See; Melville, 1978, Bull. Zool. Nomencl., 
vol. 35, no. 2, p. 108-110.
Family FISCHERINIDAE Millett, 1898
Subfamily NODOBACULARIELLINAE Millett, 1898
Genus ARTICULINA d ’Orbigny,1826 .
ARTICULINA MAYORI Cushman, 1922
Plate 2, fig. 7
Articulina mavori Cushman
Cushman,1922, Publ. No. 311, Carnegie Inst., p. 71, pi. 13, 
fig. 5.
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Articulina mavori Cushman
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 42, 
pl. 7, fig. 5,6.
ARTICULINA PACIFICA Cushman, 1944
Plate 2, fig. 8
Articulina oacifica Cushman
Cushman, 1944, C.L.F.R. Spec. Publ. No. 10, p. 17, pl. 4, 
fig. 14-18.
Articulina oacifica Cushman
Poag, 1981, Ecologie Atlas of Benthic Foraminifera of the 
Gulf of Mexico, p. 42, pi. 61, fig. 3, pi. 62, fig. 3.
Genus NODÜBACÜLARIELLA Cushman and Hanzawa, 1937
NÜDDBACULARIELLA CASSIS (d'Orbigny), 1839
Plate 2, fig. 9
Vertebralina cassis d ’Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1839, in. de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol. Nat. 
Cuba,•"Forami ni feres", p. 51, pi. 7, fig. 14,15.
Nodobaculariella cassis (d'Orbigny)
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 8, pi. 4, fig. 12-14.
Superfamily MILIOLACEA Ehrenberg, 1839
Family MILIOLIDAE Ehrenberg, 1839
Subfamily SPIROLOCULININAE Wiesner, 1920
Genus SPIROLOCULINA d'Orbigny, 1826
SPIROLOCULINA COMMUNIS Cushman and Todd, 1944
Plate 2, fig. 12
Soiroloculina communis Cushman and Todd
C.L.F.R. Spec. Publ. No. 11, p. 65, pi. 9, fig. 4,5,7,8. 
Soiroloculina communis Cushman and Todd
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 18, pi. 9, 
fig. 4,5.
SPIROLOCULINA ROTUNDA d'Orbigny, 1826 
Plate 2, fig. 11
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Spiroloculina rotunda d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 299.
Subfamily MILIOLINAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Genus QUINQUELOCULINA d ’Orbigny, 1826 
QUNIOUELOCULINA BICARINATA 1826 
Plate 3 fig. 5 
Quinoueloculina bicarinata d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, v. 7, p. 302, 
pi. 4, fig. 6-8.
Oui noueloculina bi carinata d’Orbigny
Poag, 1981, Ecologie Atlas of Benthic Foraminifera of the 
Gulf of Mexico. Marine Science Internat., Woods Hole.
QUINQUELOCULINA BICOSTATA d ’Orbigny, 1826
Plate 3, fig. 1
Qui noueloculi na bi costata d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, in, de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol. Nat. 
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", p. 195, pi. 12, fig. 8-10.
Quinoueloculina bi costata d ’Orbigny
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 7, pi. 3, fig. 15.
QUINQUELOCULINA BICOSTATA d ’Orbigny var. GARRETTI
Andersen, 1961
Plate 3, fig. 4
Quinaueloculina bicostata d ’Orbigny var. oarretti Andersen 
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 30, 
pi. 4, fig. 5.
QUINQUELOCULINA BOSCIANA d ’Orbigny, 1839
Plate 2, fig. 10
Qui noueloculi na bosciana d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, In de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol. Nat. 
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", p. vol. 8, p. 194, pi. 11, fig. 
22-24.
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Quinaueloculina bosciana d’Orbigny
Bock, 1971, Miami Geol. Soc., Memoir 1, p. 17, pi. 5, fig. 
3-5.
QUINQUELOCULINA COMPTA Cushman, 1947 
Plate 2, fig. 13 
Quinoueloculina compta Cushman
Cushman, 1947, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 23, pt. 4, p. 87, 
pi. 19, fig. 2.
Quinaueloculina compta Cushman
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 7, pi. 3, fig. 17.
QUINQUELOCULINA LAMARCKIANA d ’Orbigny, 1839
Plate 3, fig. 2
Qui noueloculi na lamarckiana d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, in de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol. Nat. 
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 189, pi. 11, fig. 14.
Qui noueloculi na lamarckiana d ’Orbigny
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 7, pi. 4, fig. 1.
QUINQUELOCULINA c.f. POEYANA d ’Orbigny, 1839
Plate 2, fig. 14
Qui noueloculi na ooevana d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, in. de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol. Nat. 
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 191, pi. 11, fig. 25-27.
Quinoueloculina ooevana d ’Orbigny
McCulloch, 1977, Qualitative Observetions on Recent Foram- 
iniferal Tests, p. 502, pi. 206, fig. 11,12.
QUINQUELOCULINA SEMINULA (Linnaeus), 1758
Plate 3, fig. 3
Serpula semi nul a Linnaeus
Linnaeus, 1758, Syst. Nat., ed. 10, vol. 1, p. 786.
Qui noueloculi na semi nul a (Linnaeus)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 156, pi. Ill, fig. 1. 
Genus EDENTOSTOMINA Collins, 1958
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EDENTOSTOMINA F ITERREI (Acosta), 1940 
Plate 3, fig. 7 
Triloculina fiterrei Acosta
Acosta, 1940, Torreia, Havana, vol. 3, p. 25,26, pl. 4, 
fig. 6—8.
Absence of an apertural tooth and variable chamber arrange­
ment suggest placement in Edentostomina.
Genus MASSILINA Schlumberger, 1893
MASSILINA TENUISSIMA Bermudez, 1949
Plate 3, fig. 6
Massi1ina tenuissima Bermudez
Bermudez, 1949, C.L.F.R. Spec. Publ. No. 25, p. 104, pl. 6, 
fig. 19.
Genus TRILOCULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
TRILOCULINA CARINATA d'Orbigny, 1839 
Plate 3, fig. 8 
Triloculina carinata d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1839, in. de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 179, pl. 10, fig. 15-17.
Tri 1oculi na carinata d'Orbigny
Bock, 1971, Miami Geol. Soc., Memoir 1, p. 26, pl. 10, 
fig. 2-4.
TRILOCULINA SAIDI McCulloch, 1977 
Plate 3, fig. 9 
Triloculina saidi McCulloch
McCulloch, 1977, Qualitative Observetions on Recent Foram- 
iniferal Tests, p. 558, pl. 231, fig. 13-15.
TRILOCULINA TRICARINATA d'Orbigny, 1826
Plate 4, fig. 1
Triloculina tricarinata d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 299, 
no. 7; Modèles, 1826, no. 94.
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Triloculina tricarinata d'Orbigny
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 172, pl. III, fig. 2. 
TRILOCULINA TRIGONULA (Lamarck), 1804 
Plate 4, fig. 2 
Miliola trioonula Lamarck
Lamarck, 1804, Ann. Mus., vol. 5, p. 351, no. 3; vol. 9, 
1807, pl. 17, fig. 4.
Triloculina trigonula (Lamarck)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 6, pi. 3, fig.
15,16.
Genus CRUCILOCULINA d'Orbigny, 1839
CRUCILOCULINA STRIATA, Loeblich and Tappan, 1957
Plate 4, fig. 3
Cruciloculina striata Loeblich and Tappan
Loeblich and Tappan, 1957, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 125,
p. 234, pi. 74, fig. 13-16.
CRUCILOCULINA SUBLINEATA (Brady), 1884
Plate 4, fig. 4
Mi 1iolina circularis (Bornemann) var. sublineata Brady 
Brady, 1884, Challanger Rept. Zoology, vol. 9, p. 169, 
pi. 4, fig. 7.
Miliolinella sublineata (Brady)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 8, pi. 4, 
fig. 7.
Cruciform aperture suggests placement in Cruci1oculina.
Genus PYRGO Defrance, 1824 
PYRGO c.f. OBLONGA (d’Orbigny), 1839 
Plate 4, fig. 5 
Bi1oculina oblonga d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, in. de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 163, pi. 8, fig. 21-23.
Pvroo c.f. oblonga (d’Orbigny)
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 39, 
p i . 9, fig. 3.
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PYRGO SUBSPHAERICA (d’Orbigny), 1839 
Plate 4, fig. 6 
Biloculina subsohaerica d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, in. de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 162, pl. 8, fig. 25-27.
Pvroo subsohaerica (d’Orbigny)
Cushman, 1929, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 6, p. 68, 
pl. 18, fig. 1,2.
PYRGO VESPERTILIO (Schlumberger), 1891
Plate 4, fig. 7
Biloculi na vesoerti1i o Schlumberger
Schlumberger, 1891, Soc. Zool. France Mem., tome 4, p. 561, 
pl. 10, fig. 74-76.
Pvroo vesoerti1i o (Schlumberger>
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 4, pl. 2, 
fig. 8.
Subfamily MILIOLINELLINAE Vella, 1957 
Genus MILIOLINELLA Wiesner, 1931 
MILIOLINELLA FICHTELIANA 
PLATE 4, fig. 10 
Tri 1oculi na fichteliana d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, irj. de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 71, pl. 9, fig 8-10.
Mi 1i oli nella fichteliana (d’Orbigny)
Bock, 1971, Miami Geol. Soc. Memoir. 1, p. 29, pl. 12, 
fig. 6.
MILIOLINELLA SUBROTUNDA (Montagu), 1803 
Plate 4, fig. 9 
Vermiculum subrotundum Montagu
Montagu, 1803, Testacea Britannica, or natural history of 
British shalls, marine, land, and fresh water, including 
the most minute, p. 521.
Mi 1i oli nel1 a subrotunda (Montagu)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 8, pi. 4, 
fig. 3, p. 10, pi. 5, fig. 13,14.
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Genus PYRGOELLA Cushman and White, 1936 
PYRGOELLA SPHAERA (d’Orbigny), 1839 
Plate 4, fig. 9 
Biloculina sphaera d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, Voyage dans 1’Amérique Méridionale; 
"Foraminiferes", tome 5, pt. 5, p. 66, pi. 8, fig. 13-16.
Pvrooella sphaera (d’Orbigny)
Loeblich and Tappan, 1964, Treat, on Invert. Paleo. p. 465, 
textfig. 352, no. 6,7.
Subfamily SIGMOILOPSINAE Vella, 1957
Genus SIGMOILIMA Schlumberger, 1887
SIGMOILINA SUBPOEYANA (Cushman), 1922
Plate 4, fig. 11
Quinaueloculina subooevana Cushman
Cushman, 1922, Publ. Carnegie Inst. Wash.,vol 17, no. 311, 
p. 66; U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 6, p. 31, pi. 5, 
fig. 3.
Siamoilina subpoevana (Cushman)
Bandy, 1956, U.S. Geol. Survey Prof Paper 247-G, p. 197, 
pi. 29, fig. 1.
SIGMOILINA TENUIS (Czjzek), 1847
Plate 4, fig. 12
Quinaueloculina tenuis Czjzek
Czjzek, 1847, Haidingers Naturwiss. Abh., vol. 2, p. 149, 
pi. 13, fig. 31-34.
Siamoi1ina tenuis (Czjzek)
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 8, pi. 4, fig. 7.
Genus SIGMOILOPSIS Finlay, 1947
SIGMOILOPSIS FLINTII (Cushman), 1946
Plate 5, fig. 1
Siamoilina f1 intii Cushman
Cushman, 1946, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 22, pt. 2, p. 44, 
pi. 6, fig. 35-39.
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Siamoi1 apsis f1 inti i (Cushman)
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 34, 
p l . 7, fig. 9.
SIGMOILOPSIS SCHLUMBERGERI (Silvestri), 1904
Plate 5, fig. 2
Siamoi1ina schlumberaeri Silvestri
Silvestri, 1904, Mem. Pont. Accad. Nuavi. Lincei, vol. 22, 
p. 267.
Siamoi1i na schlumbergeri Silvestri
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 8, pl. 4, fig. 6.
Superfamily SORITACEA Ehrenberg, 1839
Family PENEROPLIDAE Schultz, 1854
Genus PENEROPLIS de Montfort, 1808
PENERGPLIS BRADYI Cushman, 1930
Plate 5, fig. 3
Peneroplis bradvi Cushman
Cushman, 1930, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 7, p. 40, 
p 1. 14, fig. 8 — 10.
Puteolina bradvi (Cushman)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 26, pl. 13, 
fig. 12,13.
Suborder SPIRILLININA Hohenegger and Piller, 1975 
Family SPIRILLINIDAE Reuss and Fritsch, 1861 
Genus SPIRILLINA Ehrenberg, 1843 
SPIRILLINA VIVIPARA Ehrenberg,1841 
Plate 5, fig. 4 
Soirillina vivioara Ehrenberg
Ehrenberg, 1841, Abhandl. K. Akad. Wiss., Berlin, p. 422, 
pl. 3, S B C .  7, fig. 41.
Spiri11ina vivioara Ehrenberg
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 25, pl. 13, fig. 3,4.
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Genus MYCHOSTOMINA Berthelin, 1881
MYCHOSTOMINA REVERTENS (Rhumbler), 1906
Plate 5, fig. 11
Soiri11ina vivipara Ehrenberg var. revertens Rhumbler 
Rhumbler, 1906, Zool. Jahrb.,Abt. Syst., Jena, vol. 24, 
p. 32, pi. 2, fig. 8-10.
Mvchostomina revertens (Rhumbler)
Galloway, 1933, Manual of Foram., p. 88, pl. 7, fig. 6,7. 
Family PARELLINIDAE Rhumbler, 1906 
Genus PATELLINA Williamson, 1858 
PATELLINA CORRUGATA Williamson, 1858 
Plate 5, fig. 5 
Patel 1ina corrugate Williamson
Williamson, 1858, Rec. Foram. of Gt. Britain, p. 46, pl . 3, 
fig. 86—89.
Patel 1ina corruaata Williamson
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 23, pl . 12, fig. 4.
Suborder LAGENINA Delage and Herouard, 1896
Superfamily NODOSARIACEA Ehrenberg, 1838
Family NODOSARIIDAE Ehrenberg, 1838
Subfamily NODOSARIINAE Ehrenberg, 1838
Genus DENTALINA Risso, 1826
DENTALINA ADVENA (Cushman), 1923
Plate 5, fig. 7
Nodosaria advena Cushman
Cushman, 1923, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, p. 79, pl . 14, 
fig. 1 2 '.
Dentalina advena (Cushman)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 130, pl . IV, fig. 27.
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DENTALINA PAUPERATA d'Orbigny, 1846 
Plate 5, fig. 15 
Dentalina oauperata d ’Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1846, Foram. foss. Bass, tertiaire de Vienne, 
p. 46, pl. 1, fig. 57,58.
Dentalina pauperata d ’Orbigny
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 131, pl IV, fig. 26. 
Genus FRONDICULARIA Defrance, 1826 
FRONDICULARIA ADVENA Cushman, 1923 
Plate 5, fig. 9 
Frondicularia advena Cushman
Cushman, 1923, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, p. 141, 
pl. 20, fig. 1,2.
Frondicularia advena Cushman
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. , 134, pl. XI1, 
fig. 5.
FRONDICULARIA SAGITTULA van den Broeck, 1876
Plate 5, fig. 8
Frondicularia al ata d ’Orbigny var. saoittula van den Broeck 
van den Broeck, 1876, Ann. Soc. Belge Micro., vol. 2, 
p. 113, pl. 2, fig. 12,14.
Frondicularia saoittula van den Broeck
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 73, 
pl. 16, fig. 18-21.
FRONDICULARIA VAUGHANl (Cushman), 1927
Plate 5, fig. 10
Plectofrondicularia vauahani Cushman
Cushman, 1927, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 3, p. 112, pl. 23, 
fig. 3.
Plectofrondi cul aria vauahani Cushman
Bermudez, 1949, C.L.F.R. Spec. Publ. No. 25, p. 177, 
pl . 11, fig. 46,47.
Lack of initial biserial stage indicates placement in 
Frondicularia rather than Plectofrondi cularia.
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Genus PSEUDONODOSARIA Boomgaart, 1949 
PSEUDONODOSARIA COMATULA (Cushman), 1923 
Plate S, fig. 14 
Nodosaria comatula Cushman
Cushman, 1923, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 3, p. 83, 
pl. 14, fig. 5.
Pseudoalandulina comatula (Cushman)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 153, pl. V, fig. 12. 
Pseudonodosaria comatula (Cushman)
Hofker, 1969, Stud. Fauna Curasao, vol. 31, no. 115, 
p. 58-59, fig. 154-158.
PSEUDONODOSARIA INCISIA (Neugeboren), 1850
Plate 5, fig. 12
Glandulina inci si a Neugeboren
Neugeboren, 1850, Siebenburg Ver. Naturwiss. Verh. u. 
Mitt.,Jahrg. 1, no. 4, p. 52, pl. 1, fig. 7.
Pseudoalandulina incisia (Neugeboren)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 154, pl. V, fig 16;_ 
Embracing chambers suggest placement in Pseudonodosaria. 
Genus NODOSARIA Lamarck, 1812 
NODOSARIA LONGISCATA d'Orbigny, 1846 
Plate 5, fig. 13 
Nodosaria lonoiscata d ’Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1846, Foram. Foss. Bass. Tert. Vienne, p. 32, 
p 1. 1, fig. 10-12.
Nodosaria lonoiscata d'Orbigny
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 146, pl. V, fig. 1-4. 
NODOSARIA PYRULA d'Orbigny, 1826 
Plate 5, fig. 6 
Nodosaria pvrula d'Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 253, 
no. 13.
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Nodosaria ovrula d’Orbigny
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 10, pl. 5, fig. 5.
NODOSARIA RAPHANISTRUM (Linnaeus) var. CARIBBEANA
Hedberg, 1937
Plate 6, fig. 1
Nodosaria raphanistrum (Linnaeus) var. caribbeana Hedberg 
Hedberg, 1937, Jour. Paleo., vol. 11, no. 8, p. 671, 
pl . 91, fig.1.
Nodosaria raphanistrum (Linnaeus) var. caribbeana Hedberg 
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 147, pl. V, fig. 6,7.
NODOSARIA STAINFORTHI Cushman and Renz, 1941
Plate 6, fig. 2
Nodosari a stai nforthi Cushman and Renz
Cushman and Renz, 1941, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 17, pt. 1, 
p. 15, pl. 3, fig. 5.
Nodosaria stai nforthi Cushman and Renz
R e n z , 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 147, pl. IV, fig. 31.
NODOSARIA VERTEBRAL IS (Batsch), 1791 
Plate 6, fig. 3 
Nanti 1 us (Orthoceras) vertebral is Batsch
Batsch, 1791, Conchylien des Seesands, pt. 3, no. 6, pl. 2, 
fig. 6.
Nodosaria vertebrali s (Batsch)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 147, pl. V, fig. 8-11. 
Genus ORTHOMORPHINA Stainforth, 1952 
ORTHOMORPHINA CHALLENGERINA (Thalmann), 1937 
Plate 6, fig. 4 
Nodooenerina chailengerina Thalmann
Thalmann, 1937, Eclog. geol. Helvet., vol. 30, no. 2, 
p.341.
Orthomorphina chai 1enoerina (Thalmann)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 136, pl. 64, 
fig. 25-27.
Genus AMPHICORYNA Schlumberger, 1881
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AMPHICORYNA CAMACHOI Andersen, 1961 
Plate 6, fig. 8 
Amohicorvna camachoi Andersen
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Burv., Beal Bull. Nc. 35, p. 67, 
pi. 16, fig. 4,5.
AMPHICORYNA HIRSUTA (d'Orbigny), 1826
Plate 6, fig. 5
Nodosaria hirsuta d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 252 
Amohicorvna hi rsuta (d'Orbigny)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 132, pi. 63, 
fig. 16.
AMPHICORYNA SOLARIS (Batsch), 1791 
Plate 6, fig. 7 
Nauti1 us (Orthoceras) sclaris Batsch
Batsch, 1791, Conch, des Seesands, no. 4, pi. 2, fig. 4. 
Amohicorvna sclari s (Batsch)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 134, pi. 63, 
fig. 28-31.
AMPHICORYNA SUBLINEATA (Brady), 1884
Plate 6, fig. 6
Nodosaria hi soada var. sublineata Brady
Brady, 1884, Challenger Rept. Zoology, vol. 9, p. 508,
pi. 63, fig. 19-22.
Amohicorvna sublineata (Brady)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 134, pi. 63, 
fig. 19-22.
Genus LAGENA Walker and Jacob, 1798 
LAGENA GIBBERA Buchner, 1940 
Plate 6, fig. 9 
Laoena oi bbera Buchner
Buchner, 1940, Nova Acta Leopoldina, n.f. vol. 9, no. 62, 
p. 423.
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Laoena ai bbera Buchner
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 118, 62, 
fig. 8—9.
LAGENA GRACILLIMA (SEQUENZA), 1862 
Plate 6, fig. 10 
Amohorina oracillima Sequenza
Sequenza, 1862, Die terreni Terzlarii del distretto di 
Messina; Pt. II, p. 51, pi. 1, fig. 37.
Laoena oracillima (Sequenza)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 116, pi. 56, 
fig. 26.
LAGENA GRACILLIS Williamson, 1848 
Plate 6, fig. 18 
Laoena oracillis Williamson
Williamson, 1848, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 2, vol. 1, 
p. 13, pi. 1, fig. 5.
Laoena oracillis Williamson
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 119, pi. 58, 
fig. 2,3.
LAGENA LAEVIS (Montagu), 1803
Plate 6, fig. 11
Vermiculum laeve Montagu
Montagu, 1803, Test. Briton., p. 524.
Laoena laevis (Montagu)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 118, pi. 57, 
fig. 14,27.
LAGENA STRIATA (d'Orbigny), 1839 
Plate 6, fig. 17 
Oolina striata d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, Foram. Amer. Merid., p. 21, pi. 5, 
fig. 12.
Laoena striata (d’Orbigny)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 118, pi. 57, 
fig. 22,24.
Subfamily PLECTOFRONDICULARIINAE Cushman, 1927
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Genus PLECTOFRONDICULARIA Liebus, 1902
PLECTOFRONDICULARIA CALIFORNICA Cushman and Stewart, 1926
Plate 6, fig. 12
PIectof rondi CLiI aria cal ifornica Cushman and Stewart 
Cushman and Stewart, 1926, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 2, p. 39, 
pi. 6, fig. 9-11.
Plectofrondicularia c.f. californica Cushman and Stewart 
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 151, pi. XII, fig. 10.
PLECTOFRONDICULARIA FLORIDANA Cushman, 1930
Plate 6, fig. 13
Plectofrondicularia f1oridana Cushman
Cushman, 1930, Florida Geol. Survey, Bull. no. 4, p. 41, 
pi. 8, fig. 1.
PIectofrondi cularia f1oridana Cushman
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 152, pi. VI, fig. 19. 
PLECTOFRONDICULARIA c.f. LONGISTRIATA LeRoy, 1939 
Plate 6, fig. 14 
PIectofrondi cularia lonoistriata LeRoy
LeRoy, 1939, Natuurk. tijdschr. Ned.-Indee, afl. 6, deel 9, 
p. 241, pi. 5, fig. 4-6.
Plectofrondi cularia c.f. lonoistriata LeRoy
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 152, pi. VI, fig. 21.
Family VAGINULINIDAE Reuss, 1860
Subfamily LENTICULININAE Chapman, Parr and 
Collins, 1934
Genus LENTICULINA Lamarck, 1804
LENTICULINA CALCAR (Linnaeus), 1767
Plate 6, fig. 15
Nanti 1 us calcar Linnaeus
Linnaeus, 1767, Syst. Nat., 12th ed., p. 1162, no. 272.
Robulus calcar (Linnaeus)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 158, pi. Ill, fig. 6.
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Robulus was placed in synonomy with Lenticulina by Loeblich 
and Tappan, 1964
LENTICULINA CLERICCI (Fornasini), 1929
Plate 6, fig. 16
Cristellaria clericci Fornasini
Cushman, 1929, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 5, p. 84, pi. 12, 
fig. 16,17.
Robulus clericci (Fornasini)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 158, pi. Ill, fig. 8. 
LENTICULINA CULTRATA (de Montfort), 1808 
Plate 7, fig. 1 
Robul us CLiltratus de Montfort
Montfort, 1808, Conchyliologie systématique et classifi­
cation méthodique des coquilles, tome 1, p. 215.
Lenti culi na cultrata (de Montfort)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 146, pl. 70, 
fig. 4-6.
LENTICULINA OCCIDENTALIS (Cushman) var. TORRIDUS
Cushman, 1923
Plate 7, fig. 2
Cristellaria occidental is Cushman var. torrida Cushman 
Cushman, 1923, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, p. 105, 
pl. 25, fig. i.
Robulus occidentalis (Cushman) var. torrida Cushman
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 160, pl. III, fig. 17.
See above note.
LENTICULINA ex. grp. PEREGRINA (Schwager), 1866
Plate 7, fig. 3
Cristellaria pereorina Schwager
Schwager, 1866, Novara Exped., Geol. Thei1., vol. 2, 
p. 245, pl. 7, fig. 89.
Lenticulina pereorina (Schwager)
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 9, pl. 4, fig. 19.
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LENTICULINA c.-f. SERPENS (Sequenza), 1880 
Plate 7, fig. 4 
Robulina serpens Sequenza
Sequenza, 1880, Mem. R. Accad. Lincei., ser. 3, vol. 6, 
p. 143, p. 12, fig. 125.
"Robulus" c.f. R serpens (Sequenza)
Andersen, 1961,' La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 52, 
pi. 10, fig. 10.
See above note.
Genus SARACENARIA Defrance, 1824
SARACENARIA c.f. ITALICA Defrance var.
CARAPITANA Franklin, 1944
Plate 7, fig. 8
Saracenaria italica DeFrance var. caraoitana Franklin 
Franklin, 1944, Jour. Paleo., v. 18, p. 312, pi. 45, 
fig. 14.
Saracenaria c.f. italica Defrance var. caraoitana Franklin 
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 162, pi. V, fig. 17.
SARACENARIA LATIFORMIS JAMAICENSIS 
Cushman and Todd, 1945
Plate 7, fig. 5
Saracenaria 1 at i for mi s (Brady) _iamai censi s Cushman and Todd 
Cushman and Todd, 1945, C.L.F.R. Spec. Publ. No. 15, p. 32, 
pi. 5, fig. 7.
Saracenaria latiformis (Brady) jamaicensi s Cushman and Todd 
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 59, 
pi. 14, fig. 4.
SARACENARIA LATIFRONS (Brady), 1884
Plate 7, fig. 6
Cristellaria latifrons Brady
Brady, 1884, Challanger Rept. Zoology, vol. 9, p. 544, 
pi. 113, fig. 11.
Saracenaraia latifrons (Brady)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 162, pi. V, fig. 22.
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Subfamily MARGINULININAE Wedekind, 1937
Genus ASTACOLUS de Montfort, 1808
ASTACOLUS NUDICDSTATA (Cushman and Hanna), 1927
Plate 7, fig. 9
Cristellaria mexicana Cushman var. nudicostata Cushman
and Hanna
Cushman and Hanna, 1927, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., ser. 4,
vol. 16, p. 216, pi. 14, fig. 2.
Lenti culi na nudi costata (Cushman and Hanna)
Bermudez, 1949, C.L.F.R. Spec. Publ. No. 25, p. 134, pi. 8, 
fig. 27,28.
Oblique sutures and curved axis of test suggest placement 
in Astacolus.
ASTACOLUS OVATUS Galloway and Heminway, 1941
Plate 7, fig. 10
Astacolus ovatus Galloway and Heminway
Galloway and Heminway, 1941, The Tertiary foraminifera of 
Porto Rico, p. 334, pi. 8, fig. 10.
Astacolus ovatus Galloway and Heminway
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 115, pi. IV, fig. 12. 
ASTACOLUS c.f. PLATENSIS (Bermudez), 1949 
Plate 7, fig. 7 
Robulus platens!s Bermudez
Bermudez, 1949, C.L.F.R. Spec. Publ. No. 25, p. 130, pi. 7, 
fig. 59,60.
Curvilinear nature of test suggests placement in Astacolus.
Genus MARGINÜLINA d'Orbigny, 1826
MARGINULINA OBESA Cushman, 1923
Plate 8, fig. 1
Maroinulina olabra d ’Orbigny var. obesa Cushman
Cushman, 1923, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 4, p. 128,
pi. 37, fig. 1.
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Marginalina obesa Cushman
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 136, pi. 65, 
•fig. 5,6.
MARGINULINA c.f. STRIATULA Cushman, 1913 
Plate 8, fig. 2 
Marginalina striatula Cushman
Cushman, 1913, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 71, p. 79, pi. 23, 
fig. 4.
Marginalina c.f. striatal a Cushman
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 145, pi. IV, fig.
15,16.
MARGINULINA SUBBULLATA Hantken, 1875 
Plate 8, fig. 3 
Marginalina subbullata Hantken
Hantken, 1875 (1876), Magyar Kir. foldt. int. evkon., vol 
4. p. 39, pi. 4, fig. 9-10, pi. 5, fig. 9.
Marginalina subbullata Hantken
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 145, pi. IV, fig. 
13-14.
Genus MARGINULINOPSIS Silvestri, 1904
MARGINULINOPSIS MARGINULINOIDES (Goes), 1896
Plate 8, fig. 4
Cristellaria acuelata d ’Orbigny var. marginalinoides Goes 
Goes, 1896, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Harvard, vol. 29, 
p. 56, pi. 5, fig. 15,16.
Marginalina maroinulinoides (Goes)
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 9, pi. 4, fig. 17.
MARGINULINOPSIS SUBACUELATA GLABRATA (Cushman), 1923
Plate 8, fig. 5
Cristel1 aria subacuelata Cushman var. olabrata Cushman 
Cushman, 1923, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 4, 
p. 124, pi. 32, fig. 4, pi. 33, fig. 3, pi. 34, fig. 3.
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Maroinulina subacuelata (Cushman) var. olabrata (Cushman) 
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 9, pi. 5, fig. 4.
Maroinulinoosis subacuelata olabrata (Cushman)
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 61, 
pi. 15, fig. 10.
Subfamily VAGINULININAE Reuss, 1860
Genus PLANULARIA Defrance, 1826
PLANULARIA VENEZUELANA Hedberg, 1937
Plate 8, fig. 6
Planularia venezuelana Hedberg
Hedberg, 1937, Jour. Paleo., vol. 11, no, 8, p. 670, 
pi. 90, fig. 14.
Planularia venezuelana Hedberg
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 100, pi. IV, fig. 5. 
Genus VAGINULINA d ’Orbigny, 1826 
VAGINULINA ADVENA Cushman, 1923
Plate 8, fig. 8
Vaoinulina advena Cushman
Cushman, 1923, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull., no. 104, p. 
p i . 39, fig. 1-4.
134,
Vaoinulina advena Cushman
Bermudez, 1949, C.L.F.R. Spec. Publ. No. 25, p. 
fig. 40.
155, pl. 9,
VAGINULINA MEXICANA Nuttall, 1932
Plate 8, fig. 7
Vaoinulina eleoans d ’Orbiqnv var. mexicana Nuttall 
Nuttall, 1932, Jour. Paleo., vol. 6, p. 16, pi. 3, fig. 
12,16.
Vaoinulina mexicana Nuttall




Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 176, pi. IV, fig. 23.
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Family POLYMORPHINIDAE d'Orbigny, 1839 
Subfamily PDLVMORPHININAE d'Orbigny, 1839 
Genus PYRULINA d ’Orbigny, 1839 
PYRULINA ANGUSTA (Egger), 1857 
Plate 8, fig. 10 
Polvmorphi na anousta Egger
Egger, 1857, Neves Jahrb. Min. Geogn. Geol. Petref. - 
Kunde, pl. 13, fig. 13-15.
Pvruli na anousta (Egger)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 150, pl. 72, 
fig. 1—3.
Genus GUTTULINA d ’Orbigny, 1839 
GUTTULINA IRREGULARIS (d'Orbigny), 1846 
Plate 8, fig. 11 
G1obui ina irregularis d ’Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1846, Foram. foss. bass, tertiare de Vienne, 
p. 226, pl. 13, fig 9,10.
Guttulina irregularis (d'Orbigny)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 138, pl. VI, fig. 1,2. 
GUTTULINA PROBLEMA d ’Orbigny, 1826 
Plate 8, fig. 12 
Guttulina problema d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 266. 
Guttulina problema d ’Orbigny
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 150, pl. 72, 
fig. 19,20.
Genus GLOBULINA d ’Orbigny, 1839 
GLOBULINA GIBBA (d'Orbigny), 1826 
Plate 8, fig. 13 
Polvmorphina oibba d'Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 266, 
pl. 2, fig. 52.
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Globulina oibba (d'Orbigny)
Barker, i960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 148, p l . 71, 
•fig. 11,12.
Subfamily OOLININAE Loeblich and Tappan, 1961
Genus OOLINA d'Orbigny, 1839
OOLINA HEXAGONA (Williamson), 1848
Plate 8, fig. 9
Entosolina squamosa (Montagu) var. hexagona Williamson 
Williamson, 1848, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., ser.2, vol. 1, 
p. 20, pl. 2, fig. 23.
Oolina hexagona (Williamson)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 120, p l . 58, 
fig. 32,33.
Genus FISSURINA Reuss, 1850 
FISSURINA ANNECTENS (Burrows and Holland), 1895
Plate 9, fig. 1 
Lagena annectens Burrows and Holland
Burrows and Holland, 1895, Monogr. Crag. Foram., pt. II, 
p. 203.
Fissurina annectens (Burrows and Holland)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 122, pl . 59, 
fig 15.
FISSURINA AURICULATA (Brady), 1881 
Not Figured
Lagena auriculata Brady
Brady, 1881, Quart. Jour. Micr. Sci., n.s., vol. 21, p. 61; 
type figure in. Brady, 1884, Chal langer Rept. Zoology, 
vol. 9, p l . 60, fig. 29,31,33.
Fi ssurina auriculata (Brady)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 126, pl. 60, 
fig. 29.
FISSURINA MARGINATA (Walker and Boys), 1784 
Plate 9, fig. 2
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Serpula (Laoena) maroinata Walker and Boys
Walker and Boys, 1784, Test. Minuta., p. 2, pl. 1, fig. 7. 
Laoena maroinata (Walker and Boys)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 142, pl. V, fig. 30. 
Suborder RQBERTININA Loeblich and Tappan, 1984 
Superfamily ROBERTINACEA Reuss, 1850 
Family EPISTOMINIDAE Wedekind, 1937 
Subfamily EPISTOMININAE Wedekind, 1937 
Genus HOEGLUNDINA Brotzen, 1948 
HOEGLUNDINA ELEGANS (d'Orbigny), 1826 
Plate 9, fig. 3 
Rotalina (Turbinulina) eleoans d’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 276, 
no. 54.
Hoeol Ltndi na el eoans (d’Orbigny)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 216, p l . 105, 
fig. 3-6.
Suborder ROTALIINA Del age and Herouard, 1896 
Superfamily TURRILINACEA Cushman, 1927 
Family TURRILINIDAE Cushman, 1927 
Genus TURRILINA Andreae, 1884 
TURRILINA ALSATICA (Nyiro), 1954 
Not Figured
Corrosina alsatica Nyiro
•Nyiro, 1954, Foldtani Kozlony, v. 84, no. 1-2, p. 68, 71, 
73.
Turri1ina alsatica (Nyiro)
Loeblich and Tappan, 1964, Treat, on Invert. Paleo. p. 543, 
textfig. 426, no. 1.
Family PAVONINIDAE Eimer and Fickert, 1899
Genus POVONINA d'Orbigny, 1826
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PAVONINA ATLANTICA Cushman, 1922 
Plate 9, fig. 4 
Pavonina atlantica Cushman
Cushman, 1922, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 3, p. 51, 
pl. 19, fig. 1.
Pavonina at1 antica Cushman
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 17, pl. 8, fig. 6,7.
Family SPHAEROIDINIDAE Cushman, 1927
Genus SPHAEROIDINA d ’Orbigny, 1826
SPHAERGIDINA BULLOIDES d ’Orbigny, 1826
Plate 9, fig. 5
Sohaeroi di na bulloides d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 267, 
Modèles no. 65.
Sohaeroidina bul1oi des d ’Orbigny
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 115, 
pl. 25, fig. 6.
Superfamily EOUVIGERINACEA Cushman, 1927
Family BOLIVINIDAE Glaessener, 1937
Genus BOLIVINA d ’Orbigny, 1839
BOLIVINA ALATA (Sequenza), 1862
Plate 9, fig. 6
Vulvulina alata Sequenza
Sequenza, 1862, Atti. Accad. Gioenia Sci. Nat., ser. 2, 
vol. 18, p. 115, pl. 2, fig. 5.
Bolivina alata (Sequenza)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 116, pl. VI, fig. 26. 
BOLIVINA INCONSPICUA Cushman and Renz, 1941 
Plate 9, fig. 7 
Bolivina inconsoicua Cushman and Renz
Cushman and Renz, 1941, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 17, pt. 1, 
p. 18, pl. 3, fig. 10-11.
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Bolivina inconsoicua Cushman and Renz
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 118, pl. VII, fig. 
9,10.
BOLIVINA INFLATA Heron-Alien and Earl and, 1916
Plate 9, fig. 8
Boli vi na inf lata Heron-Alien and Earland 
Heron-Alien and Earland, 1916, Proc. Roy. Irish Acad., 
vol. 31, pt. 64, p. 68, pl. 4, fig. 16-19.
BOLIVINA ISIDROENSIS Cushman and Renz, 1941
Plate 9, fig. 11
Bol i vi r,a isidroensis Cushman and Renz
Cushman and Renz, 1941, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol 17, pt. 1, 
p. 17, pl. 3, fig. 8.
BoliVina isidroensis Cushman and Renz
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 118, pl. VII, fig. 5. 
BOLIVINA LOWMANI Phleger and Parker, 1951 
Plate 9, fig. 10 
BoliVina lowmani Phleger and Parker
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 13, pl. 6, fig. 20,21.
BoliVina lowmani Phleger and Parker
Akers and Dorman, 1964, Tulane Studies in Geology, pt. 1, 
vol. 3, no. 1, p. 25, pl. VIII, fig. 5.
“ BOLIVINA c.f. PLICATA d'Orbigny, 1839
Plate 9, fig. 9
Bolivina plicata d ’Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1839, Voy. Amer. Merid., vol. 5, p. 62, pl. 8, 
fig. 4-7.
Boli vina plicata d ’Orbigny
Cushman and McCulloch, 1942, Some Virgulininae In The 
Collections of the Allan Hancock Foundation, p. 203, 
pl. 24, fig. 14,15.
BOLIVINA PSEUDOPLICATA Heron-Alien and Earland, 1930
Plate 9, fig. 14
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Bolivina pseudoolicata Heron-Allen and Earland 
Haron-Allen and Earland, 1930, Jour. Roy. Micro.Soc. 
London, vol. 50, p. 81, pl. 3, fig. 36-40.
Bolivina pseudoolicata Heron-Allen and Earland 
Cushman and McCulloch, 1942, Dome Virgulininae In The 
Collections of the Allan Hancock Foundation, p. 204, 
pl. 25, fig. 4-7.
BOLIVINA SPINATA Cushman, 1936
Plate 9, fig. 13
Boli vi na soinata Cushman
Cushman, 1936, C.L.F.R. Spec. Publ. No. 6, p. 59, pl. 8, 
fig. 9.
Bolivina striatula Cushman var. soinata Cushman 
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 14, pl. 7, fig. 7.
BOLIVINA SUBAENARIENSIS Cushman var. MEXICANA 
Cushman, 1922
Plate 9, fig. 15
Boli vina subaenari ensi s Cushman var. mexicana Cushman 
Cushman, 1922, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 3, p. 47, 
pl. 8, fig. 1.
Bolivina subaenariensi s Cushman var. mexicana Cushman 
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 15, pl. 7, fig. 8-10.
BOLIVINA SUBEXCAVATA (Cushman and Wickenden), 1929
Plate 9, fig. 16
Bolivina subexcavata (Cushman and Wickenden)
Cushman and Wickenden, 1929, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., vol. 75, 
no. 27, p. 9, pl. 4, fig. 4.
Bolivina subexcavata Cushman and Wickenden
Buzas, Smith and Beem, 1977, Smithson. Contr. Paleobio.,
no. 31, p. 76, pl. 2, fig. 11-22.
BOLIVINA THALMANNI Renz, 1948
Plate 9, fig. 17
Boli vina thalmanni Renz
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 120, pl. XII, fig. 13.
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Bolivina thaïmanni Renz
Akers and Dorman, 1964, Tulane Studies in Geology, pt. 1, 
vol. 3, no. 1, p. 27, pl. VIII, fig. 27.
BOLIVINA TONGI Cushman, 1929
Plate 9, fig. 12
Bolivina tonoi Cushman
Cushman, 1929, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 5, pt. 4, p. 93, 
p l . 13, fig. 29.
Bolivina tonoi Cushman




Family STILOSTOMELLIDAE Finlay, 1947 
Genus STILOSTOMELLA Guppy, 1894 
STTLOSTOMELLA ANTILLEA (Cushman), 1923 
Plate 10, fig. 2 
Nodosaria anti Ilea Cushman
Cushman, 1923, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 4, p. 91, 
pl. 14, fig. 9.
Stilostomella anti Ilea (Cushman)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 158, p l . 76, 
fig. 10.
STILOSTOMELLA BRADYI (Cushman), 1927 
Plate 10, fig. 4 
Nodooeneri na bradvi Cushman
Cushman, 1927, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 2, p. 97, fig. pt. 4, 
p. 79, pl . 76, fig. 8.
Stilostomella bradvi (Cushman)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 158, pl. 76, 
fig. 8.
STILOSTOMELLA CONSOBRINA (d’Orbigny), 1846 
Plate 10, fig. 3
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Dentalina consobrina d ’Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1846, Fpram. foss. bass. tert. de Vienne, p. 46, 
pl. 2, fig. 1-3.
Sti1ostomella consobrina (d'Orbigny)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 130, pl. 62, 
fig. 23,24.
Dentalina consobrina d'Orbigny
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 130, pl. IV, fig. 30. 
STILOSTOMELLA VERNEUILI (d’Orbigny), 1846 
Plate 10, fig. 1 
Dentali na verneui1i d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1846, Foram. foss. bass, tertiare de Vienna, 
p. 48, pl. 2, fig. 7,8.
El1i Dsonodosari a verneui1i (d'Orbigny)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 131, pl. VIII, 
fig. 3-7.
Rectilinear test and non-radial aperture suggest 
Sti1osti mella.
Superfamily BULIMINACEA jONES, 1875
Family STAINFORTHIIDAE Reiss, 1963
Genus STAINFORTHIA Hofker, 1956
STAINFORTHIA COMPLANATA (Egger), 1893
Plate 10, fig. 5
ViroLil ina schrei bersi an a Czjzek var. compl anata Egger 
Egger, 1893, Abhandl. K. Bay. Akad. Wiss., München, 
vol. 18, pt. 2, p. 292, pl. S, fig. 91,92.
Stainforthia c.f. comolanata (Egger)
McCulloch, 1981, Qualitative Observations on Recent 
Foraminiferal Tests, pt. IV, p. 130, pl. 44, fig. 3.
Family BULIMINIDAE Jones, 1875
Genus BULIMINA d ’Orbigny, 1826
BULIMINA ACULEATA d'Orbigny, 1826
Plate 10, fig. 8
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Bulimina aculeata d'Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 269. 
Bulimina aculeata d ’Orbigny
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 15, pl. 7, fig. 23.
BULIMINA AFFINIS d ’Orbigny, 1839
Plate 10, fig. 9
Bulimina affinis d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, in. de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 105, pl. 2, fig. 25,26.
Bulimina affinis d ’Orbigny
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 15, pl. 7, fig. 21,22.
BULIMINA ALAZANENSIS Cushman, 1927
Plate 10, fig. 6
Bulimina alazanensis Cushman
Cushman, 1927, Jour. Paleo., vol. 1, p. 161, p l . 25, 
fig. 4.
Buli mi na c.f. alazanensi s Cushman
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 120, pl. VI, fig. 14. 
BULIMINA INFLATA Sequenza, 1862 
Plate 10, fig. 7 
Bulimina inflata Sequenza
Sequenza, 1862, Atti. Accad. Gioenia. Sci, Nat., ser. 2, 
vol. 18, p. 109, pl. 1, fig. 10.
Bulimina c.f. inf lata Sequenza
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 122, pl. VI, fig. 13, 
pl. XII, fig. 14.
BULIMINA MARGINATA d ’Orbigny, 1826
Plate 10, fig. 10
Buli mi na maroinata d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 269, 
no. 4, pl. 12, fig. 10-12.
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Bulimina maroinata d ’Orbigny
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 16, pl. 7, fig. 27,28.
Genus PRAEGLOBOBULIMINA Hofker, 1951
PRAEGLOBGBULIMINA PUPOIDES (d’Orbigny), 1846
Plate 10, fig. 11
Bulimina puooides d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1846, Foram. foss. bass, tertiare de Vienne, 
p. 185, pl. 11, fig. 11,12.
Bulimina puooides d ’Orbigny
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 122, pl. VI, fig.
11,12.
Praeolobobulimina puooides (d’Orbigny)
Loeblich and Tappan, 1964, Treat, on Invert. Paleo. p. 561, 
textfig. 442, no. 14,15.
Genus GLOBOBULIMINA Cushman, 1927
GLOBOBULIMINA PERVERSA (Cushman), 1921
Plate 10, fig. 14
Bulimina pvrula d ’Orbigny var. perversa Cushman 
Cushman, 1921, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 100, vol. 4, 
p. 163, textfig. 2.
Bulimina (Globobulimina) perversa Cushman
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 122, p l . VI, fig. 16. 
Globular test and embracing chambers suggest G1obobulimina.
Family BULIMINELLIDAE Hofker, 1951
Genus BULIMINELLA Cushman, 1911
BULIMINELLA BASSENDORFENSIS Cushman and Parker, 1937
PLATE 10, fig. 12
Buli minel1 a bassendorfensi s Cushman and Parker 
Cushman and Parker, 1937, C.L.F.R. Contr. vo. 13, pt. 1, 
p. 40, pl. 4, fig. 13.
Buliminella c.f. B. bassendorfensi s Cushman and Parker 
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 17, pl. 8, fig. 1,2.
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BULIMINELLA ELEGANTISSIMA d'Orbigny, 1839
Plate 10, fig. 17
Buli mi nel1 a eleaantissima d ’Orbigny, 1839 
d ’Orbigny, 1839, Voy. Amer. Merid., vol. 5, pt. 5,
"Foramianiferes", p. 51, pl. 7, fig. 13,14.
Buliminella eleoantissima d ’Orbigny
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 17, pl . 8, fig. 3,4.
Genus BULIMINOIDES Cushman, 1911
BULIMINOIDES BASICOSTATA (Parr), 1950
Plate 10, fig. 15
Buliminella basicostata Parr
Parr, 1950, B.A.N.Z. Antarctic Res. Expd., 1929-1931, 
vol. 5 pt. 6, p. 336.
Bulimi nella basi costata Parr
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 104, pl. 50. 
fig 23,24.
Radial striations on apertural face suggest Buliminoides.
Family REÜSSELLIDAE Cushman, 1933
Genus REUSSELLA Galloway, 1933
REUSSELLA MINUTIA Drooger and Kaasschieter, 1958
Plate 10, fig. 13
Reussella minutia Drooger and Kaasschieter
Drooger and Kaasschieter, 1958, Reports of the Orinoco
Shelf Expedition, vol. 4, K. Neder. Akad. Wetensch.,
Afd. Natuurk. Verh., ser. 1, vol. 22, no. 1, p. 64, 65, 
p l . 3, fig. 10.
REUSSELLA SPINULOSA (Reuss), 1850
Plate 10, fig. 16
Verneuiina soi nul osa Reuss
Reuss, 1850, K. Akad. Wiss. Wien, Math.-Nat. Cl. Denkschr., 
Wien, Osterreich, Bd. 1, p. 347,
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Reussel1 a soinulosa (Reuss)
Loeblich and Tappan, 1964, Treat, on Invert. Paleo. p. 564, 
textfig. 445, no. 3-5.
Family SIPHOSENERINOIDIDAE Saidova, 1981
Subfamily SIPHOGENERINOIDINAE Saidova, 1981
Genus RECTOBOLIVINA Cushman, 1927
RECTOBOLIVINA ADVENA (Cushman), 1922
Plate 11, fig. 1
Siphoaenerina advena Cushman
Cushman, 1922, Carnegie Inst. Publ. 311, p. 35, pl. 5, 
fig. 2,
Rectoboli vi na adena (Cushman)
Akers and Dorman, 1964, Tulane Studies in Geology, pt. 1, 
vol. 3, no. 1, p. 51, pl. IX, fig. 22.
RECTOBOLIVINA RAPHANA (Parker and Jones), 1865
Plate 11, fig. 2
Uvioerina (Saorlna) raohanus Parker and Jones
Parker and Jones, 1865, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. London, vol
155, p. 364, pl. 18, fig. 16,17.
Rectobolivina raohanus (Parker and Jones)
Loeblich and Tappan, 1964, Treat, on Invert. Paleo. p. 553, 
textfig. 438, no. 9-11.
RECTOBOLIVINA(?) SPINESCENS (Cushman), 1911
Plate 11, fig. 3
Boli vina soinescens Cushman
Cushman, 1911, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bu.., no. 71, p. 46, 
textfig. 76.
Later stages of test appear to be tending t,oward uni serial 
chamber arrangenent.
Subfamily SIPHOGENERININAE Loeblich and Tappan, 1984
Genus SIPHOGENERINA Schlumberger, 1882
SIPHOGENERINA FREDSMITHI Garrett, 1939
Plate 11, fig. 4
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Si phoaeneri na fredsmithi Garrett
Garrett, 1939, Jour. Paleo., vol. 13, no. 6, p. 577, 
pl. 66, fig. i.
SIPHOGENERINA MULTICOSTATA Cushman and Jarvis, 1929
Plate 11, fig. 5
Siphoaenerina multicostata Cushman and Jarvis
Cushman and Jarvis, 1929, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 5, p. 14,
pl. O', fig. 6.
Siphoaenerina multicostata Cushman and Jarvis
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 165, pl. VII, fog. 26.
SIPHOGENERINA SENNI Cushman and Renz, 1941
Plate 11, fig. 6
Si phoaeneri na senni Cushman and Renz
Cushman and Renz, 1941, C.L.F.R. Contr. 17, pt. 1, p. 22, 
pl. 3, fig. 21,22.
Siphooenerina senni Cushman
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 165, pl. VII, fig. 
29,30.
SIPHOGENERINA SMITHI Kleinpell, 1938 
Plate 11, fig. 7 
Si phooeneri na smithi Kleinpell
Kleinpell, 1938, Miocene Stratigraphy of California, 
p. 304, pi.6, fig. 1,2.
Si phooeneri na smithi Kleinpell
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 165, pl. XII, fig.
18, 19.
SIPHOGENERINA TRANSVERSA Cushman, 1918
Plate 11, fig. 8
Si phoaeneri na raohanus (Parker and Jones) var. transversus 
Cushman
Cushman, 1918, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 103, p. 64, pl. 22, 
fig.8.
Siphoaenerina transversa Cushman
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 166, pl . VII, fig. 
27,28, pl. XII, fig. 9.
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Family UVIGERINIDAE Haeckel, 1894 
Subfamily UVIBERININAE Haeckel, 1894 
Genus UVIGERINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
UVIGERINA AUBERIANA d ’Orbigny, 1839 
Plate 11, fig. 9 
Uvioerina auberiana d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, in. de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 106, pl . 2, fig.23,24.
Uvioerina auberi ana d’Orbigny var. attenuate Cushman and 
Renz
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 124, pl . VII, fig. 20. 
UVIGERINA COCOAENSIS Cushman, 1925 
Plate 11, fig. 10 
Uvi oerina cocoaensis Cushman
Cushman, 1925, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 1, pt. 3, no. 16, 
p. 68, pl. 10, fig. 12.
UVIGERINA FLINTI Cushman, 1923
PLATE 11, fig. 11
Uvioerina f1inti Cushman
Cushman, 1923, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 4, p. 165, 
pl. 42, fig. 13.
Uvioerina f1 inti Cushman
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 89, 
pl. 20, fig. 17.
UVIGERINA c.f. HANNAI Kleinpell, 1938
Plate 11, fig. 13
Uvi oerina hannai Kleinpell
Kleinpell, 1938, Miocene Stratigraphy of California, 
p. 294.
Uvi perina c.f. hannai Kleinpell
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 174, pl. XII, fig.
16,17.
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UVIGERINA HISPIDO-COSTATA Cushman and Todd, 1945
Plate 11, fig. 14 
Uvi oerina hi spi do-costata Cushman and Todd
Cushman and Todd, 1945, C.L.F.R. Spec. Publ. No. 15, p. 51, 
p l .7, fig. 27,31.
Uvioerina hi soi do-costata Cushman and Todd
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2,
p. 18, p l . 8, fig. 17-21,23.
UVIGERINA ex. grp. PEREGRINA Cushman, 1923
Plate 11, fig. 16
Uvioerina pereorina Cushman
Cushman, 1923, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 4, p. 166, 
pl. 42, fig. 7-10.
Uvioerina pereorina Cushman
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 18, pl. 8, fig. 27-30.
There are many species names for costate Uvioerina and it 
is the authors opinion that, based upon published figures, 
most of these "species" are indistinguishable.
UVIGERINA RUSTICA Cushman and Edwards, 1938
Plate 11, fig. 17
Uvioerina rustica Cushman and Edwards
Cushman and Edwards, 1938, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 14, p. 83, 
p l . 14, fig. 6.
Uvioerina rustics Cushman and Edwards
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 175, pl. VII, fig. 
23,24.
Genus UVIGERINELLA Cushman, 1926
UVIGERINELLA SPARSICOSTATA Cushman and Laiming, 1931
Plate 11, fig. 12
Uvi peri nel1 a soarsicostata Cushman and Laiming 
Cushman and Laiming, 1931, Jour. Paleo., vol. 5, p. 112, 
p l . 12, fig. 12.
"Uvioerinella" soarsicostata Cushman and Laiming
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 175, pl. XII, fig. 20.
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Genus SAGRINA d'Orbigny, 1839 
SAGRINA PULCHELLA d'Orbigny, 1839 
Plate 11, fig. 18 
Sagrina pulchella d ’Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1839, i_n de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 150, pl. 1, fig. 23,24.
Sagrina ouichel1 a d ’Orbigny
Akers and Dorman, 1964, Tulane Studies in Geology, pt. 1, 
vol. 3, no. 1, p. 52, pl. IX, fig. 8-10.
Genus RECTUVIGERINA Mathews, 1945
RECTUVIGERINA MULTICOSTATA (Cushman and Jarvis), 1929
Plate 11, fig. 15
Siohogenerina multi costata Cushman and Jarvis
Cushman and Jarvis, 1929, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 5, p. 14,
pl. %i'<, fig. 6.
Rectuvigerina multi costata (Cushman and Jarvis)
Loeblich and Tappan, 1964, Treat, on Invert. Paleo. p. 569, 
textfig. 448, no. 5.
Subfamily ANGULOGERININAE Galloway, 1933
Genus TRIFARINA Cushman, 1923
TRIFARINA ANGULOSA (Williamson), 1858
Plate 12, fig. 1
Uvi oerina anoulosa Williamson
Williamson, 1858, On The Recent Foraminifera of Great 
Britain. Royal Society, p. 67, p l . 5, fig. 140.
Trifarina anoulosa (Williamson)
Loeblich and Tappan, 1964, Treat, on Invert. Paleo. p. 571, 
textfig. 450, no. 1-3.
TRIFARINA BRADYI Cushman, 1923
Plate 12, fig. 2
Tri farina bradvi Cushman
Cushman, 1923, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 4, p. 99, 
pl. 22, fig. 3-9.
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Trifarina bradvi Cushman
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 172, pl. VII, fig. 33. 
TRIFARINA HOLCKI Akers and Dorman, 1964
Plate 12, fig. 3
Trifarina holcki Akers and Dorman
Akers and Dorman, 1964, Tulane Studies in Geology, pt. 1, 
vol. 3, no. 1, p. 56, pl . IX, fig. 16-18.
TRIFARINA SP.
Plate 12, fig. 4
Superfamily FURSENKÜINACEA Loeblich and Tappan, 1961
Family FURSENKOINIDAE Loeblich and Tappan, 1961
Subfamily FURSENKOININAE Loeblich and Tappan, 1961
Genus FURSENKOINA Loeblich and Tappan, 1961
FURSENKOINA MEXICANA (Cushman), 1922
Plate 12, fig. 6
Viroulina mexicana Cushman
Cushman, 1922, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 3, p. 120, 
p 1. 23, fig. 8.
Fursenkoina mexicana (Cushman)
Akers and Dorman, 1964, Tulane Studies in Geology, pt. 1, 
vol. 3, no. 1, p. 35, pl. VII, fig. 35.
Viroulina mexicana (Cushman)
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 19, pl. 9, fig. 6,7,8.
FURSENKOINA PONTONI (Cushman), 1932
Plate 12, fig. 7
Vi roulina pontoni Cushman
Cushman, 1932, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 8, pt. 1, p. 17, pl. 3, 
fig. 7.
Viroulina pontoni Cushman
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 178, pl. VI, fig. 18.
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Akers and Dorman, 1964, Tulane Studies in Geology, pt. 1, 
vol. 3, no. 1, p. 35, pi. VIII, fig. 32.
FURSENKOINA SPINICOSTATA (Phleger and Parker), 1951
Plate 12, fig. 9
Viroulina spinicostata Phleger and Parker
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2,
p. 19, pi. 9, fig. 11-14.
Vi roulina placed in synonomy with Fursenkoi na by Loeblich 
and Tappan, 1964.
Subfamily SIGMAVIRGULININAE Saidova, 1981
Genus SIGMAVIRGULINA Loeblich and Tappan, 1957
SIGMAVIRGULINA TORTUOSA (Brady), 1884
Plate 12, fig. 8
BoliVina tortuosa Brady
Brady, 1884, Challanger Rept. Zoology, vol. 9, p. 420, 
pi. 52, fig. 31-34.
Siomaviroulina tortuosa (Brady)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 108, pi. 52, 
fig. 31-32.
Superfamily CASSIDULINACEA d'Orbigny, 1839
Family CASSIDULINIDAE d ’Orbigny, 1839
Subfamily EHRENBERGININAE Cushman, 1927
Genus EHRENBERGINA Reuss, 1850
EHRENBERGINA CARIBBEA Galloway and Heminway, 1941
Plate 12, fig. 5
Ehrenberqina caribbea Galloway and Heminway
Galloway and Heminway, 1941, The Tertiary Foraminifera of
Porto Rico, vol. 3, pt. 4, p. 426, pi. 32, fig. 4.
Ehrenberqina caribbea Galloway and Heminway
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 131, pi. 9, fig. 17.
Subfamily CASSIDULININAE d'Orbigny, 1839
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Genus CASSIDULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
CASSIDULINA CARAPITANA Hedberg, 1937 
Plate 12, fig. 10 
Cassidulina carapitana Hedberg
Hedberg, 1937, Jour. Paleo., vol. 11, no. 8, p. 680, 
pi. 96, fig. 6.
Cassidulina carapitana Hedberg
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 124, pi. IX, fig. 8.
CASSIDULINA CARINATA Silvestri, 1896
Plate 12, fig. 11
Cassidulina laevioata d'Orbigny var. carinata Silvestri 
Silvestri, 1896, Mem. Accad. Pont. Nuovi Lincei, vol. 12, 
p. 104, pi. 2, fig. 10.
Cassi dulina carinata Silvestri
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 110, pi. 54, 
fig. 2,3.
CASSIDULINA CURVATA Phleger and Parker, 1951 
Plate 12, fig. 13 
Cassidulina curvata Phleger and Parker
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 26, pi. 14, fig. 5.
CASSIDULINA LAEVIGATA d'Orbigny, 1826 
Plate 12, fig. 12 
Cassi dulina laevigata d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 252 
Cassidulina laevigata d'Orbigny
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 125, pi. IX, fig. 9. 
CASSIDULINA SUBGLOBOSA Brady, 1881 
Plate 12 , fig. 14 
Cassi dulina subalobosa Brady
Brady, 1881, Roy. Mic. Soc. Quart. Jour., n.s., vol. 21,
p. 60.
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Cassidulina subalobosa Brady
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 125, pl. IX, fig.
11,12.
Genus CASSIDULINOIDES Cushman, 1927 
CASSIDULINOIDES BRADYI (Norman), 1880 
Plate 13, -fig. 1 
Cassidulina bradvi Norman
in. Wright, 1880, Proc. Belfast Nat. Field Club, App. p. 
152. Norman, in., Brady, 1881, Quart. Jour. Mic. Sci., 
n.s. vol. 21, p. 59.
Cassi dulinoides bradvi (Norman)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p.112, pl. 54, 
fi g. 6, 7.
CASSIDULINOIDES ERECTA Cushman and Renz, 1941 
Plate 13, fig. 2 
Cassi duli noi des erecta Cushman and Renz
Cushman and Renz, 1941, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 17, pt. 1, 
p. 25, pl. 4, fig. 6,7.
Cassi duli noides erecta Cushman and Renz
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 126, pl. IX, fig. 15. 
Superfamily PLEUROSTOMELLACEA Reuss, 1860 
Family PLEUROSTOMELLIDAE Reuss, 1860 
Subfamily PLEÜROSTOMELLINAE Reuss, 1860 
Genus PLEURQSTQMELLA Reuss, 1860 
PLEÜRÜSTOMELLA ALTERNANS Schwager, 1866 
Plate 13, fig. 3 
PIeurostomel1 a alternans Schwager
Schwager. 1866, Novara-Exped. Geol., vol. 2, p. 238, pl. 6, 
fig. 79-80.
PIeurostomella alternans Schwager
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 153, pl. VIII, fig. 2. 
PLEUROSTOMELLA BIERIGI Palmer and Bermudez, 1936 
Plate 13, fig. 5
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PIeurostomel1 a bi erioi Palmer and Bermudez
Palmer and Bermudez, 1936, Soc. Cubana hist nat. Mem.,
vol. 10, p. 294, pi. 17, fig. 7,8.
PIeurostomel1 a bierioi Palmer and Bermudez
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 153, pi. VIII. fig. 1. 
Superfamily DISCORBACEA Ehrenberg, 1838 
Family BAGGINIDAE Cushman, 1927 
Subfamily BAGGININAE Cushman, 1927 
Genus CANCRIS de Montfort, 1808 
CANCRIS SAGRA (d'Orbigny), 1839 
Plate 13, fig. 6 
Rotalia saora d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1839, i_n de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 77, pi. 5, fig. 13-15.
Cancris sagra (d'Orbigny)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 123, pi. IX, fig. 3. 
Genus VALVULINERIA Cushman, 1926 
VALVULINERIA c.f. HUMILIS (Brady), 1884 
Plate 13, fig. 4 
Truncatulina humilis Brady
Brady, 1884, Challenger Rept. Zoology, vol. 9, p. 665, 
pi. 94, fig. 7.
Valvulineria c.f. humilis (Brady)
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 25, pi. 13, fig. 9,10.
VALVULINERIA PALMERAE Cushman and Todd, 1945
Plate 13, fig. 8
Valvulineria oalmerae Cushman and Todd
Cushman and Todd, 1945, C.L.F.R. Spec. Publ. No. 15, p. 56, 
pi. 8, fig. 18.
VALVULINERIA VENEZUELANA Hedberg, 1937
Plate 13, fig. 7
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Valvulineria venezuelana Hedberg
Hedberg, 1937, Jour. Paleo., vol. 11, no. 8, p. 678, 
p l . 91, fig. 7-9.
Valvulineria venezuelana Hedberg
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 178, pl. VIII, fig. 9. 
Family EPONIDIDAE Hofker, 1951 
Subfamily EPONIDINAE Hofker, 1951 
Genus NEOEPONIDES Reiss, 1960 
NEOEPONIDES ANTILLARUM (d'Orbigny), 1839 
Plate 13, fig. 9 
Rotaiina anti11 arum d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1839, in. de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 75, pl. 5, fig. 4-6.
Neoeponides anti11 arum (d'Orbigny)
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 102, 
p l . 23, fig. 4,5.
NEOEPONIDES BRYAMENSIS (Cushman)
(Palmer and Bermudez), 1948
Plate 14, fig. 1
Gvrodi noi des brvamensis (Cushman) var. campester (Palmer 
and Bermudez)
Palmer and Bermudez, 1948, Geol. Soc. Am., Mem. no. 32, 
p. 139, pl. VIII, fig. 15, pl. IX, fig. 1.
Strongly recurved dorsal sutures and open umbilicus suggest 
placement in Neoeponides.
Genus BUCCELLA Andersen, 1952
BUCCELLA HANNAI (Phleger and Parker), 1951
Plate 14, fig. 2
Eponides hannai Phleger and Parker
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 21, pl. 10. fig. 11-14.
Buccel1 a hannai (Phleger and Parker)
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 106, 
pl. 22, fig. 4.
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Family DISCORBIDAE Ehrenberg, 1838 
Subfamily DISCORBINAE Ehrenberg, 1838 
Genus DISCORBIS Lamarck, 1804 
DISCORBIS MIRA Cushman. 1922 
Not Figured
Discorbis mira Cushman
Cushman, 1922, Carnegie Inst., Washington, Publ. 311, 
p. 39, pl. 6, fig. 10,11.
Piscorbina(?) mira (Cushman)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 180, pl. 87, 
fig. 8.
Genus GAVELINGPSIS Hofker, 1951
GAVELINOPSIS PRAEGERI (Heron-Allen and Earland), 1913
Plate 14, fig. 4
Gavelinopsis praeaeri (Heron-Allen and Earland)
Heron-Allen and Earland, 1913, Roy. Irish Acad. Proc., 
vol. 31, pt. 64, p. 122, pl. 10, fig. 8-10.
Gavelinopsis praeaeri (Heron-Allen and Earland)
Loeblich and Tappan, 1964, Treat, on Invert. Paleo. p. 578, 
textfig. 456, no. 4.
Subfamily ROSALININAE Reiss, 1963
Genus ROSALINA d'Orbigny, 1826
ROSALINA BULBOSA (Parker), 1954
Plate 14, fig. 3
Discorbis bulbosa Parker
Parker, 1954, Harvard Mus. Comp. Zool. Bull., vol. 3, 
no. 10, p. 523, pl. 8, fig. 10-12.
Posaiina bulbosa (Parker)
Akers and Dorman, 1964, Tulane Studies in Geology, pt. 1, 
vol. 3, no. 1, p. 51, pl. IX, fig. 14,15.
ROSALINA GLOBULARIS d'Orbigny, 1826
Plate 14, fig. 5
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Rosalina olobularis d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 271, 
p l . 13, fig. 1-4.
Rosalina olobularis d'Orbigny
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 178, pl. 86, 
fig. 13.
ROSALINA c.f. VALVULATA d'Orbigny, 1839 
Plate 14, fig. 6 
Rosalina valvulata d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1839, in. de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 103, pl. 3, fig. 21-23.
NEOCONORBINA c.f. FLORIDENSIS (Cushman), 1931
Plate 14, fig.7
Discorbis bertheloti (d'Orbigny) var. floridensis Cushman 
Cushman, 1931, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 8, p. 17, 
p l . 3. fig. 3-5.
Neoconorbina floridensis (Cushman)
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 101, 
p l . 21. fig. 6.
NEOCONORBINA TERQUEMI (Rzechak), 1888
Plate 15, fig. 1
Piscorbina terouemi Rzechak
Rzechak, 1888, Austria Geol. Reichsabst, Vehr., no. 11. 
Neoconorbina terouemi (Rzechak)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 182, pl. 88, 
fig. 4—8.
Neoconorbina terouemi (Rzechak)
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 102, 
pl. 21, fig. 5.
Superfamily GLABRATELLACEA Loeblich and Tappan, 1964
Family GLABRATELLIDAE Loeblich and Tappan, 1964
Genus GLABRATELLA Dorreen, 1948
GLABRATELLA c.f. PATELLIFORMIS (Brady), 1884
Plate 15, fig. 9
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Discorbina patel1iformis Brady
Brady, 1884, Challenger Rept. Zoology, vol. 9, p. 647, 
pl. 88, fig. 3,9, pl . 89, fig. 1.
Pileolina(?) patel1iformis (Brady)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 182, p l . 88, 
fig. 3, p. 184, pl. 89, fig. 1.
Loeblich and Tappan, 1964 put Piscorbina in synonmy with 
Discorbis. and Pileolina in synonmy with Blabratella. These 
specimens are clearly not Discorbis.
GLABRATELLA PULVINATA (Brady), 1884
Plate 15, fig. 2
Di scorbina pulvinata Brady
Brady, 1884, Challanger Rept. Zoology, vol. 9, p. 650, 
p l . 88, fig. 10.
G1abratella pulvinata (Brady)
Dorreen, 1948, Jour. Paleo., vol. 22, no. 3, p.294, pl. 8 
Superfamily SIPHONINACEA Cushman, 1927 
Family SIPHONINIDAE Cushman, 1927 
Subfamily SIPHONININAE Cushman, 1927 
Genus SIPHONINA Cushman, 1919 
SIPHONINA PULCHRA Cushman, 1919 
Plate 15, fig. 3 
Siohonina pulchra Cushman
Cushman, 1919, Carnegie, Inst., Washington, Publ. no. 291, 
p. 42, p l . 14, fig. 7.
SiDhonina pulchra Cushman
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 24, pl. 12, fig. 15.
Family PSEUDOPARRELLIDAE Voloshinova, 1952
Subfamily PSEUDÜPARRELLINAE Voloshinova, 1952
Genus EPISTOMINELLA Husezima and Marohaswi, 1944
EPISTOMINELLA (?) c.f. RUGOSA (Phleger and Parker), 1951
Plate 15, fig. 4
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Pseudooarrella ruQosa Phleger and Parker
Phleger and Parker. 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt.2,
p. 28, pl. 15, fig. 8,9.
Features of the aperture are suggestive, but not conclusive 
evidence of Eoistominella.
EPISTOMINELLA EXIGUA Brady, 1884
Plate 15, fig. 5
Pulvinulina exioua Brady
Brady, 1884, Challanger Rept. Zoology, vol. 9, p. 696, 
pl. 103, fig. 13,14.
Epistominella exioua (Brady)
Barker, i960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 212, pl. 103, 
fig. 13,14.
Subfamily STETSONINAE Saidova, 1981 
Genus STETSONIA Parker, 1954 
STETSONIA MINUTA Parker, 1954 
Plate 15, fig. 6 
Stetsonia minuta Parker
Parker, 1954, Harvard Mus. Comp. Zool., Bull. vol. Ill, 
no. 10, p. 534, pl. 10, fig. 27-29.
Stetsonia minuta Parker
Akers and Dorman, 1964, Tulane Studies in Geology, pt. 1, 
vol. 3, no. 1, p. 55, pl. XI, fig. 20,21.
Family DISCORBINELLIDAE Sigal, 1952
Subfamily DISCORBINELLINAE Sigal, 1952
Genus DISCORBINELLA Cushman and Martin, 1935
DISCORBINELLA BERTHELOTI (d'Orbigny), 1839
Plate 15, fig. 7
Rosalina bertheloti d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1839, in.; Barker-Webb and Berthelot, Hist. Nat. 
lies Canaries, vol. 2, pt. 2, "Foraminiferes", p. 135, 
pl . 1, fig. 28-30.
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DiscoDulvi nuli na bertheloti (d'Orbigny)
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 126, 
p l. 21, fig. 3.
Loeblich and Tappan, 1964, put Di scopulvi nuli na in synonmy 
with Di scorbinel1 a.
Genus LATICARININA Galloway and Wissler, 1927
LATICARININA c.f. PAUPERATA (Parker and Jones), 1865
Plate 15, fig. 8
Pulvinulina reohanda menardii pauperata Parker and Jones 
Parker and Jones, 1865, Philos. Trans., vol. 155, p. 395, 
pl. 16, fig. 50,51.
Laticarinina c.f. pauperata (Parker and Jones)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 143, pl. X, fig. 4.
Superfamily PLANORBULINACEA Schwager, 1877
Family PLANULINIDAE Barmudez, 1952
Subfamily PLANULININAE Barmudez, 1952
Genus PLANULINA d'Orbigny, 1826
PLANULINA ARIMINENSIS d'Orbigny, 1826
Plate 16, fig. 1
Planulina ariminensis d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 280, 
pl. 5, fig. 1-3.
Planulina ariminensis d'Orbigny
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 192, pl. 93, 
fig. 10,11.
PLANULINA c.f. SUBTENÜISSIMA (Nuttall), 1928 
Plate 16, fig. 3 
Anomalina subtenuissima Nuttal1
Nuttall, 1928, Geol. Soc. London Quart. Jour., vol. 84, 
p. 100, pl. 7, fig. 13,15, textfig. 6, p. 100.
Planulina subtenuissima (Nuttall)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 151, pl. XI, fig. 4.
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Subfamily CARIBEANELLINAE Saidova, 1981 
Genus CARIBEANELLA Bermudez, 1952 
CARIBEANELLA POLYSTOMA Barmudez, 1952 
Plate 16, fig. 4 
Caribeanella polvstoma Bermudez
Bermudez, 1952, Bol. Geol. Minist. Minas Hidrocarb., 
vol. 2, pt. 4, p. 121, pl . 27, fig. 18.
Caribeanella polvstoma Bermudez
Loeblich and Tappan, 1964, Treat, on Invert. Paleo. p. 688, 
textfig. 555, no. 2.
Family CIBICIDIDAE Cushman, 1927
Subfamily CIBICIDINAE Cushman, 1927
Genus CIBICIDES de Montfort, 1808
CIBICIDES LOBATULUS (Walker and Jacob), 1798
Plate 16, fig. 5
Nautilus lobatulus Walker and Jacob
Walker and Jacob, 1798, in.: Adams, Essays Mic., p. 642, 
p . 14, fig. 36.
Cibi ci des lobatulus (Walker and Jacob)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 192, pl. 93, 
fig. 1.
CIBICIDES WUELLERSTORFI (Schwager), 1866 
Plate 16, fig. 2 
Anomali na wuellerstorfi Schwager
Schwager, 1866, Novara Exped. Geol. Theil., p. 258, pl. 7, 
fig. 105, 107.
Planulina wuellerstorfi (Schwager)
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 33, pl. 18, fig. 11, pl . 19, fig. 1-3.
Ci bi ci des wuel1erstorf i (Schwager)
Akers and Dorman, 1964, Tulane Studies in Geology, pt. 1, 
vol. 3, no. 1, p. 31, pl. XV, fig. 16,17.
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Subfamily STICHOCIBICIDINAE Saidova, 1981
Genus DYOCIBICIDES Cushman and Valentine, 1930
DYOCIBICIDES BISERIALIS Cushman and Valentine, 1930
Plate 16, fig. 6
Dyocibicides bi serialis Cushman and Valentine
Cushman and Valentine, 1930, Contr. Dept. Geol., Stanford
Univ., vol. 1, no. 1, p. 31, fig. 1,2.
Family PLANOBULIMINIDAE Schwager, 1877
Genus PLANORBULINA d'Orbigny, 1826
PLANORBULINA MEDITERRANENSIS d'Orbigny, 1826
Plate 17, fig. 1
Planorbulina medi terranensi s d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 280, 
pl. 23, fig. 4-6.
Planorbulina mediterranensi s d'Orbigny
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2,
p. 33, pl. 19, fig. 5
Family CYMBALOPORIDAE Cushman, 1927
Subfamily CYMBALOPORINAE Cushman, 1927
Genus CYMBALOPORETTA Cushman, 1928
CYMBALOPORETTA ATLANTICA (Cushman), 1934
Plate 17, fig. 3
Tretomphalus at1 anti eus Cushman
Cushman, 1934, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 10, pt. 4, p. 86, 
pl. 11, fig. 3, pl. 12, fig. 7.
Tretomphalus at1 anti eus Cushman
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 26, pl . 14, fig. 3.
Cymbaloporetta atlanti ca (Cushman)
Douglas and Stiter, 1965, Tulane Studies in Geology, 
vol. 3, no. 3, p. 156.
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CYMBALOPORETTA SQUAMMOSA (d'Orbigny), 1826 
Plate 17, fig. 2 
Rotaiina souammosa d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 272, 
no. 8.
Cvmbaloporetta souammosa (d'Orbigny)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 210, pl. 102, 
fig. 13.
Family VICTORIELLIDAE Chapman and Crespin, 1930 
Subfamily CARPENTERIINAE Saidova, 1981 
Genus CARPENTARIA Gray, 1858 
CARPENTERIA CANDEI (d'Orbigny), 1839 
Plate 17, fig. 4 
Truncatuli na candei d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1839, i_n de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 88, pl. 3, fig. 6-8.
Sharp peripheral keel, flat and non-overlapping dorsal 
chambers, and low peripheral outline suggest Carpentaria.
Superfamily ACERVULINACEA Schultz, 1854
Family HOMOTREMATIDAE Cushman, 1927
Genus MINIACINA Galloway, 1933
MINIACINA MINIACEA (Pallas), 1766
Plate 17, fig. 5
Millepora miniacea Pallas
Pallas, 1766, Elem. Zoophy., p. 251.
Mi ni acina mi niacea (Pallas)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 206, pl. 100. 
fig, 5-9, p. 208, pl. 101. fig. 1.
Superfamily ASTERIGERINACEA d'Orbigny, 1839
Family ASTERIGERINIDAE d'Orbigny 1839
Genus ASTERIGERINA d'Orbigny 1839
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ASTERIGERINA CARINATA d'Orbigny, 1839 
Not Figured 
Asterigerina carinata d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1839, i_n de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 118, pl. 5, fig. 25, 
pl. 6, fig. 1,2.
Asterigerina carinata d'Orbigny
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 26, pl. 14, fig. 2.
Family AMPHISTEGINADAE Cushman, 1927
Genus AMPHISTEGINA d'Orbigny, 1826
AMPHISTEGINA GIBBOSA d'Orbigny, 1839
Plate 17, fig. 6
Amphisteoina gibbosa d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1839, in. de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 120, pl. 8, fig. 1-3.
Amphisteoina lessonii d'Orbigny
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 113, pl. IX, fig. 4.
Superfamily NONIONACEA Schultz, 1854
Family NONIOONIDAE Schultz, 1854
Subfamily NONIONINAE Schultz, 1854
Genus NONION de Montfort, 1808
NONION INCISIUM (Cushman) var. KERNENSIS 
Kleinpell, 1938
Plate 17, fig. 7
Noni on incisi urn (Cushman) var. kernensis Kleinpell 
Kleinpell, 1938, Miocene Stratigraphy of California, 
p. 232.
Nonion incisiurn (Cushman) var. kernensis Kleinpell 
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 148, pl. VI, fig. 4.
Genus PSEUDONONION Asano, 1836
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PSEUDONONION BASISPINATA Cushman and Moyer, 1930
Plate 17, -fig. 9
Nonion oizarrense Berry var. basisoinata Cushman and Moyer 
Cushman and Moyer, 1930, C.L.F.R. Contr., vol. 27, p. 54, 
pl . 17, fig. 18.
Nonionella atlantica Cushman
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 11, p l . 5, fig. 21-23.
Pseudononion at1anti eus <Cushman)
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 84, 
p l . 18, fig. 1,2.
Based upon published figures, P. at1anti eus and P. basi- 
soinata are the same. Pseudononion is indieated as the 
final ehamber fails to cover the umbilical area, as per 
Saunders and Miller— Merz, 1982, Jour. Foram. Res., vol. 12, 
no. 3, p. 264-266, p l . 3, fig.19-25, textfig. 1.
PSEUDONONION COSTIFERUM (Cushman),1926
Plate 17, fig. 10
Nonionina eostifera Cushman
Cushman, 1926, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 1, p. 90, pl. 13, 
fig. 2.
Nonion costiferum (Cushman)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 48, pl. VI, fig. 6.
Following Saunders and Muller— Merz, 1982, Jour. Foram.
Res., vol. 12, no. 3, p. 261-272, this taxon is placed in 
Pseudononion.
PSEUDONONION GRATELOUPI (d'Orbigny), 1826
Plate 17, fig. 11
Nonionina orateloupi d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sei. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 294, 
no. 19.
Pseudononi on orateloupi (d'Orbigny)
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 84, 
pl. 18, fig. 3.
Genus NONIONELLA Voloshinova, 1958
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NONIONELLA BASILOBA Cushman and McCulloch, 1940
Plate 17, fig. 8
Nonionel1 a basi1oba Cushman and McCulloch
Cushman and McCulloch, 1940, Allan Hancock Pacific Expd.,
vol 6, no. 3, p. 162, p l . 18, fig. 30.
Nonionel1 a basiloba Cushman and McCulloch
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 85, 
p l . 18, fig. 5.
NONIONELLA MIOCENICA Cushman, 1926
Plate 18, fig. 1
Nonionel1 a miocenica Cushman
Cushman, 1926, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 2, pt. 3, p. 64;
C.L.F.R. Contr. 1926, vol. 1, pt. 4, p. 91, pl . 13, fig. 4.
Nonionel1 a miocenica Cushman
Cushman and McCulloch, 1940, Some Nonionidae in th®.
Collections of the Allan Hancock Foundation, vol. 6, no. 3, 
p. 161, pl. 18, fig. 1.
NONIONELLA MIOCENICA Cushman var. STELLA 
Cushman and Mayer, 1930
Plate 18, fig. 2
Nonionella miocenica Cushman var. stella Cushman and Mayer 
Cushman and Mayer, 1930, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 6, p. 56, 
pl. 7, fig. 17.
Nonionel1 a miocenica Cushman var. stel1 a Cushman and Mayer 
Cushman and McCulloch, 1940, Some Nonionidae in the 
Collections of the Allan Hancock Foundation, p. 162, 
pl. 18, fig. 2.
Subfamily PULLENIINAE Schwager, 1877
Genus PULLENIA Parker and Jones, 1862
PULLENIA BULLOIDES (d'Orbigny),, 1826
Plate 18, fig. 3
Nonionina bul1oides d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 107, 
p l . 5, fig. 9,19.
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Pullenia bul1oi des (d'Orbigny)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 154, pl. X, fig. 2.
PULLENIA SUBCARINATA (d'Orbigny), 1839 
Plate 18, fig. 4 
Nonionina subcarinata d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1839, "Foraminiferes", Voyage dans 1 'Amérique 
Méridionale, tome 5, pt. 5, p. 28, pl. 5, fig. 23,24.
Pullenia subcarlnata (d'Orbigny)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 174, pl. 84, 
fig. 14,15.
Family MELONIDAE Chapman, Parr and Collins, 1934 
Genus MELONIS de Montfort, 1808 
MELONIS BARLEEANUS (Willi amson), 1858 
Plate 18, fig. 6 
Nonionina barleeana Williamson
Williamson, 1858, Recent Foreminifera of Great Britain, 
p. 32, p l . 3, fig. 68,69.
Gavelinonion barleeanum (Williamson)
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 224, pl. 109, 
fig. 8,9.
Planispiral and symmetrical, deeply biumbi1icate, rounded 
periphery suggest Melonis.
MELONIS POMPILIOIDES (Fichtel and Moll), 1798
Plate 18, fig. 5
Nautilus D o m p i l i o i d e s  Fichtel a n d  Moll
Fichtel and Moll, 1798, Test. Micr., p. 31, pl. 2,
fig. a-c.
Nonion pompilioides (Fichtel and Moll)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 149, pl. V, fig. 
31,32.
Melonis pompilioides (Fichtel and Moll)
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 11 p l . 5, fig. 19,20.
Superfamily CHILOSTOMELLACEA Brady, 1881
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Family QUADRIMORPHINIDAE Saidova, 1981
Genus QUADRIMORPHINA Finlay, 1939 
QUADRIMORPHINA VILARDEBOANA GLABRA (Cushman), 1927
Plate 18, fig. 7
Valvulineria vilardeboana (d’Orbigny) var. olabra Cushman 
Cushman, 1927, Bull. Calif. Univ., Scripps Inst. Oceanogr. 
Tech. Ser., vol. 1, p. 161, pl . 4, fig. 5,6.
Quadrimorphina vilardeboana olabra (Cushman)
Akers and Dorman, 1964, Tulane Studies in Geology, pt. 1, 
vol. 3, no. 1, p. 50, pl. XI, fig. 28,29.
Family CHILOSTPMELLIDAE bRADY, 1881
Genus CHILOSTOMELLA Reuss, 1849
CHILOSTOMELLA OVOIDEA Reuss, 1850
Plate 18, fig. 10
Chilostomel1 a ovoidea Reuss
Reuss, 1850, Denkschr. Ak. Wiss. Wien., vol. 1, p. 380, 
pl. 48, fig!. 12.
Chi 1ostomel1 a ovoidea Reuss
Barker, 1960, S.E.P.M. Spec. Publ. No. 9. p. 112, pl. 55, 
fig. 15,16,19-23.
Family PARRELLOIDIDAE Hofker, 1956
Genus CIBICIDOIDES Thalmann, 1939
CIBICIDOIDES COMPRESSUS (Cushman and Renz), 1941
Plate 18, fig. 8
Ci bi ci des floridanus (Cushman) var. compressus Cushman 
and Renz
Cushman and Renz, 1941, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 17, pt. 1, 
p. 26, pl. 4, fig. 9.
Ci bi ci des compressus Cushman and Renz
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 127, pl. X, fig. 9.
Lenticular test, peripheral aperture, and overlapping 
ventral chambers suggest Cibi ci doi des.
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CIBICIDOIDES FALCONENSIS Renz, 1948 
Plate IB, fig. 9 
Cibicides falconensis Renz
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 128, pl. XI, fig. 6,7.
Placement in Cibicidoides as per above comment. This taxon 
is only found in the Early Miocene lower bathyal to abyssal 
deposits of the Uscari Fm. Rio Reventazon section. It seems 
to be a good paleodepth indicator.
CIBICIDOIDES FLORIDANUS Cushman, 1918
Plate 18, fig. 11
Truncatuli na fI ori dana Cushman
Cushman, 1918, U.S. Geol. Surv., Bull. 676, p. 62, pl. 19, 
fig. 12.
Cibicides aff. f1oridanus (Cushman)
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 30, p l . 16, fig. 1-4.
Cibicidoides f1oridanus (Cushman) forma sublittoralis Poag 
Poag, 1981, Eclogic Atlas of Benthic Foraminifera of the 
Gulf of Mexico, p. 53, pl. 29, fig. 2, pl. 30, fig. 2.
CIBICIDOIDES GRANULOSUS (Bermudez), 1949
Plate 19, fig. 1
Cibicides granulosus Bermudez
Bermudez, 1949, C.L.F.R. Spec. Publ. No. 25, p. 298, 
pl. 24, fig. 10-12.
See comment for Ç. compressus.
CIBICIDOIDES SP. A
Not Figured
Family ALABAMINIDAE Hofker, 1951
Subfamily GYROIDININAE Saidova, 1981
Genus GYROIDINA d ’Orbigny, 1826
GYROIDINA PARVA Cushman and Renz, 1941
Plate 19, fig. 2
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Gvroi di na parva Cushman and Renz
Cushman and Renz, 1941, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 17, pt. 1, 
p. 23, p l . 4, fig.2.
Gvroi di na oarva Cushman and Renz
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 139, pl. VIII, 
fig. 12.
GYROIDINA REGULARIS (Phleger and Parker), 1951 
Plate 19, fig. 3 
Eponides reaularis Phleger and Parker
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 21, pl. 11, fig. 3-4.
Gvroi di na reaularis (Phleger and Parker)
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 103, 
p1. 23, fig. 3.
GYROIDINA SOLDANII d ’Orbigny
Plate 19, fig. 4
Gvroi di na soldani i d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, v. 7, p. 278, 
model 36.
Gvroidinoides soldani i (d’Orbigny) var. altiformis (R.E. 
and K.C. Stewart)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 140, p l . VIII, 
fig. 13.
Genus GYROIDINOIDES Brotzen, 1942 
GYROIDINOIDES VENEZUELANA Renz 
Plate 19, fig. 5 
Gvroidinoides venezuelana Renz
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 141, pl. XII, fig. 21. 
Subfamily ALABAMININAE Hofker, 1951 
Genus SVRATKINA Pokorny, 1956 
SVRATKINA AÜSTRALIENSIS (Chapman, Parr, and Collins), 1934
Plate 19, fig. 6
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Discorbis tuberculata (Balkwill and Wright) var. 
australiensis Chapman. Parr, and Collins 
Chapman, Parr, and Collins, 1934, Linnean Soc., Jour., 
Zool., vol. 38, no. 262, p. 563, pl . 8, fig. 9.
Svratkina australiensis (Chapman, Parr, and Collins) 
Loeblich and Tappan, 1964, Treat, on Invert. Paleo. p. 750, 
textfig. 614, no. 8.
Family DRIDDRSALIDAE Loeblich and Tappan, 1984
Genus ORIDORSALIS Andersen, 1961
ORIDORSALIS UMBONATUS (Reuss), 1851
Plate 19, fig. 7
Rotali na umbonata Reuss
Reuss, 1851, Zeit.




Gri dorsali s westi (
Loeblich and Tappan, 1964, Treat, on Invert. Paleo. p. 750, 
614, no. 4.
Published figures suggest that the specific names umbonatus 
and westi are synonyms, with umbonatus having priority.
Family OSANGULARIIDAE Loeblich and Tappan, 1964
Genus ÜSANGULARIA Brotzen, 1940
OSANGULARIA CULTER (Parker and Jones), 1865
Plate 20, fig. 1
Planorbulina culter Parker and Jones
Parker and Jones, 1865, Phil. Trans., p. 421, pl. 19, 
fig. 1.
Osanqularia culter (Parker and Jones)
Parker, 1954, Harvard Mus. Comp. Zool. Bull., vol. Ill, 
no. 10, p. 530, p l . 9, fig, 29,30.
Family GAVELINELLIDAE Hofker, 1956
Genus ANOMALINOIDES Brotzen, 1942
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ANOMALINOIDES 10 (Cushman),1931
Plate 20, fig. 3
Cibicides pseudounaeriana (Cushman) var. ijD Cushman 
Cushman, 1931, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 104, pt. 8, p. 125, 
pl. 23, fig. 1.
Cibicides io Cushman
Phleger and Parker, 1951, G.S.A. Memoir No. 46, pt. 2, 
p. 30, p l . 16, fig. 5,6.
Extension of the aperture onto the spiral side, instead of 
maintaining a peripheral position, suggests Anomalinoides.
Genus HANZAWAIA Asano, 1944
HANZAWAIA CONCENTRICA (Cushman), 1918
Plate 20, fig. 2
Truncatulina concentrica Cushman
Cushman, 1918, U.S. Geol. Surv., Bull. 676, p. 64, pl. 21, 
fig. 3.
Cibicides concentricus )Cushman)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 127, p l . X, fig. 8. 
Hanzawaia concentrica (Cushman)
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 124, 
pl . 28, fig. 5.
HANZAWAIA MANTAENSIS (Galloway and Morrey), 1929
Plate 20, fig. 4
Anomalina mantaensi s Galloway and Morrey
Galloway and Morrey, 1929, Bull. Amer. Paleo., vol 15,
no. 55, p. 28, pl. 4, fig. 5.
Cibicides mantaensis (Galloway and Morrey)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 128, p l . XI, fig. 8.
Closed ventral umbilicus, strongly recurved sutures, and 
dorsal flaps suggest Hanzawaia.
Superfamily ORBITOIDACEA Schwager, 1876
Family LEPIDGCYCLINIDAE Scheffen, 1932
Subfamily LEPIDDCYCLININAE Scheffen, 1932
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Genus LEPIDOCYCLINA Gumbel, 1870
LEPIDOCYCLINA (LEPIDOCYCLINA) WAYLANDVAUGHNI Cole, 1928
Plate 20, fig. 5
Leoldocvclina (Leoldocvclina) wavlandvauohni Cole 
Cole, 1928, Bull. Amer. Paleo., vol. 14, no. 53, p. 221, 
pl. 35, fig. 1-8,10
Superfamily ROTALIACEA Ehrenberg, 1839
Family RDTALllDAE Ehrenberg, 1839
Subfamily PARAROTALlINAE Reiss, 1963
Genus PARAROTALlA LeCalvez, 1949
PARAROTALIA SARMIENTOI (Redmond), 1953
Plate 20, fig. 6
Rotalia sarmientoi Redmond
Redmond, 1953, Jour. Paleo., vol. 27, no. 5, p. 726, 
pl. 76, fig. 11.
Non-spinose keel, flat dorsal side, umbilical plug, and 
pointed central part of ventral chambers suggest Pararo- 
tali a .
Subfamily ROTAL11NAE 
Genus AMMONIA Brunnich, 1772 
AMMONIA PARKINSONIANA (d'Orbigny) forma TYPICA Poag, 1981
Plate 21, fig. 1 
Rosali na parki nsoni ana d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1839, iji de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 99, pl. 4, fig. 25-27.
Ammonia parkinsoni ana (d’Orbigny) forma tvpi ca Poag 
Poag, 1981, Ecologie Atlas of Benthic Foraminifera of the 
Gulf of Mexico, p. 38, pl. 45, fig. 1.
AMMONIA PARKINSONIANA (d'Orbigny) forma TEPIDA
Cushman, 1926
Plate 21, fig. 2
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Rotalia beccari i (Linnaeus) var. teoida Cushman
Cushman, 1926, Carnegie Inst. Washington Publ. 344, p. 79,
pl . 1.
Ammonia oarkinsoniana (d'Orbigny) forma teoida Poag 
Poag, 1981, Ecologie Atlas of Benthic Foraminifera of the 
Gulf of Mexico, p. 38, pl . 45, fig. 2.
Family ELPHIDIIDAE Galloway, 1933
Subfamily ELPHIDIINAE Galloway, 1933
Genus HAYNESINA Banner and Culver, 1978
HAVNESINA(?) GERMANICA (Ehrenberg), 1840
Plate 21, fig. 5
Nonionina oermanica Ehrenberg
Ehrenberg, 1840, K. Preuss. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, p. 23. - 
1841, Akad. Wiss. Berlin, Physik. Math. II., Abhandl; 
p l . 2, fig. 1.
Havnesina oermanica (Ehrenberg)
Banner and Culver, 1978, Jour. Foram. Res., vol. 8, no. 3, 
p. 184, 191-195, pl. 6, fig. 1-9, pl. 9, fig. 1-11, 15, 18.
It is not clear whether the lack of retral processes 
qualifies as an acceptable criterion for the establishment 
of a new genus seperate from El phi di um. If a gradational 
sequence from specimens having retral processes through 
specimens lacking processes can be established, then this 
taxon should be considered El phi di um.
Genus ELPHIDIUM de Montfort, 1808
ELPHIDIUM DISCOIDALE (d'Orbigny), 1839
Plate 21, fig. 3
Polvstomel1 a discoidale d'Orbigny
d'Orbigny, 1839, in. de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 56, pl. 6, fig. 23,24.
Elphidium di scoi dale (d’Orbigny)
Andersen, 1961, La. Geol. Surv., Geol Bull. No. 35, p. 109, 
p l . 18, fig. 7.
ELPHIDIUM GUNTERI Cole, 1931 
Plate 21, fig. 4
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Elphidium gunteri Cole
Cole, 1931, Florida State Geol. Surv., Bull. no. 6, p. 34, 
p 1. 4, fig. 9,10.
Elphidium gunteri Cole
Poag, 1981, Ecologie Atlas of Benthic Foraminifera of the 
Gulf of Mexico, p. 61, pl. 37, fig. 2.
ELPHIDIUM LANIERI (d'Orbigny), 1839
Plate 21, fig. 7
Polvstomella lanieri d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, in. de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 56, pl. 7, fig. 12,13.
Elphidium lanieri (d’Orbigny)
Poag, 1981, Ecologie Atlas of Benthic Foraminifera of the 
Gulf Of Mexico, p. 62, pl. 37, fig. 4, pl. 38, fig. 4.
ELPHIDIUM POEYANUM (d’Orbigny), 1839
Plate 21, fig. 8
Polvstomella poevana d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, In de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 55, pl. 6, fig. 25,26.
Elphidium ooevanum (d’Orbigny)
Renz, 1948, G.S.A. Memoir No. 32, p. 132, pl. VI, fig. 6.
ELPHIDIUM SP.
Plate 21, fig. 6 
Superfamily NUMMULITACEA de Blainville, 1827 
Family NUMMULITIDAE de Blainville, 1827 
Genus HETEROSTEGINA d ’Orbigny, 1826 
HETEROSTEGINA ANTILLEA Cushman, 1919 
Plate 21, fig. 9 
Heterostegina anti Ilea Cushman
Cushman, 1919, Carnegie Inst. Washington, Publ. 291, p. 49, 
p l . 2, fig. 1, pl. 5, fig. 1,2.
Heterostegina anti Ilea Cushman
Cole, 1952, U.S. Geol Surv. Prof Paper 244, p. 11, p l . 5, 
fig. 1-11.
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Suborder GLOBIGERININA Del age and Herouard, 1896
Super-family HANTKENINACEA Cushman, 1927
Family CASSIGERINELLIDAE Bolli, Loeblich and Tappan,
1957
Genus CASSIGERINELLA Pokorny, 1955
CASSIGERINELLA CHIPOLENSIS Cushman and Ponton, 1932
Plate 22, fig. 3
Cassioerinel1 a chipolensis Cushman and Ponton 
Cushman and Ponton, 1932, Florida Geol. surv. Bull., 
vol. 9, p. 98, pi. 15, fig. 2.
Cassiaerinel1 a chipolensis Cushman and Ponton 
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Niel sen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 185, textfig. 16, no. 1,2.
Superfamily GLOBIGERINACEA Carpenter, Parker 
and Jones, 1862
Family GLÜBIGERINIDAE Carpenter, Parker and Jones, 1862
Subfamily GLOBIGERININAE Carpenter, Parker and Jones, 1862
Genus GLOBIGERINA Bolli, 1954
GLOBIGERINA CIPERGENSIS CIPEROENSIS Bolli, 1954
Plate 22, fig. 1
G1obi oerina ci peroensi s Bolli
Bolli, 1954, C.L.F.R. Contr, vol. 5, no. 1, p. 1.
Globioerina ciperoensi s ci peroensis Bolli 
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Niel sen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 182, textfig. no. 1-3.
GLOBIGERINA TRIPARTITA Koch, 1926
Plate 22, fig. 4
Globioerina bul1oi des d'Orbigny var. triparti ta Koch 
Koch, 1926, Eclogae Geol. Helv., vol. XIX, no. 3, p. 746, 
fig. 21.
Globioerina triparti ta Koch
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Niel sen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 181, textfig. 14, no. 13.
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GLOBIGERINA VENEZUELANA Hedberg, 1937 
Plate 22, fig. 2 
Globigerina venezuelana Hedberg
Hedberg, 1937, Jour. Paleo., vol. 11, no. 8, p. 681, 
pl. 92, fig. 7.
G1obioerina venezuelana Hedberg
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Niels en, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 180, textfig. 13, no.
20-23.
Genus GLOBIGERINQIDES Cushman, 1927 
GLOBIGERINOIDES CONGLOBATUS (Brady), 1879 
Plate 22, fig. 5 
Globigerina conglobata Brady
Brady, 1879, Quart. Jour. Micr. Sci. London, n.s. vol. 19, 
p. 286; type figure in Brady, 1884, Challanger Rept.
Zoology, vol. 9, pl 80, fig. 1-5.
G1obioerinoides conolobatus (Brady)
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 194, textfig. 21, no. 1.
GLOBIGERINOIDES OBLIQUUS EXTREMUS 
Bolli and Bermudez,1965
Plate 22, fig. 7
Globigerinoides obliguus extremus Bolli and Bermudez 
Bolli and Bermudez, 1965, Bol. Inf. Asoc. Ven. Geol. ,Min. 
Petr., vol. 8, no. 5, p. 139, pl. 1, fig. 10-12.
Globigerinoides obliguus extremus Bolli and Bermudez 
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 194, textfig. 20, no. 11.
GLOBIGERINOIDES OBLIQUUS OBLIQUUS Bolli, 1957
Plate 22, fig. 6
G1obi geri noi des obliguus Bolli
Bolli, 1957, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 215, p. 113, pl. 25, 
fig. 9,10.
G1obigerinoides obliguus obliguus Bolli
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy, Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 194, textfig. 20, no. 12.
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GLOBIGERINOIDES PRIMORDIUS Blow and Banner, 1962
Plate 23, -fig. 3 
G1obigerinoides ouadrilobatus (d’Orbigny) orimordius Blow 
and Banner
Blow and Banner, 1962, Fundamentals of Mid-Tertiary 
Stratigraphical Correlation, p 115, p l . IX, fig, Dd-Ff.
G1obioerinoides orimordius Blow and Banner
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 195, textfig. 20, no. 6.
GLOBIGERINOIDES RUBER (d’Orbigny), 1839
Plate 23, fig. 1
Globioerina rubra d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, iji de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 82, p l . 4, fig. 12-14.
61 obi perinoides ruber (d’Orbigny)
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 196, textfig. 20, no. 1,
2, 6.
GLOBIGERINOIDES TRILOBUS TRILOBUS (Reuss), 1850 
Plate 23, fig. 2 
Globioerina triloba Reuss
Reuss, 1850, Denkschr. Akad. Wiss. Wien, Math. - Nat.
Classe, vol. 1, p. 374, p l . 47, fig. 11.
Globigerinoides trilobus trilobus (Reuss)
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 196, textfig. 20, no. 15.
Genus SPHAEROIDINELLA Cushman, 1927
SPHAEROIDINELLA DEHISCENS (Parker and Jones), 1865
Plate 23, fig. 4
Sohaeroidina bul1oi des d ’Orbigny var. dehi scens Parker 
and Jones
Parker and Jones, 1865, Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. London, 
vol. 155, p. 369, pl. 19, fig. 5.
Sohaeroidi nel1 a dehi scens (Parker and Jones)
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 244, textfig. 39, no. 1-8.
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SPHAEROIDINELLA DEHISCENS (Parr and Jones)
EXCAVATA Banner and Blow, 1965
Plate 23, fig. 5
Sohaeroi di nel1 a dehi scens (Parr and Jones) excavata Banner 
and Blow
Banner and Blow, 1965, Nature, v. 208, p. 1164-1166. Illus­
tration in Banner and Blow, 1967, Micropaleontology, v. 13,
p l . 4, fig. 5.
Sohaeroidinella dehi scens (Parr and Jones) excavata Banner 
and Blow
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Niel sen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 244, textfig. 39, no.
2,3,4,6.
Genus SPHAERDIDINELLOPSIS Banner and Blow, 1959
SPHAEROIDINELLOPSIS SEMINULINA (Schwager), 1866
Plate 23, fig. 6
Sohaeroidi nellopsis subdehi scens paendehi scens Blow 
Blow, 1969, Internatl. Conf. Planktonic Microfossils, 1st, 
Geneva, 1967, Proc., vol. 1, p. 336, 338, 386, 387, 417, 
418, pi. 30. fig. 4-5.
Sohaeroidinelloosis seminulina (Schwager)
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 241, textfig. 38, 
no. 6-13.
Subfamily ORBULININAE Schultz, 1854 
Genus PRAEORBULINA Olsson, 1964 
PRAEORBULINA c.f. GLOMEROSA CURVA (Blow), 1956 
Plate 23, fig. 7 
G1obioerinoides olomerosa B1ow
Blow, 1956, Micropaleo., vol. 2, no. 1, p. 64, textfig. 1, 
no. 9-19, textfig. 2, no. 1-4.
Praeorbulina olomerosa curva (Blow)
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 199, textfig. 23, no. 5, 
textfig. 24, no. 6.
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PRAEORBULINA S ICANA (de Stefani), 1952 
Plate 23, fig. 10 
Globigerinoides si canus De Stefani
De Stefani, 1950, Su alcune manifestazioni di idrocarburi 
in provincia di Palermo e descrizione di Foraminifera 
nuovi. - PIina, Ital., vol. 3, no. 4, p. 9, fig. 6 on 
pl. 13 of Cushman and Stainforth, 1945 , C.L.F.R. Spec. 
Publ. No. 14.
Praeorbulina sicana (de Stefani)
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 199, textfig. 24, no. 7.
PRAEORBULINA TRANSITORIA (Blow), 1956
Plate 23, fig. 9
Globigerinoides transi tori a B1ow
Blow, 1956, Micropaleo., vol. 2, no. 1, textfig. 2, 
no. 12,13.
Praeorbulina transi tori a Blow
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 199, textfig. 23, no. 6.
Genus ORBULINA d ’Orbigny, 1839
ORBULINA SUTURALIS Bronnimann, 1951
Plate 24, fig. 1
Qrbulina sutural is Bronnimann
Bronnimann, 1951, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 2, no. 4, p. 135, 
textfig.IV, no. 15,16,20.
Orbulina sutural is Bronnimann
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 210, textfig. 23, no. 2,
textfig. 24, no. 3.
ORBULINA UNIVERSA d ’Orbigny, 1839
Plate 24, fig. 2
Qrbulina universa d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, in. de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat. 
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 2, pl. 1. fig. 1.
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Qrbulina universe d'Orbigny
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 210, textfig. 23, no. 1,
textfig. 24, no. 2.
ORBULINA UNIVERSA var. BILOBATA (d’Orgigny),1846
Plate 24, fig. 3
G1obioerina bilobata d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1846, Foram. foss. du bass, tertiare de Vienne, 
p. 164, pi. 9, fig. 11-14.
Orbulina universe d’Orbigny var. bi1obata 
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 210, textfig. 24, no. 1.
Family CANDEINIDAE Cushman, 1927
Genus CANDEINA d ’Orbigny, 1839
CANDEINA NITIDA d ’Orbigny, 1839
Plate 24, fig. 4
Candeina nitida d’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, in. de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 107, pl. 2, fig. 27,28.
Candei na ni ti da d’Orbigny
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 191, textfig. 19, no. 1,2.
Family HASTIGERINIDAE Bolli, Loeblich and Tappan, 1957
Genus HASTIGERINA Thomson, 1876
HASTIGERINA SIPHONIFERA (d’Orbigny), 1839
Plate 24, fig. 5
Globigerina aeaui1ateralis Brady
Brady, 1879, Quart. Jour. Micr. Sci., n.s., vol. 19, p. 71, 
figures in Brady, 1884, Challanger Rept. Zoology, vol. 9, 
pl.l 80, fig. 18-21.
Hastigerina si ohonifera (d’Orbigny)
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 251, textfig. 42, no. 1-4,
textfig. 43, no. 1-2, 8.
Superfamily GLOBOROTALIACEA Cushman, 1927
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Family GLOBGROTALIIDAE Cushman, 1927 
Subfamily GLOBOROTALIINAE Cushman, 1927 
Genus GLOBOROTALIA Cushman, 1927 
GLOBOROTALIA ACOSTAENSIS ACOSTAENSIS Blow, 1959 
Plate 24, fig. 6 
G1oborotali a acostaensis BIow
Blow, 1959, Bull. Amer. Paleo., vol. 39, no. 178, p. 208, 
p l . 17, fig. 106.
Globorotalia acostaensis acostaensis Blow 
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 210, textfig. 27, no. 
10,11, textfig. 28, no. 16-24.
GLOBOROTALIA ARCHEOMENARDII Bolli, 1957
Plate 24, fig. 9
Globorotalia archeomenardii Bolli
Bolli, 1957, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 215, p. 119. pl. 28, 
fig. 11.
Globorotalia archeomenardi i Bolli
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 223, textfig. 32, no. 6.
GLOBOROTALIA CRASSAFORMIS CRASSAFORMIS 
(Galloway and Wissler), 1927
Plate 24, fig. 7
Globioerina crassaformis Galloway and Wissler
Galloway and Wissler, 1927, Jour. Paleo., volo. 1, p. 41,
pl. 7, fig. 12.
Globorotalia crassaformis crassaformis (Galloway and 
Wissler)
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 233, textfig. 36, no. 6,7.
GLOBOROTALIA KUGLERI Bolli, 1957
Plate 24, fig. 8
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Globorotalia kuoleri Bol 1i
Bolli, 1957, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 215, p. 118, pl. 28, 
•fig. 5,6.
G1oborotali a kuoleri Bolli
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 203, textfig. 26, no. 1-6.
GLOBOROTALIA LENGUANENSIS Bolli, 1957
Plate 25, fig. 1
Globorotalia lenouaensis Bolli
Bolli, 1957, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 215, p. 120, pl. 29, 
fig. 5.
Globorotalia lenouaensis Bolli
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, P lankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 215, textfig. 30, no. 25.
GLOBOROTALIA c.f. MARGARITAE MARGARITAE 
Bolli and Bermudez, 1965
Plate 25, fig. 2
G1oborotalia maroaritae Bolli and Bermudez
Bolli and Bermudez, 1965, Bol. Inf. Asoc. Ven. Geol.,
Min. Petr., vol. 8, no. 5, p. 139, pl. 1, fig. 16-18.
G1oborotali a maroaritae maroaritae Bolli and Barmudez 
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 217, textfig. 30, 
no. 9-14.
GLOBOROTALIA MENARDII MENARDII (Parker,
Jones and Brady), 1865
Plate 25, fig. 4
Rotaiia menardii d’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 1, vol. 7, p. 273,
G1oborotali a menardii menardii (Parker , Jones and Brady) 
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 226, textfig. 32, no. 4, 
textfig. 34, no. 5-7.
GLOBOROTALIA OPIMA NANA Bolli, 1957
Plate 25, fig. 3
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G1oborotalia opima nana Bolli
Bolli, 1959, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 215, p. 118, p l . 28, 
fig. 3.
Globorotalia opima nana Bolli
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 202, textfig. 26, 
no. 15-23.
GLOBOROTALIA FOHSI PERIPHERORONDA Blow and Banner,1966
Plate 25, fig. 5 
Globorotalia peripheroronda Blow and Banner
Blow and Banner, 1966, Micropaleo., vol. 12, no. 3, p. 294, 
p l . 1, fig. 1.
Globorotalia fohsi peripheroronda Blow and Banner 
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig-
raphv. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 213, textfig. 29,
no. 6,14.
GLOBOROTALIA PLEISOTUMIDA Blow and Banner, 1965
Plate 26, fig. 1
Globorotalia (G1oborotalia) oleisotumi da Blow and Banner 
Blow and Banner, 1965, Nature, vol. 207, no. 5004, p. 1353, 
fig. 2.
Globorotalia plei sotumi da Blow and Banner
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratio-
raphv. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 227, textfig. 33, no. 5.
GLOBOROTALIA SCITULA SCITULA (Brady), 1882
Plate 26, fig. 3
Pulvinulina scitula Brady
Brady, 1882; iji Tizard and Murray, Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, 
Proc. II (III), p. 716, figures in Brady, 1884, Challanger 
Rept. Zoology, vol. 9, pl. 103, fig. 7.
Globorotalia scitula scitula (Brady)
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 217, textfig. 30, no.
26-29, textfig. 31, no. 3,4.
GLOBOROTALIA SIAKENSIS (Leroy), 1939
Plate 26, fig. 2
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Globioerina siakensis Leroy
Leroy, 1939, Natuurk. Tijdschr. Nederl. - Indie, vol. 99, 
no. 6, p. 262, pl . 4, fig. 20-22.
Globorotalia siakensis (LeRoy)
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 309, textfig. 6, no. 11.
GLOBOROTALIA TRUNCATULINOIDES EXCELSA Sprovieri, 
Ruggieri and Unti, 1980
Plate 26, fig. 4
Rotali a truncatuli noi des d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, Foraminiferes; In Barker— Webb and Berthe- 
lot. Hist. Isles Canaries, vol. 2, no. 2, p. 132, pl. 2, 
fig. 25, 27.
G1oborotali a truncatuli noi des excel sa Sprovieri, Ruggieri 
and Unti
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 238, textfig. 37, no. 1.
GLOBOROTALIA TUMIDA TUMIDA (Brady), 1877
Plate 26, fig. 5
Pulvinulata menardi i (d’Orbigny) var. tumida Brady 
Brady, 1877, Geol. Mag., London, n.s. dec. 2, vol. 4, 
p. 535, figures in Brady, 1884, Challanger Rept. Zoology, 
vol. 9, pl. 103, fig. 4-6.
G1oborotalia tumida tumi da (Brady)
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 227, textfig. 33, no. 8, 
textfig. 34, no.l 11-13.
Family PULLENIATINIDAE Cushman, 1927
Genus PULLENIATINA Cushman, 1927
PULLENIATINA OBLIQUILOCULATA (Parker and Jones), 1865
Plate 26, fig. 6
Pul 1eni a sohaeroi des (d’Orbigny) var. oblioui 1oculata 
Parker and Jones
Parker and Jones, 1865, Roy. Soc :ondon, Philos. Trans., 
vol. 155, p. 368, p l . 19, fig. 4.
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Pul 1eniatina obiioui 1oculata (Parker and Jones)
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy . Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 247, textfig. 40, no. 4, 
textfig. 41, no. 9-12.
PULLENIATINA PRIMALIS Banner and Blow, 1967
Plate 26, fig. 7
Pulleniatina primalis Banner and Blow
Banner and Blow, 1967, Micropaleo., vol. 13, no. 2, p. 142, 
p l . 3, fig. 2.
Pul 1eniatina primalis Banner and Blow
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 247, textfig. 40, no. 6, 
textfig. 41, no. 20-27.
Family GLOBIGERINITIDAE Bermudez, 1961
Subfamily GLOBIGERINITINAE Bermudez, 1961
Genus GLOBIGERINITA Bronnimann, 1951
GLOBIGERINITA NAPARIMAENSIS Bronnimann, 1951
Plate 27, fig. 4
Globiaerinita naparimaensis Bronnimann
Bronnimann, 1951, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 2, no. 1, p. 18. 
Globiaerinita naparimaensis Bronnimann
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 188, textfig. 17, no. 7.
Family CATAPSYDRACIDAE Bolli Loeblich and Tappan, 1957
Genus GLOBOQUADRINA Finlay, 1947
GLOBOQUADRINA ALTISPIRA (Cushman and Jarvis), 1936
Plate 27, fig. 2
Globioerina altispira Cushman and Jarvis
Cushman andf Jarvis, 1936, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 12, no. 1, 
p. 5, p l . 1, fig. 13.
G1oboouadrina altispira (Cushman and Jarvis)
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 183, textfig. 15, no. 1.
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GLOBOQUADRINA DEHISCENS (Chapman, Parr and Collins), 1934
Plate 27, fig. 1
G1oboaeri na dehi scens Chapman, Parr and Collins 
Chapman, Parr and Collina, 1934, Jour. Linn. Soc. London,
Zool . ,  V .  38, p. 569, p l . 11, fig. 6.
G1oboouadrina dehi scens (Chapman, Parr and Collins 
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Strati­
graphy. p. 183, textfig. 15, no. 4-7, 6, 9, 12.
Genus NEOGLOBOQUADRINA Rogl and Bolli, 1973
NEOGLOBOQUADRINA DUTERTREl DUTERTREI 
(d’Orbigny), 1839
Plate 27, fig. 3
G1obooerina dutertrei d ’Orbigny
d ’Orbigny, 1839, in. de la Sagra, Hist. Phys. Pol Nat.
Cuba, "Foraminiferes", vol. 8, p. 84, pl. 4, fig. 19-21.
Neooloboouadrina dutertrei dutertrei (d’Orbigny)
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 211, textfig. 27, no. 1-4, 
textfig. 28, no. 1-8.
Genus CATAPSYDRAX Bolli, Loeblich and Tappan, 1957
CATAPSYDRAX DISSIMILIS (Cushman and Bermudez), 1937
Plate 27, fig. 5
Globioerina dissimi 1 is Cushman and Bermudez
Cushman and Bermudez, 1937, C.L.F.R. Contr. vol. 13, no. 1, 
p. 25, pl. 3. fig. 4-6.
Cataosvdrax dissimilis (Cushman and Bermudez)
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig­
raphy. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 186, textfig. 17, no. 1-4.
CATAPSYDRAX DISSIMILIS Cushman and Bermudez var. UNICAVUS 
Bolli, Loeblich and Tappan, 1975
Not Figured
Cataosvdrax unicavus Bolli, Loeblich and Tappan
Bolli, Loeblich and Tappan, 1957, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No.
215, p. 37, pl . 7, fig. 9.
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Cataosvdrax dissimilis (Cushman and Bermudez) var. uni cavus 
Bolli, Loeblich and Tappan
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratio-
raohv. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 186, textfig. 17, no. 4.
CATAPSYDRAX STAINFORTHI Bolli, Loeblich and Tappan, 1957
Plate 27, fig. 6
Cataosvdrax stainforthi Bolli, Loeblich and Tappan 
Bolli, Loeblich and Tappan, 1957, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. No. 
215, p. 37, pl . 7, fig. 11.
Cataosvdrax stai nforthi Bolli, Loeblich and Tappan 
Bolli, Saunders, Perch-Nielsen, 1985, Plankton Stratig-
raohv. Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 187, textfig. 17, no. 5.
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C H A P T E R  4
MULTIVARIATE DATA ANALYSIS
Two computer aided analytical techniques were used to 
analyze benthic foraminiferal species distributions in 
the three stratigraphie units in the study area. The 
techniques used were a multiple group component factor 
analysis and a UPGMA cluster analysis. The data analyzed 
were the percentage abundance data of selected benthic 
foraminiferal species. Methods of species selection are 
described below. The species counts from which percentages 
were calculated are in Appendix C.
FACTOR ANALYSIS
Preliminary Comments
The use of factor analysis in paleoecological studies 
of foraminifera is valuable in the identification of 
independent assemblages of species. The number of species 
assemblages produced by the analysis is far fewer than the 
number of species analyzed. Thus, the foraminiferal 
variables which need to be considered in the paleoecolog­
ical analysis is greatly reduced, and interpretation is 
easier (Corliss, 1979b, 1979c). The factor analysis also 
has the advantage of reducing counting error and reduction
121
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of problems associated with the analysis of relative 
abundance data (Davis, 1973) expressed as percentages 
(Lohmann, 1978). The use of factor analysis in determin­
ation of number and composition of foraminiferal assem­
blages has been documented by Imbrie and Kipp (1971), who 
applied the method to analysis of foraminiferal faunas in
deep sea cores and interpreted paleoenvironmental variables 
based upon correlation with the Recent.
Factor analysis is valuable in the investigation of a 
large matrix of faunal distribution data. The analysis does 
not do anything that cannot be done without a computer, 
however, it allows analysis of much more data in a given 
amount of time. This is accomplished by the calculation 
of mutually independent "factors", which are groups of 
variables having a relatively high degree of covariance. In 
the case of foraminiferal studies the variables are species 
which have similar distributions in the samples. These 
groups of species are considered to be assemblages and the 
assemblage distributions are interpreted, rather than the 
distributions of the original species. In a study relating 
deep sea benthic foraminifera to bottom water masses 
Schnitker (1980) showed the similarity of results between 
factor analytical and non-factor analytical interpreta­
tions. Based upon 54 Recent taxa in 75 core-top samples 
Streeter and Lavery (1982) identified 5 assemblages 
(factors) that accounted for over 807. of the data varia­
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bility. The factors were related to depth zonation.
In this study factor analysis is used to investigate 
the faunal variability in the Uscari, Rio Banano, and 
Moin Formations. The major assemblages of species in each 
formation are identified and interpreted as representing 
paleoenvironments of deposition based upon the ecological 
implications of the species in each assemblage. Calculation 
of factor scores for each factor on every sample allows the 
determination of the relative importance of each faunal 
assemblage (factor) for every sample. Thus, the paleoeco­
logical interpretation of the factors can be related to the 
samples, and changes in paleoenvironment with time can be 
seen in the formations. Changes in paleoenvironment can 
then be related to geological history of the area.
The distribution of benthic foraminifera on the modern 
seabed is influenced by a number of physical-chemical 
variables in the marine environment. Some of these vari­
ables are water temperature, nature of the substrate, 
amount of light, dissolved oxygen content, nutrient supply, 
salinity, predation, pressure, turbidity, degree of 
agitation, etc. Many studies of modern distributions of 
living foraminifera have tried to relate these distri­
butions to physical parameters of the environment, but it 
is difficult to know which parameter, or combination of 
parameters, is actually controlling distribution. There has 
emerged an overall relationship of foraminiferal assem-
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blages with water depth. This is probably due to the 
correlation of depth with other parameters, such as 
increased pressure, reduction in grain size of substrate, 
and probably most importantly, water temperature.
Based upon the known distributions of extant species, 
and the assemblage relationships among different species, 
it is possible to make paleodepth interpretations of fossil 
assemblages. Implied in this approach is the assumption 
that species have not changed their habitat to any signi­
ficant degree over the course of geological time. Obvi­
ously, the older rocks in question, the less valid is this 
assumption. The use of assemblages lessens the possibility 
of an incorrect interpretation based upon a species that 
has changed habitat.
A multiple group method of factor analysis (M.G.A. for 
multiple group analysis) was employed to identify species 
assemblages in the three formations. This analytical 
procedure is contained in the SAS software package as the 
VARCLUS Procedure (see SAS User's Guide, Statistics, 1985 
edition). For a more in-depth explanation of this procedure 
see Anderberg (1973), Harman (1954), or Harman (1976). The 
M.G.A. is similar to the more widely used principal 
components analysis, or P.C.A., but differs in two aspects. 
First, the factors extracted in M.G.A. are not necessarily 
orthogonal to each other as they are in P.C.A. This is due 
to the manner in which the factors are extracted from the
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correlation matrix. In P.C.A. the factors are mathema­
tically constrained to be orthogonal, while they are not in 
M.G.A. In M.G.A. a factor correlation matrix is calculated 
so the interdependence of factors can be determined. The 
second difference between the two methods is the manner in 
which the factors are defined. In P.C.A. all of the 
original variables go into the makeup of each factor 
extracted. That is, for each factor all of the original 
variables will have a factor loading value on that factor 
and the variance accounted for by that factor will be the 
result of some variance input by all of the original 
variables. This is not the case in M.G.A. where a variable 
can only have a non-zero loading on one factor. (In the 
VARCLUS Procedure of SAS used here, factor loadings 
are called Standardized Scoring Coefficients). Variables 
are constrained to load only on one factor, so for all 
other factors the loading will be zero. The result is the 
variance of a variable can only be applied to one factor in 
M.G.A. and cannot be parceled out among many factors as in 
a P.C.A. The practical result is that factors in a M.G.A. 
will be easier to interpret, but will account for a smaller 
amount of the total variance than will an equal number of 
principal components in a P.C.A.
Before the factor analysis can be applied to the data 
there must be some idea of how many major factors are 
actually controlling the species distribution. An initial
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multivariate analysis of the eigenvectors and their 
associated eigenvalues gives an idea of the number of 
major factors and their relative sizes. In each multiple 
group factor analysis presented here, an examination of the 
relative sizes of the eigenvalues of the correlation 
matrix for the species included in the analysis was 
used to help choose the appropriate number of factors to 
extract.
Application of a factor analysis requires that the 
number of observations (samples in this study) be greater 
than the number of variables (species in this study)
(Anderson, 1984, p. 460). In the three analyses presented 
here, the number of species in the stratigraphie sections 
was greater than the number of samples in each section. A 
reduction in the number of species was necessary for each 
analysis. This is a common problem in applying factor 
analytical methods to foraminiferal paleoecology where the 
number of species in a sample can be high.
Species number reduction was accomplished using a 
variance cutoff with the species having the largest 
variances used in the analysis. In this reduction, the 
number of species retained for the factor analysis was one 
less than the number of samples in the section being 
analyzed. This satisfied the mathematical constraint that 
the number of variables be less than the number of obser—  
vati ons.
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The use of a variance cutoff in these analyses is a
departure from the method of species reduction commonly
used in foraminiferal studies. Usually a percentage cutoff,
commonly 1% or 2%, is applied to the species distributions
where any species that does not attain the cutoff level in
at least one sample is eliminated from the analysis. The
use of the variance cutoff is based on the fact that these
factor analyses use the correlation matrix, where the
correlation coefficient (P) is calculated as:
covariance (x * y)
P = -----------------------------
variance (x) * variance (y)
where x and y are two variables in the matrix.
In this calculation it can be seen that the value of P 
is a function of the variance of the variables and not of 
the value of their percentage dominance in the samples. 
Therefore, it is appropriate to use a variance cutoff in 
species number reduction. Realistically, since the variance 
is proportional to the mean, the variables with the largest 
variances will be those with the largest mean values.
Interpretation of each factor is based upon the values 
of the standardized scoring coefficients for the variables 
which are used to construct the factors from the original 
variables. Each factor is a bipolar linear combination of 
the original variables with positive and negative coeffi­
cient values. Species having positive values are acting as 
an assemblage and have similar distributions. These species
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are used to define the factor. Negative values indicate 
species that have distributions opposite to the definition 
species. Both positive and negative values can be valuable 
in factor interpretation.
Plots of the factor scores versus the samples show the 
relative strengths of the factors throughout the strati­
graphie extent of the sections. As the factors are consi­
dered new variables, these plots are analagous to plots of 
frequency distributions of individual species in the 
sections. These plots are used to interpret the changes in 
paleoenvironmental parameters represented by the factors.
Table 3 lists the first ten eigenvalues of the 
correlation matrix for all species in the Uscari, Rio 
Banano, and Moin Formations. These values were used to 
decide how many factors to extract in each analysis. The 
standardized scoring coefficients for the species in each 
factor analysis are in Table 4. The factors outlined below 
are interpreted in Chapter 5.
Uscari Formation
The first large increment in the eigenvalues is 
betweeen the fifth and sixth eigenvalues, so five factors 
were extracted. The five factor solution accounts for 40 
percent of the variance of the variables in the reduced 
data set. The five factors with their included species 
are as follows:
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Factor #1. Species with positive coefficients are Boli vi na 
subaenariensis. Epistominel1 a exiana. E. (?) ruoosa. Fur- 
senkoina pontoni. Hanzawaia concentrica. and Pseudononion 
basispinata. The single species with a negative coef­
ficient is Sti1ostomel1 a anti 11ea.
Factor #2. Species with positive coefficients are Bolivina 
isi droensis. Ci bi ci doi des falconensi s. Lenticulina calcar. 
Cibicides wuellerstorfi. Trifarina bradvi and Uvi oerina 
hispido-costata. Species with negative coefficients are 
Bolivina spinata. Cassi duli na subolobosa. and Trifarina 
anqulosa.
Factor #3. Species with positive coefficients are Sioho- 
oenerina transversa. Boli vi na alata. Gvroidina parva.
Uvi oerina hannai. and Gvroidina reoularis. Species with 
negative coefficients are Buliminel1 a eleaanti ssi ma.
Nonionel la ini ocenica. and Bol i vi na sub excavata.
Factor #4. Species with positive coefficients are Amohis- 
teqina gibbosa. Cassi dulina laevigata. Hanzawai a manta- 
ensis. and Si omoi1i na tenuis. No species have negative 
coefficients.
Factor #5. Species with positive coefficients are Boli vi na 
pseudopli cata. Buli minel1 a bassendorfensi s. El phidiurn spp., 
Uviqerina pereorina. and U. rustica. Species with negative 
coefficients are Boli vi na inf1ata. Cassiduli na caraoitana.
B. subexcvavata. and Gvroidina soldani i .
The taxon El phi di urn spp. includes all specimens of
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this genus which could not be identified to specific 
level. Throughout the identification process the same 
criteria were applied for assignment to this group.
Rio Banano Sandstones
The first large increment in the eigenvalues of the 
correlation matrix is between the third and fourth eigen­
values so three factors were extracted in the analysis. The 
three factor solution accounts for 64.3 percent of the 
variation of the species used in the analysis. The three 
factors with their species are as follows:
Factor #1. Species with positive coefficients are Amphis- 
teoina gibbosa. Cibicidoi des f1 ori danus. Hanzawai a concen- 
trica. and Trifarina anaulosa. Cassidulina subglobosa has a 
negative coefficient.
Factor #2. Species with positive coefficients are 
F'ararotal i a sarmi entoi . Pseudononion basi spinata. and 
El phi di um di scoi dale. Cassiduli na 1aevigata has a negative 
coefficient.
Factor #3. Species with positive coefficients are Articu- 
1i na mavori. and Quingueloculi na lamarcki ana. Rosali na 
olobularis has a negative coeficient.
Moin Formation
The eigenvalues of the correlatrion matrix suggest 
extraction of four factors, however, only three factors
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have been extracted. The small number of species upon which 
the analysis is based makes interpretation of four factors 
difficult. There are not enough species to allow interpre­
tation of four factors.
The three factor solution accounts for 75 percent of 
the variance of the species used in the analysis. The 
factors and their species are as follows;
Factor #1. Species with positive coefficients are Bolivi na 
1owmani. Cassi duli na subolobosa. and Gvroidina soldani i . No 
species have negative coefficients.
Factor #2. Species with positive coefficients are Ci bi ci - 
doides f1oridanus. Melonis barleeanus. and Siphonina 
pulchra. Cassiduli na laevigata and Gvroidina reoularis have 
negative coefficients.
Factor #3. Species with positive coefficients are Cassidu- 
1ina curvata. Si omoi1i na tenuis, and Uvi oerina auberi ana.
BoliVina subaenariensis has a negative coefficient.
CLUSTER ANALYSIS
Preliminarv Comments
A cluster analysis was performed on all of the samples 
using the species analyzed in the factor analyses. The 
cluster analysis performed here is that of the SAS Insti­
tute, Statistical Analysis System (see SAS User's Guide, 
Statistics, 1985 ed.). Good explanations of cluster
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analysis can be found in Anderberg (1973), Everitt (1980), 
and Romesburg (1984). A Q-Mode analysis was done with the 
unweighted pair group method using arithmetic averaging 
(UPGMA). Data were in the form of percent abundance of 
selected species in the samples.
A d d I i cati on
The purpose in performing a cluster analysis is to 
group the samples into clusters based upon the species 
distributions. If the interpretation of the factor analyses 
are valid, a cluster analysis using the same species 
should support the interpretations. Both methods form 
groups of samples. The cluster analysis does this directly 
in the clusters and the factor analysis forms sample groups 
by the calculation of factor scores. Figure 12b is a 
dendrogram of the cluster structure. The species used in 
the analysis are listed in Table 5. The vertical scale of 
the dendrogram is euclidian distance between clusters.
Figure 12a is a plot of the R squared value calculated 
by the cluster algorithim versus the number of clusters. R 
squared is a measure of the proportion of variance in the 
data accounted for by the cluster solution. Where the rise 
in the value of R squared begins to drop off with the 
addition of more clusters, additional clusters are not 
significant. The dropoff point in the plot was chosen at 
number of clusters equal to 25. Of these 25 clusters,
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indicated by a horizontal line on the dendrogram, 16 
are single sample clusters and are considered as outliers 
in the data set, not indicative of cluster structure.
According to Milligan (1980) outliers should be 
present in data sets which do possess cluster structure and 
the UPGMA cluster method is largely unaffected by the 
presence of a few outliers in its ability to recover 
cluster structure from the data set. As such, the outliers 
will not be interpreted as clusters. Interpretation of the 
clusters is presented in Chapter 6, Paleoenvironments.
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Figure 12a.
Plot of number of clusters 
versus squared. 25 clusters 
have been chosen for interpre­
tation. Of these, 16 are single 
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Figure 12b. Dendrogram illustrating'cluster^s 
Scale is euclidian distance. The numbers refer 
that are interpreted in the text.
ructure. 
to clusters
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TABLE 3
EIGENVALUES OF THE CORRELATION MATRIX FOR ALL SPECIES 





1 10.7625 0.1121 0. 1121
2 9.2800 0.0967 0.2088
7.8156 0.0814 0.2902
4 5.6872 0.0592 0.3494
5 5.5018 0.0573 0.4067
6 4.8276 0.0503 0.4570
7 4.4372 0.0462 0.5033
8 4.2225 0.0440 0.5472
9 3.6967 0.0385 0.5857
10 3.4121 0.0355 0.6213
EIGENVALUES OF THE 
APPEARING IN
CORRELATION MATRIX FOR ALL SPECIES 
THE RIO BANANO SANDSTONES




1 11.1189 0.1611 0.1611
2 9.7156 0.1408 0.3020
3 8.4907 0.1231 0.4250
4 6.1576 0.0892 0.5143
5 5.5520 0.0805 0.5947
6 5.0319 0.0729 0.6676
7 4.7235 0.0685 0.7361
8 4.2425 0.0615 0.7976
9 4.1983 0.0608 0.8584
10 3.3324 0.0483 0.9067
EIGENVALUES OF THE CORRELATION MATRIX FOR ALL SPECIES 
APPEARING IN THE MOIN FORMATION
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TABLE 4
STANDARDIZED SCORING COEFFICIENTS FOR ALL SPECIES 
IN EACH FACTOR ANALYSIS
Uscari
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5














c. f a Lc q n e n s i s 0.2610
c. FLORIDANUS 0.1570
ELPHIDIUM SPP. O . 1454
E. EXIGUA 0.2606
E. RUGOSA 0.1570
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CHAPTER 5
RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF PLANKTONIC FORAMINIFERA
The relative amounts of planktonic and benthic 
foraminifers in sediments can be used to determine the 
relative water depths of samples in environments shallower 
than lower slope depth. This analysis was introduced by 
Grimsdale and Morkhoven (1955), who tried to use the method 
to determine the absolute depth of samples from traverses 
across the northern Gulf of Mexico.
The percent planktonic content of a sample is the 
percent of the total number of foraminifera, planktonic 
plus benthic, that the planktonic foraminifera constitute. 
This value was determined in this study by counting the 
first 200 specimens in a sample and noting subtotals of 
planktonic and benthic specimens.
Grimsdale and Morkhoven (1955) pointed out that it is
desirable to use an average of percent planktonics in a few 
samples, rather than values from individual samples, due to 
the variability in the percent of planktonics that can 
exist in samples of the same water depth. In this way the 
percent planktonic value will give a more reliable esti­
mate of the change in planktonic percentage that can be 
attributed to change in water depth. Any sampling error or 
uneven distribution of planktonic specimens unrelated to
139
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water depth will be reduced. In this study, a moving 
average was calculated for each stratigraphie section by 
using three adjacent samples and changing one sample for 
each calculation. The end values are the average of two 
samples and all in between values are the average of 
three samples. The percent planktonic abundance value and 
the moving average value for each sample are shown in 
Table 6. These values are plotted in Figure 13.
USCARI FORMATION 
Quebrada Uscari Type Section
All five values are close to 40 percent in this 
section, indicating little change in water depth over the 
course of deposition. The values do not show a trend 
within the section.
Rio Reventazon Section
The lower and middle parts of the section have values 
around 80 percent, while the few samples at the top of the 
section show a steady drop in value to a low of near 70 
percent. This may indicate a shallowing trend, but the 
range of values is not considered sufficient to make an 
unequivocal interpretation.
Quebrada Terciopelo Reference Section
The lower part of the section, samples #305 through
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#3-32, has values around 80 percent. Up section from sample 
#3-32 a decrease in values shows a steady shallowing trend 
throughout the middle and upper parts of the section.
RIO BANANO FORMATION
High and low values are 27.0 percent and 16.4 per 
cent. Most of the values are around 20 percent. The samples 
which yielded datable planktonic faunas, #96, #97, and #98 
have the highest percentages in the section. The increase 
in values from 16.4 percent in sample #217 to 27 percent in 
sample #96 may indicate a deepening trend within the 
section between these two values. The range of values 
between these two extremes is not considered sufficient to 
make an unequivocal interpretation of within section 
changes in water depth.
MOIN FORMATION
The planktonic abundance within the Moin Formation 
does not change much over the stratigraphie extent of the 
section. Most of the values are near 30 percent with high 
and low values of 40.3 percent and 23.6 percent. These 
values indicate water depth did not change significantly 
during the course of deposition. There does not appear to 
be a within section trend.
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TABLE 6  
PLANKTONIC/BENTHIC VALUES
1 4 2
Sample Single Moving Sample Single Moving
Number Sample Average Number Sample Average
USCARI FM. MOIN FM.
Rio Reventazon
#18 67.5 68.0 #79 42.7 37.2
#16 68. 5 70.5 #77 31.6 31.2
#15 75.6 71.7 #75 49.3 26. 1
#13 71.0 76.6 #73 27. 3 30.0
#12 83.3 79.6 #72 42.7 40. 1
#11 84.4 85.2 #69 50. 2 35.0
#10 87.8 84.9 #67 12.8 32. 0
#8 82.5 81.8 #65 33.0 23.6
#7 75. 2 78.8 #63 25. 1 27.5
#5 75.7 76.2 #61 24.8 32. 1
#3 77.8 80. 6 #59 46.3 35. 5




#3-121 23.6 26. 1
#3-115 28.6 26.0 #83 19.9 20. 2
#3-109 25.7 28.6 #81 20.5 21.5
#3-107 31.5 33. 1 #99 24.0 23.7
#3-95 42.0 39.2 #98 26.6 25.6
#3-44 44.2 49.3 #97 26.2 26. 1
#3-41 61.6 46. 1 #96 26.0 27.0
#3-40 32.6 60.7 #219 29.2 24.0
#3-37 88.0 69.4 #218 18.0 20.6
#3-32 87.7 88.0 #217 1425 16.4
#3-26 90.7 85. 1 #216 16. 7 17.8
#318 77.0 81.7 #215 22. 1 17.4
#317 77.5 77.5 #214 13.3 18.5
#316 77.9 76.7 #213 20.0 20. 6
#314 74.8 80.0 #212 28.6 24.3
#312 89.7 84.8
#311 90.0 89.8 Quebrada Uscari
#310 89.6 89.8
#308 89.8 86.4 #3-66 43.6 38.9
#306 79.7 86. 6 #3-67 27.9 34.6
#305 87.4 83.6 #3-69 32.3 33.4
#3-71 39.9 39.4
Rio Quito #3-74 45.5 42.9
#112 45. 2 44.4
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Figure 13. Plot of percent planktonics in the foraminiferal 
fauna for the five studied sections. Only the Quebrada 
Terciopelo section of the Uscari Formation shows a syste­
matic change. Above sample 3-32 the percentage shows a 
steady decline, suggesting a progressive shoaling.




Paleoenvi ronmental interpretations are based upon 
interpretations o-f the factor analyses and pal eoecol ogi c 
implications of species identified from scans of the 
samples. These scan species were not included in the factor 
analyses. Table 7 is a compilation of paleoenvironmental 
information for benthic foraminifera identified from the 
rocks of the Uscari, Rio Banano, and Moin Formations.
The information in this table was used in the interpre­
tation of the factors. For each factor analysis the 
corresponding factor scores were calculated. These scores 
are presented in Table 8.
Uscari Formation
Based upon the species listed in Chapter 4 the 
interpretation of the factors is as follows:
Factor #1 - A continental shelf, open marine assemblage. 
Hanzawaia concentrica. Bolivina subaenariensis. and 
Fursenkoina pontohi indicate an open marine, probably 
middle continental shelf environment. Both species of 
Epistominella are wide ranging although Epi stominel1 a
144
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exiqua is more commonly found in deeper water. Pseudo­
nonion basi soi nata is more common in shallow shelf environ­
ments. Factor #1 is a middle shelf assemblage.
Factor #2 - The interpretation of this factor is indicated 
by the dominance of Ci bi ci des wuellerstorfi. a well 
known deep water species associated with modern distri­
bution of North Atlantic Deep Water at depths in the 2000 
meter range. Little is known of the distribution of the 
other species with positive coefficients in this group, but 
association with Ç. wuellerstorfi in this factor indicates 
they all have deep water affinities. Uvi perina hi spido- 
costata is largely hispid, suggesting a deep water environ­
ment. Bolivina soinata is found in shelf environments and, 
consequently, has a negative coefficient, as do the common 
shelf to bathyal species Cassidulina subolobosa. and the 
shallow shelf species Trifarina annul osa. This factor is 
interpreted as deposition in a lower bathyal to abyssal 
environment.
Associated with Ç. wuel1erstorfi in factor #2 is 
Ci bi ci doides falconensis which, like Ci bi ci des wuel1er­
storf i . is found only in the Rio Reventazon section. The 
other species included in factor #2 are more widespread in 
occurrence although Boli vi na i sidroensis and Trifarina 
bradvi are found in greater abundance in samples of the 
Rio Reventazon section than elsewhere.
Factor #3 - Si phogener ina transversa is a well known deep
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water species usually inhabiting an upper to middle bathyal 
environment. Gvroi di na reoularis and Bolivina alata are 
found on the shelf to upper slope. Gvroi di na parva indica­
tions are unknown. An upper to middle slope environ­
ment is indicated. Buii mi nel1 a eleoantissima and Noni on- 
ella miocenica are shallow water species, both with 
negative coefficients.
Factor #4 - Amphi steoi na oibbosa is a shallow water species 
found in association with the well agitated environments of 
reefs and sandy substrates of the inner to middle shelf.
Cassidulina laevigata and Si amoi1ina tenuis are wide 
ranging species from the outer shelf to middle slope, 
usually characteristic of a muddly substrate. Nothing is 
known of Hanzawaia mantaensis but the genus suggests 
shelf. This factor is interpreted as a mixed assemblage of 
inner to middle shelf taxa with upper to middle slope taxa. 
Factor #5 - Elohidium is an inner to middle shelf taxon.
Bolivina pseudopli cata and Buii mi nel1 a bassendorfensi s are 
characteristic of shelf deposits. The indications of 
Uvioerina rustics are unknown. Uvioerina oereorina is a 
costate uvigerinid, suggesting a shelf to upper slope 
habitat. Gvroidina soldanii is commonly found in deeper 
bathyal environments, consequently, it has a negative 
coefficient. This factor is interpreted as an outer shelf 
to upper slope factor. The elphidids present in this 
assemblage are all small. It is possible they represent an
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environmentally depauperate fauna. Some species of El phi - 
dium have been reported living a depths much greater than 
interpreted for this assemblage (Streeter and Lavery,
1982).
Plots of these scores versus the samples in the 
section are shown in Figure 14. In the plots samples #311, 
#312, and #314 have been omitted from the Quebrada Tercio­
pelo plot. These samples are in a repeated section. Factor 
#1 shows high scores on samples from the Quebrada Uscari 
type section, indicating the environment of deposition in 
the type section was on the continental shelf. Factor #2 
shows high scores on samples from the Rio Reventazon 
section, indicating these sediments were deposited in a 
lower bathyal to abyssal environment. Factor #3 shows high 
scores on samples from the lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section, indicating an upper to middle bathyal environ­
ment. The similarity between planktonic percentage values 
of the lower bathyal Rio Reventazon samples and the lower 
Quebrada Terciopelo samples suggests the depth was middle, 
rather than upper bathyal. Factor #4 shows high scores on 
scattered samples in the Rio Reventazon section, the 
Quebrada Terciopelo section, and the isolated Rio Quito 
sample. As factor #4 is interpreted as a mixture of species 
from different environments, this factor is identifing 
downslope movement of sediment. The deep water samples of 
the Rio Reventazon and lower Terciopelo sections have been
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contaminated with shallow water species, probably by 
turbidity currents. Factor #5 shows high scores on the 
upper part of the Terciopelo section, indicating this 
section was deposited on the upper slope to outer shelf.
High factor #5 scores on the Quebrada Uscari section 
suggest a facies correlation between the Quebrada Uscari 
and upper Quebrada Terciopelo sections, although the 
scores of factor #1 indicate a shallow environment for 
Quebrada Uscari sediments.
The factor analysis separates the three sections of 
the Uscari Formation into distinct units. The Early Miocene 
samples in the Rio Reventazon section have high scores for 
the deep water factor, #2, suggesting the Rio Reventazon 
sediments were deposited in a lower bathyal to abyssal 
environment, at a depth of approximately 2000 meters. The 
Early to early Middle Miocene shales of the Quebrada 
Terciopelo section show a difference in paleodepth between 
the lower and upper parts of the section. The lower part 
of the section has high scores for the middle to upper 
slope factor, #3, indicating, in conjunction with the 
planktonic percentage values, deposition on the middle 
slope. In the upper part of the section the dominant factor 
is #5, suggesting an outer shelf to upper slope environ­
ment. This up section change is also reflected in the 
planktonic percentage values. The Quebrada Uscari section 
is a shelf deposit, representing the shallowest facies of
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the Uscari Formation, indicated by high scores for factor 
#1 .
The basal limestones of the Terciopelo section contain 
larger benthic foraminifera and red algal rhodoliths, both 
indicative of shallow, agitated, conditions. These fossil 
larger foraminifera were probably associated with endo- 
symbiotic algae in reef and carbonate shoal environments 
(Brasier, 1980). The relationship of larger foraminifera 
with symbiotic algae suggests they lived in the upper part 
of the photic zone in clear, non-turbid water. The rhodo­
liths suggest a wave or current agitated environment, 
probably between 1 to 10 meters depth. The two identified 
larger foraminiferal taxa from the Terciopelo section 
limestones, Heterosteoi na anti Ilea, and Lepi docvcli na 
(L.) wavlandvauqhni. have also been reported in algal 
limestone lenses from the Pacific coastal area of the 
Oligocene Bohio Formation in Panama (Cole, 1952). These 
algal limestone lenses, the thickest of which is 60 cm, are 
interbedded with basaltic conglomerates and, as in Quebrada 
Terciopelo, the sedimentary section rests directly on 
igneous rock (Woodring, 1957). Yuan (1984) reported the 
co-occurrence of rhodoliths and larger foraminifera in 
Oligocene limestones of the Terraba Formation of southwes­
tern Costa Rica. He interpreted the depositional environ­
ment of these limestones as a carbonate shelf less than 10 
meters depth which was periodically swept by storm cur—
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rents. A similar environment is suggested for the lime­
stones of the lower Terciopelo section. The interbedded 
graywacke sandstone between the two limestone beds may 
indicate a local deepening of water followed by a shal­
lowing back to previous depth, or a lateral change in 
facies.
The lower of the two limestones contains clasts of the 
underlying basalt, but lacks individual igneous mineral 
grains. The upper limestone contains basalt clasts and also 
contains individual igneous mineral grains. The lower 
limestone is interpreted as a deposit of a shallower 
environment in which individual mineral grains either did 
not survive weathering processes, or were swept out. The 
upper limestone may have been deposited in deeper water, or 
at a higher rate of sedimentation, allowing for the 
preservation of the mineral grains by rapid burial.
The Early Miocene shales in the lower part of the 
Quebrada Terciopelo section have high scores of factor 
#3. This factor is interpreted as a middle bathyal factor 
due to the presence of an assemblage containing Si ohogen- 
erina transversa, and the planktonic percentage. This part 
of the Terciopelo section has a faunal similarity to the 
Rio Reventazon section. The deep water foraminifers 
Chi 1ostomel1 a ovoidea. Martinottiel 1 a pal 1i da. Melonis 
Dompilioides, and Pullenia bul1oides are all found in both 
sections, indicating the environments were similar. This
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interpretation is in disagreement with Rivier (1973) 
who, based upon a fauna of benthic foraminifera, suggested 
a neritic environment for the shales of the Quebrada 
Terciopelo section.
Both the Rio Reventazon and lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
deep water sections show evidence of significant downslope 
movement of sediment from shallow water, probably as fine 
grained turbidites. Factor #4, interpreted as representing 
downslope movement of shallow water fauna, has high scores 
on scattered samples in the Rio Reventazon and Quebrada 
Terciopelo sections. The following shallow water taxa are 
found in one or both of the sections: Amphisteaina oibbosa. 
Asterioerina carinata. Cibicides lobatulus. Cvmbaloporetta 
souammosa. Elphi di um discoidale. El phi di um poevanum. and 
Hanz awai a concentrica. The possibility of turbiditic 
deposition in the Rio Reventazon section is especially 
evident in sample #13. This is the only Rio Reventazon 
sample having a negative score for the deep water factor 
(#2), and it contains unusually high numbers of the shallow 
water taxa mentioned, i n  addition to Buccel1 a hannai.
Reussel1 a spinulosa. and Trifarina annul osa. This sample is 
an outlier in the cluster analysis. If turbidite deposits 
are present, they must be very fine grained as no field 
evidence of turbidite deposition was seen. The deposits are 
probably the distal ends of turbidites from a fine grained 
source region, although this is speculative.
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The late Early to early Middle Miocene shales in the 
middle and upper parts o-f the Quebrada Terciopelo section 
have high scores on -factor #5, suggesting deposition on the 
upper slope to shelf. The planktonic percentage of these 
samples shows a steadily decreasing amount of planktonic 
foraminifera, indicating water depth was steadily shallow­
ing through the depositional history.
The Quebrada Terciopelo section represents shallow 
water carbonate bank deposition in the basal part of the 
section during the Late Oligocene. A very rapid increase in 
water depth during the Late Oligocene to Early Miocene 
resulted in deposition of the lower shales in the section 
on the middle continental slope. A gradual reduction in 
water depth during the later Early Miocene is suggested by 
the change in benthic assemblages and the steady decrease 
in percent of planktonic species in the middle and upper 
parts of the section. From the earliest Miocene to early 
Middle Miocene deposition of the Terciopelo section 
occurred in shallowing water, from middle to upper slope, 
to outer shelf deposition at the top of the section.
The early Middle Miocene type section of the Uscari 
Formation in Quebrada Uscari is characterized by the 
continental shelf assemblage of factor #1. Bolivina 
subaenariensi s and Fursenkoi na pontoni suggest middle to 
outer shelf while Epistominella exiqua and Epistomin- 
el1 a (?) ruQosa are more suggestive of outer shelf to upper
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slope. Hanzawaia cancentria and Pseudononion basisoinata 
are nearshore species which were probably transported out 
into deeper shelf waters.
The Quebrada Uscari section shows a faunal similarity 
to the upper part of the Terciopelo section. The following 
species are found in abundance in both sections; Bul i mi ri­
el 1 a bassendorfensi s. Boli vi na pseudopli cata. Cassiduli na 
1aevi gata. Fursenkoina pontoni. and Pseudononion basi spi- 
nata. This faunal similarity indicates the upper part of 
the Quebrada Terciopelo section and the Quebrada Uscari 
type section are roughly correlative shelf to upper 
slope deposits of the late Early to early Middle Miocene.
In summary, the sections of the Uscari Formation 
studied in this report represent different environments.
The deepest water deposition occurred in the Rio Reventazon 
section where water depths may have been as great as 2000 
meters in a lower bathyal to abyssal environment. The 
approximately 560 meters of Uscari Formation exposed i n the 
Quebrada Terciopelo reference section is the thickest 
section of the Uscari Formation. The lowest rocks in-the 
section are Late Oligocene rhodolitic limestones deposited 
on a shallow carbonate platform which was receiving 
volcanic detritus from nearby volcanic highlands. Immedi­
ately above the basal limestones are Late Oligocene to 
Early Miocene marine shales which were depositied on the 
middle continental slope. The lower part of the Terciopelo
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section is roughly correlative with the Early Miocene Rio 
Reventazon section, although water depths were not as great 
in the Terciopelo section. A steady shoaling trend through 
the later Early Miocene and early Middle Miocene, middle 
and upper parts o-f the Terciopelo section, resulted in 
transition to upper slope and shelf environments. The early 
Middle Miocene type section of the Uscari Formation was 
deposited on the continental shelf and is roughly correla­
tive with the upper part of the Quebrada Terciopelo 
section, although a shallower water deposit. Both the 
bathyal to abyssal deposits of the Rio Reventazon section, 
and the middle bathyal deposits of the lower Quebrada 
Terciopelo section were subject to turbidites and the 
introduction of shallow water taxa into the deep water 
environment.
Rio Banano Formation
Based on the species listed in Chapter 4 the interpre­
tation of the factors is as follows:
Factor #1 - Trifarina anoulosa. Ci bi ci doi des floridanus. 
Hanzawai a concentr ica. and Amohisteqina gibbosa are all 
found on the sandy, open marine shelf. Cassi duli na subqlo- 
bosa. while found on the shelf, has a widespread distribu­
tion and is commonly found on muddy substrates. This 
accounts for its negative coefficient. This assemblage is 
characteristic of an inner to middle continental shelf,
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open marine, sandy substrate depositional environment, 
perhaps 10 to 25 meters depth.
Factor #2 - El phi di um di scoi dal e . F'ararotal i a sarmi entoi . 
and Pseudononi on basi soinata all indicate nearshore, well 
agitated conditions, 0 to 20 meters depth with a sandy 
substrate.
Factor #3 - Arti culina mayori is commonly found in well 
agitated reef environments while Quinoueloculina lamarck- 
i ana is suggestive of the intertidal or shallow nearshore 
zones. Rosalina qlobularis. which has a negative coeffic­
ient, is found on rocky substrates. This factor is inter—  
preted as representing a nearshore environment near a reef, 
lacking a rocky substrate.
Plots of the factor scores are shown in Figure 15.
Factors #2 and #3, both representing some aspect of a 
shallow water fauna, have a similar distribution with 
generally positive scores on the lower part of the section 
and negative scores on the upper part of the section.
Factor #1, representing a deeper water fauna, has a 
distribution opposite to factors 2 and 3, with positive 
scores on the upper section' and negative scores on the 
lower section.
The mixture of environments suggested by these factors 
leads to the interpretation that the Rio Banano sandstones 
were deposited on the inner continental shelf at a depth of 
about 10 to 20 meters. Nearshore sediment was carried out
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to the shelf area and redeposited, introducing the tests of 
nearshore and reef related taxa into the deeper water 
environment of deposition. The greatest amount of transport 
of nearshore sediment occurred during deposition of the 
lower part of the section, suggesting that deepening 
occurred up section. Also present in the Rio Banano 
sandstone samples is Neoconorbina terguemi. a species found 
in the high energy, nearshore environment represented by 
factor #2. This species is common in the lower and middle 
parts of the section, and absent in the upper part.
Moin Formation
Based on the species noted in Chapter 4 the interpre­
tation of the factors is as follows:
Factor #1 - Bolivina 1owmani. Cassiduli na subglobcsa. and 
Gvroidina soldani i all indicate a muddy substrate environ­
ment of outer shelf to upper slope depths.
Factor #2 - Ci bi ci doides f1 oridanus and Siphcni na pulchra 
suggest a middle to outer shelf environment with a sandy 
substrate. Melonis bar1eeanus is a deeper water indicator 
suggestive of a muddy substrate, however, Cassi dulina 
1aevi gata and Gvroidina regularis. both with negative 
coefficients, also are suggestive of deep water, muddy 
environments. Although difficult to interpret, this 
factor may represent a deep shelf environment with input of 
sand from nearshore.
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Factor #3 - Cassidulina curvata. Si omoi11na tenuis, 
and Uvigerina auberiana are indicative of deposition in a 
middle to outer shelf environment with a more muddy 
substrate. The negative coefficient of Boli vina subaenari- 
ensis. which seems to fit in with this assemblage, is not 
accounted for.
The interpretation of the Moin Formation factors is 
difficult, but factor #1 probably represents the deepest 
water deposition in the Moin Formation. Factors #2 and #3, 
while both representing a shallower water environment than 
factor #1, are difficult to distinguish from each other.
The difference between them appears to be the sand content 
of the substrate.
Plots of the factor scores are shown in Figure 16.
Factor #1 has positive scores on only the two stratigraph- 
ically lowest samples in the section. The lowest part of 
the Moin Formation was deposited in the deepest water, 
perhaps as deep as upper slope, approximately 200 meters. 
Factors #2 and #3, representing different aspects of shelf 
deposition, dominate the middle and upper parts of the 
section. Where one factor has a positive score, the other 
generally has a negative score suggesting that the amount 
of sand introduced into the environment was variable during 
the deposition of the middle and upper parts of the Moin 
Formation, perhaps as a result of changing water depths.
The first shelf factor to show positive scores up section
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Figure 16. Plots of factor scores for the three factors of 
the Moin Formation on the Moin Formation type section.
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above the two lowest samples is factor #3, the muddy 
substrate, shelf factor.
The interpretation of nearshore sediment input 
defining factor #2 is supported by the presence of the 
attached species Miniacina mi ni acea in the scan of sample 
#69, which has the highest score on factor #2. This species 
may have been transported from the nearshore. The agglu­
tinated foraminifers Textularia sica and Textulariella 
barretti (from split) are also found only in sample #69, 
and Li ebusel1 a soldanii and Si gmoi1opsi s f1 inti are found 
in the sample scan. These species require silt and sand 
sized grains for test construction. They are probably not 
transported in this sample, but rather were using clastic 
material transported from the nearshore.
The lower Moin Formation was deposited on the slope at 
depths of approximately 200 meters. In the middle part of 
the section shallowing occurred to outer shelf depths, 
probably around 150 meters. The middle and upper parts of 
the section show changes from a muddy, to a sandy mud 
substrate through the depositonal history of the unit.
The introduction of sand into the environment may be 
related to changing water depths either resulting from 
local tectonic adjustments or eustatic sea level changes 
related to Pleistocene glaciation.
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C L U S T E R  A N A L Y S I S
The grouping of the samples into 9 multi-sample 
clusters identified in the dendrogram (Figure 12b) is 
similar to the results of the factor analyses.
CLUSTER #1 - Contains only samples from the Rio Reventazon 
section of the Uscari Formation. These samples are in the 
deepest water part of the Uscari Formation, deposited near 
the slope/abyss break. This grouping is similar to factor 
#2 of the Uscari Formation analysis which had high scores 
on the Rio Reventazon samples, the deepest part of the 
Uscari Formation.
CLUSTER #2 - Contains only samples from the lower Quebrada 
Terciopelo section of the Uscari Formation. These samples 
are in the deepest water part of the Terciopelo section, 
from the middle slope. Factor #3 of the Uscari Formation 
analysis had highest scores on the lower Quebrada Tercio­
pelo section. This grouping shows the lower part of this 
section is faunally differenty from the upper part.
CLUSTER #3 - Contains only samples from the middle and 
upper parts of the Terciopelo section. These samples are in 
the shallowing sequence of the Terciopelo section, from 
middle slope through outer shelf. The samples from the 
middle and upper parts of this section have high scores on 
factor #5 of the Uscari Formation analysis.
CLUSTER #4 - Contains only samples from the Quebrada Uscari
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section of the Uscari Formation. Factor #1 of the Uscari 
Formation analysis has high scores on these same samples.
This section, while correlative with the upper part of the 
Quebrada Terciopelo section, retains a faunal distinction. 
CLUSTER #5 - Contains only samples from the Rio Banano 
Formation.
CLUSTER #6 - Contains two samples, #212 and #219, from the 
Rio Banano sandstones. These two samples both have high 
scores on factor #2, the nearshore indicator, and low 
scores on factor #3, the reef indicator, suggesting they 
are samples with a well developed nearshore fauna that 
were not contaminated with reef taxa during transport. The 
only other sample with a high nearshore score, #213, also 
has a high reef score, suggesting mixing with a reef 
derived fauna during transport.
CLUSTER #7 - Contains only samples from the Moin Formation. 
CLUSTER #8 - Contains two samples, #63 and #79, from the 
Moin Formation. These two samples both have high scores on 
factor #2, the sandy substrate indicator. The reason these 
two samples fail to cluster with sample #69, which also has 
a high score on factor #2, may be due to the high negative 
score for sample #69 on factor #3. Both samples #63 and #79 
have lesser negative scores on factor #3, suggesting sample 
#69 has the best developed sandy substrate fauna. Sample 
#69 acts as an outlier in the analysis.
CLUSTER #9 - Contains two samples, #16 and #18, from the
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Rio Reventazon section of the Uscari Formation. The factor 
analysis offers no clue as to why these samples cluster 
together, separate from the other samples in the section. 
Examination of the species distribution shows these samples 
to be contaminated with shallow water species. It is 
possible the contaminating fauna is different enough from 
the fauna of factor #4 to cause this clustering. If this is 
the case, this fauna represents a source of variation not 
examined in the factor analysis.
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TABLE 7




1) dominant in reef facies of Puerto Rico; (Murray, 1973)
2) dominant in reef facies of Belize; (Murray, 1973)
3) found at less than 55m on Yucatan shelf; (Murray,
1973)
4) characteristic of Gulf Coast middle shelf, 20-100m; 
(Albers et. al., 1966)
5) found on submerged sand banks in the Gulf of Mex ico; 
(Poag, 1981)
GENUS Bolivina
B. al at a
1) found on shelf and slope in Gulf of Mexico; (Poag, 
1981)
Boli vina 1owmani
1) abundant on outer shelf to upper slope of Gulf of 
Mexico; (Poag, 1981)
2) found in turbid deltaic marine envirinment of normal 
salinity; (Murray, 1973)
3) found in low salinity area of Mississippi delta; 
(Boltovskoy and Wright, 1976)
4) common on shelf and upper slope of Gulf of Mexico; 
(Phleger and Parker, 1951)
B. D s e u d o p l icata
1) present in low salinity estuary waters of Argentina; 
(Murray, 1973)
2) common in shelf assemblages worldwide; (Murray, 1973)
B. soinata
1) ranges from 30-225 m, abundant at about 120 m off Gulf 
Coast; (Phleger and Parker, 1951)
2) abundant on outer shelf of Gulf of Mexico; (Poag,
1981)
3) found from 20-244m off Central America; (Smith, 1964)
4) found from 26-225m from California to Ecuador;
(Cushman and McCulloch, 1948)
5) found in normal marine salinity on shelf off eastern 
South America; (Boltovskoy and Wright, 1976)
6) found on Texas shelf, common between 20-100m; (Albers 
et. al., 1966)
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B. subaenari ensi s
1) characteristic of Gulf Coast 
(Phleger and Parker, 1951)
2) subsp. mexicana abundant at '
(Phleger, 1960)
3) found in warm coastal waters off eastern 
America; (Boltovskoy and Wright, 1976)
4) characterisric of outer shelf open marine of Gulf 
Coast, 100-200m; (Albers et. al., 1966)
depths of 110-260m;
■125m on Gulf Coast;
South
GENUS Buii mi na 
B. aculeata
1) characteristic of upper slope, 200-500m, Gulf Coast, 
(Albers et. al., 1966)
2) found in epibathyal and meso bathyal deposits, 
200-2500m, in modern oceans; (Caralp, 1984)
3) isobathyal species found from upper bathyal to abyssal 
zones in Gulf of Mexico; (Pflum and Frerichs, 1976)
B. alazanensis
1) characteristic of lower slope, 500-2000m, Gulf of 
Mexico; (Albers et. al., 1966)
B. marainata
1) abundant in muddy sediment att depth of 12S-13Sm,
Celtic Sea; (Murray, 1973)
2) prefers a muddy substrate with greatest abundance at 
10-275m off Central America and California; (Natland,
1950)
3) most abundant on outer shelf to upper slope of Gulf of 
Mexico; (Poag, 1981)
4) characteristic of depths above 200m on Gulf Coast; 
(Phleger and Parker, 1951)
5) characteristic of Gulf Coast open marine shelf between 
100-200m; (Albers et. al., 1966)
GENUS Buiiminel1 a
B. bassendorfensi s
1) middle shelf open marine of Gulf Coast, 20-100m; 
(Albers et. al., 1966)
2) fine grained substrate with some turbidity, shallower 
than 10m, Mississippi delta; (Murray, 1973)
3) abundant above than 100m, Gulf Coast; (Phleger, 1960)
4) common on inner to middle shelf. Gulf of Mexico;
(Poag, 1981)
5) characteristic shallower than 100m, Gulf Coast; 
(Phleger and Parker, 1951)
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B. eleoanti ssi ma
1) most common on the inner to middle shelf of the 
western Gulf of Mexico; (Murray, 1973)
2) prefers a clay substrate, Hudson Bay; (Boltovskoy and 
Wright, 1976)
3) common in lagoons near open ocean, worldwide; 
(Boltovskoy and Wright, 1976)
4) found in littoral, high energy zones; (Boltovskoy and 
Wright, 1976)
5) maximum depth of 150m off San Diego; (Boltovskoy and 
Wright, 1976)
6) depth range of 0-820m off southern California and 
Baja; (Murray, 1973)
7) range of 100-230m in Hudson Bay; (Murray, 1973)
8) depth limit of 27-32m in Todos Santos Bay; (Murray, 
1973)
GENUS Cassi duli na
Ç. c u r v a t a
1) generally restricted to depths of greater than 90-100m 
on Gulf Coast; (Phleger and Parker, 1951)
2) common on the shelf to upper slope of the Gulf of 
Mexico; (Poag, 1981)
3) common from 100-500m on the Gulf Coast; (Phleger,
1960)
Ç. l a e v i g a t a
1) found between 50-1700m off Central America; (Smith, 
1964)
2) chiefly occurs on shelf in Gulf of Mexico; (Poag,
1981)
Ç. subglobosa
1) occurrence over a wide depth range in shelf seas; 
(Murray, 1973)
2) found living at 1932m in Peru-Chile Tranch; (Murray, 
1973)
3) found to depth of 6750m; (Boltovskoy and Wright, 1976)
4) characteristic of deep outer shelf, Gulf Coast:
(Albers et. al., 1966)
GENUS Chi 1osti mel1 a
Ç. ovoi dea
1) found below 1932m in Peru/Chile Trench; (Murray, 1973)
2) found between 650-1100m. Todos Santos Bay, Baja 
California: (Walton, 1955)
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GENUS Ci bi ci des 
Ç. lobatulus
1) preference for coarse sand substrate in Newfoundland; 
(Boltovskoy and Wright, 1976)
2) found between 10-40m in Antarctica; (Murray, 1973)
3) found in shelly sands, 84-95m in English Channel;
(Murray, 1973)
4) dominant on pebbles, shells, sands, and seagrass of 
Irish coast; (Murray, 1973)
5) found in nearshore sands of New Hampshire; (Murray,
1973)
Ç. wuellerstorfi
1) deeper than 2000m in western Gulf of Mexico and 1500m 
in eastern Gulf; (Pflum and Frerichs, 1976)
2) found at 1932m in Peru-Chile Trench; (Boltovskoy and 
Wright, 1976)
3) found in abundance deeper than 2000m in Sigsbee deep,
Gulf of Mexico; (Phleger, 1960)
4) associated with bathyal zone; (Boltovskoy and Wright,
1976)
5) characteristic of lower slope, 500-2000m in Gulf
Coast; (Albers et. al., 1966)
6) characteristic of deep sea, lower slope to abyssal
plain. Gulf of Mexico; (Poag, 1981)
7) minimum depth of 700m and abundant between 27O0-2BO0m 
in Gulf Coast; (Phleger and Parker, 1951)
8) found between 2500-4600m in Indian Ocean; (Corliss,
1979a)
9) common at depths of 2500m in well oxygenated North 
Atlantic Deep Water of temperate and subantarctic 
zones; (Caralp, 1984)
GENUS Ci bi ci doi des
Ç. fl or i danus
1) occurs in sandy sediments, 31-34 per mille salinity, 
off California coast; (Murray, 1973)
2) common on shelf and upper slope of Gulf of Mexico;
(Poag, 1981)
3) common on coarse sand substrate of Bay of Biscay; 
(Boltovskoy and Wright, 1976)
4) characteristic of Gulf Coast shelf and slope between 
20-200m; (Albers et. al., 1966)
5) becomes abundant deeper than 80m on Gulf Coast;
(Phleger, 1960)
6) highest abundance between 71-122m on Gulf Coast;
(Phleger and Parker, 1951)
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GENUS Cl avLil i na 
Ç. mex i cana
1) characteristic of outer shelf, 100-200m, Gulf Coast; 
(Albers et. a l . 1966)
GENUS Cymbaloporetta
Ç. sauammosa
1) occurs on reefs in Gilbert Islands; (Murray, 1973)
2) occurs on barrier reefs in Belize; (Murray, 1973)
GENUS Dentalina 
D. pauperata








1) characteristic of upper faunal facies. Gulf of Mexico; 
(Phleger and Parker, 1951)
2) abundant in dead fauna of drowned reefs off Texas Gulf 
Coast; (Murray, 1973)
3) abundant in littoral zone, 0-15m off southern South 
America; (Murray, 1973)
4) present in brackish lagoonal waters off Brazil;
(Boltovskoy and Wright, 1976)
GENUS Eoistominella
E. exi□ ua
1) extends from 20 to more than 1800m, abundant between 
450-1800m, Gulf Coast; (Phleger and Parker, 1951)
2) upper depth limit of 600m, eastern Gulf of Mexico;
(Pflum and Frerichs, 1976)
3) found between 200-3000m, Gulf Coast; (Phleger, 1960)
4) common in the shelf assemblage of eastern U.S.;
(Murray, 1973)
5) found below 1932m in Chile-Peru Trench; (Murray, 1973)
6) scattered from outer shelf to abyssal plain, Gulf of 
Mexico; (Poag, 1981)
7) found between 37-140m off Central America; (Smith,
1964)
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8) abundant between 2500-3500m, northern Pacific; 
(Saidova, 1961)
9) present in the shallow water off eastern South 
America; (Boltovskoy and Wright, 1976)
10) found between 2500-4600m in Indian Ocean; (Corliss, 
1979a)
E(?). c.f. r u Q o s a




1) outer neritic to middle bathyal species; (van Mork- 
hoven, 1981)
GENUS Fursenkoina
F. D o n t o n i
1) abundant on Texas shelf; (Poag, 1981)
2) characteristic of shelf fauna above 125m, Gulf Coast; 
(Phleger and Parker, 1951)
3) depth limit of 73m in Todos Santos Bay; (Murray, 1973)
4) depth range, 15-SOm in Gulf of Mexico; (Murray,1973)
GENUS Gavelinopsi s
G. praeoeri
1) 84-95m on a shelly substrate in the English Channel; 
(Murray, 1973)
2) 60-245m on a muddy to gravelly sand substrate in the 
Bay of Biscay; (Murray, 1973)
GENUS Gvroidina
G. reaularis
1) moderate abundance on the outer shelf to upper slope 
of the Gulf of Mexico; (Poag, 1981)
2) upper depth limit of 600m in Gulf of Mexico; (Pflum 
and Frerichs, 1976)
3) low abundance on Gulf Coast between 150-1000m;
(Phleger and Parker, 1951)
4) abundant between 100-200m on Gulf coast; (Phleger,
1960 )
G. soldanii
1) found in Indian Ocean betweeen 2500-4600m; (Corliss, 
1979a)
2) characteristic of upper slope, 200-500m, Gulf Coast: 
(Albers et, al., 1966)
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3) -found between 1300-3200m o-ff Pacific Coast of Central 
America; (G. altiformis of Smith, 1964)
4) found between 280-2600m in Catalina Channel; (Natland, 
1933)




1) common on inner shelf, estuaries, and bays of the Gulf 
of Mexico; (Poag, 1981)
2) abundant in less than 100m; (Phleger and Parker, 1951)
3) inner shelf, 0-20m; (Albers et. aï., 1966)
4) 22-78m on Texas shelf; (Murray, 1973)
GENUS Hoeolundina
H. eleoans
1) found at 2524, 2897, 3071, and 4289m in the Indian 
Ocean, where it appears to be an bathyal form;
(Corliss, 1979a)
2) found in the warmer, upper part of North Atlantic Deep 
Water; (Caralp, 1984)
3) characteristic of upper slope, 200-500m, Gulf Coast; 
(Albers et. al., 1966)
GENUS Karreri el1 a
K. bradvi




1) commonly found in association with Ci bi ci des wuel1er- 
storfi in modern North Atlantic Deep Water at depths 
of 2500m: (Caralp, 1984)
2) characteristic of lower slope, 500-2000m, Gulf Coast, 
(Albers et. al., 1966)
3) upper depth limit of 400m in Gulf of Mexico; (Pflum 
and Frerichs, 1976)
GENUS Marti notti el 1 a
M. pal 1i da
1) found in deep basins off southern California; (Murray, 
1973)
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GENUS Mel on i s 
M. barleeanus
1) deep sea indicator; (Murray, 1973)
2) questionable upper depth limit of 200m; (Pflum and 
Frerichs, 1976)
3) upper slope environment, 200-500m; (Albers et. al.,
1966) •
4) commonly found in Indian Ocean between 2500-4500m; 
(Corliss, 1979a)
M. pompilioides
1) found between 3257-4606m in Peru/Chile Trench;
(Murray, 1973)
2) found in Indian Ocean between 2500-4600m: (Corliss,
1979a)
3) upper depth limit of 1500m; (Ingle, 1967)
4) characteristic of abyssal environment, > 2000m, Gulf
Coast; (Albers et. al., 1966)
5) a reliable indicator of deep water, > 1800m, in the
modern world ocean; (van Morkhoven, 1981)
6) found between 1859-3800m off P t . Arguello, California; 
(Bandy, 1953)
g e n u s 'M iliolinella
M. subrotunda
1) found on protected boulder beaches in New England;
(Murray, 1973)
GENUS Mi ni aci na
M. mi niacea




1) found on coarse sand substrate off southern 
California; (Murray, 1973)
GENUS Neoeponides
N. anti 11 arum
1) characteristic of middle shelf, 20-100m, Gulf of 
Mexico; (Albers et. al., 1966)
N. brvamensis
1) an upper bathyal species; (van Morkhoven, 1981)




1) found on drowned reefs on Gulf Coast, 70-100m;
(Murray, 1973)
GENUS Nonionel1 a 
N. miocenica
1) common in shelf seas off northeast Japan; (Murray,
1973)
2) common in Mississippi delta region and rare in deeper 
water of Gulf of Mexico; (Poag, 1981)




1) characteristic of lower slope, 500-2000m, Gulf Coast; 
(Albers et. ai., 1966)
GENUS Pararotalia 
P. sarmi entoi
1) sandy shallow deposits less then 13m; (Drooger and 
Kaasschieter, 1958)
2) abundant in nearshore clastic sediments on Caribbean 
shelf of Nicaragua; (Manning, 1985)
GENUS PIanuli na 
P. ariminensi s
1) characteristic of upper and middle bathyal zones;
(van Morkhoven, 1981)
GENUS PIectofrondi cularia 
P. floridana




1) common in shallow waters off Caribbean coast of 
Nicaragua; (P. atlanti cum of Manning, 1985)
2) characteristic of upper faunal facies, 0-120m, Gulf of 
Mexico; (P. atlanti cum of Phleger and Parker, 1951)
3) common in fine sediment, 0-24m off southern Cali­
fornia, and found to the base of turbulent zone, S2m;
(Noni onel1 a in Murray, 1973)
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4) found in living assemblage to 65m off Santa Catalina 
Island; (Nonionel1 a in Murray, 1973)
5) found in fine sands and silts, 18-73m, Todos Santos 
Bay, Baja California; (Nonionel1 a in Murray, 1973)
6) found between 0-20m, Pacific coast of Central America; 
(Nonionel1 a of Smith, 1964)
7) found between 12-30m off San Diego; (Nonionel1 a of 
Bandy, 1953)
8) found between 0-25m off San Diego; (Nonionel1 a 
of Uchio, 1960)
P. orateloupi
1) characteristic of inner shelf, 0-20m, Gulf Coast; 
(Albers et. al., 1966)
GENUS Pullenia
P. bulloi des
1) found between 1932-601Im in Peru/Chile Trench;
(Murray, 1973)
2) commonly found in Indian Ocean between 2500-4600m; 
(Corliss, 1979a)
3) found between 1300-3200m off Pacific coast of Central 
America: (Smith, 1964)




1) living in intertidal zone and tidepools, Santa Monica 
Bay, California; (Murray, 1973)
2) found between 5-32m, Gulf of California; (Murray,
1973)
3) characteristic of upper faunal facies. Gulf of Mexico; 
(Phleger and Parker, 1951)
GENUS Rectuvioerina
6l- mul ti costata
1) found at bathyal depths; (van Morkhoven, 1981)
GENUS Reussel1 a 
R. soi nul osa
1) inner shelf, 0-20m; (Albers et. al., 1966)
2) most abundant less than 120m; (Phleger and Parker,
1951)




1) abundant on rocky coasts of Wales; (Murray, 1973)
GENUS Si omoi11na 
S. tenui s
1) low abundance on Gulf Coast between 150-2000m;
(Phleger, 1960)
2) found from 3S-2100m off Central America; (Smith, 1964)
GENUS Siohoaenerina 
S. transversa
1) upper to mid slope preference; (Lamb and Miller, 1984)
2) most common in upper bathyal deposits; (van Morkhoven, 
1981)
S. senni
1) a bathyal species; (van Morkhoven, 1981)
GENUS Siohonina 
S. pulchra
1) most common of Gulf Coast between 3-225m; (Phleger and 
Parker, 1951)
2) common in middle shelf open marine areas, 20-100m;
(Albers et. al., 1966)
GENUS Sohaeroi di na
S. bul1oi des
1) uncommon occurrence in Indian Ocean at 2500-4300m; 
(Corliss, 1979a)
2) characteristic of upper slope, 200-500m, Gulf Coast: 
(Albers et. al., 1966)








1) found between 125-430m on Gulf Coast; (Phleger and 
Parker, 1951)




1) 0-15m off Argentina; (Boltovskoy and Wright, 1976)
2) 25-82m off southern California; (Murray, 1973)
3) found in fine sands and silts, 0-27m off Baja Cali­
fornia; (Murray, 1973)
4) sandy shelf sediments off Carolinas; (Murray,1973)
5) characteristic of the shallow shelf off eastern South 
America; (Boltovskoy and Wright, 1976)
6) prefers sandy substrate in the Bay of Biscay; (Bol­
tovskoy and Wright, 1976)
GENUS Triloculina
T. trioonula
1) common in carbonate rich biotopes of the Gulf of 
Mexico continental shelf; (Poag, 1981)
2) preference for fine grained (silty) substrate off 
French coast; (Boltovskoy and Wright, 1976)
GENUS Uviaerina
U. auberiana
1) rare occurrance in deep water muds off southern France 
between 370-2400m; (Murray, 1973)
2) common between 825-1190m off southern California;
(Murray, 1973)
3) 200-3000m on Gulf Coast; (Phleger, 1960)
4) indicative of depths greater than 120-250m; (Boltov­
skoy and Wright, 1976)
5) abundant on outer shelf and upper slope of Gulf of 
Mexico; (Poag, 1981)
6) upper limit of 30m, abundant between 100-210m on Gulf 
Coast; (Phleger and Parker, 1951)
7) deeper than 1000m in Gulf; (Parker, 1955)
U. ex . gr. peregrina
1) abundant on outer shelf to upper slope of Gulf of 
Mexico; (Poag, 1981)
2) characteristic of depths of 45-135m on Gulf Coast;
(Phleger and Parker, 1951)
3) outer shelf open marine, 100-200m; (Albers et. al.,
1966)
4) muddy substrate off French coast; (Boltovskoy and 
Wright, 1976)
U. flinti
1) restricted to 100-200m on Gulf Coast; (Phleger and
Parker, 1951) 2) common on outer shelf to upper slope
in Gulf of Mexico; (Poag, 1981)





Sample Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
# #1 #2 #3 #4 #5
Rio Reventazon Section 
1 -0.257 1. 101 -0.315 0.242 -0.654
3 -0.622 0.933 -0.894 -0.388 -0.184
5 —0.605 0. 942 -0.901 -0.549 -0.941
7 -0.674 1. 142 -0.627 -0.468
8 -0.174 0. 377 -0.428 -0.204 -0.647
10 -0.499 1. 407 -0.524 0.712 -0.507
11 —O .383 4.027 -0.529 0. 143 -0.431
12 -0.664 0.816 -0.017 -0.192 -0.594
13 -0.290 -0.342 0.016 5. 609 -0.026
15 -0.256 2.334 -0.748 -0.575 -0.289
16 -0.114 0.233 -1.747 -0.292 -0.116




-0.541 -1.242 -0.385 -0.137 -2.201
306 —0.683 —0.690 3.385 0.201 0. 171
300 -0.400 —0.663 0.845 -0.410 — 1.271
310 —0.660 0.793 -0.520 -1.203
311 -0.549 —0.432 0.843 -0.439 -d.. 052
312 0.497 -0.759 1.658 0.407 -0.425
314 -0.439 -0.349 0.788 0. 481 -0.095
316 -0.516 -0.502 1.381 -0.127 -0.492
317 -0.876 -0.687 1. 934 -0.357 0.511
318 -0.480 -0.623 2. 184 -0.339 0.072
3-26 -0.276 —0.681 0.009 -0.178 -0.562
3-32 -0.502 -0.191 0.421 -0.575 -0.092
3-37 0.594 -0.288 0.271 -0.449 -0.267
3-40 -0.490 -1.078 -0.901 -0.368 0. 976
3-41 -0.691 -1.078 -0.742 0. 145 0.737
3-44 —0.146 -0.391 -0.143 0. 195 0.689
3-95 -0.200 -0.198 -0.143 -0.419 0.558
3-107 -0.224 -0.391 —0.335 0.497 1.043
3-109 -0.745 -0.458 -0.556 -0.007 1. 687
3-115 0.384 -0.445 -1.547 -0.425 -0.087




2.412 -0.353 -0.294 -0.020 0. 337
3-71 2.683 -0.209 0.048 -0.487 0. 263
3-69 2. 225 -0.274 -0.016 -0.012 0. 176
3-67 2.492 -0.251 -0.525 0.726
3-66 2. 306 -0.357 -0.038 -0.194 1. 376
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Rio Quito Sample
112 0. .362 -1.137 -0.039
Sample Factor Factor Factor
# #1 #2 #3
Ri o Banano Sandstones
212 2.051 1.076 -0.233
213 -1.069 1.751 1.938
214 -1.215 -0.287 0. 786
215 -0.518 -0.298 1.637
216 0.580 0. 110 -0.344
217 -0.400 -0.118 1.207
218 -0.714 0. 164 0.017
219 —0.686 2. 161 -0.774
96 0. 255 -1.033 -1.078
97 1. 243 -1.002 -0.654
98 0. 619 -0.878 -0.225
99 1. 176 -0.787 -0.303
81 -0.963 -0.589 -1.129
83 -0.358 -0.272 -0.845
Moin Formation
55 3. 175 -0.382 —0.800
57 0. 618 -0.699 1.208
59 -0.057 -0.099 1.152
61 -0.421 -0.830 -0.771
63 -0.190 1. 323 0.725
65 -0.280 -0.042 1.227
67 -0.299 -0.637 -1.280
69 -0.240 2.488 -1.469
72 -0.520 0.238 -0.324
73 —0.306 -0.588 1.302
75 -0.531 —0.696 -0.191
77 -0.455 -0.884 -0.473
79 -0.494 0.809 -0.304
1. 093 1.311
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C H A P T E R  7
OSTRACODA
During the course of laboratory work ostracoda were 
picked from the washed sample residues along with foramin- 
ifera from the three formations. The specimens identifiable 
to specific level are included in the Plates.
The ostracoda were not used in paleoenvironmental 
analysis. Rather, the ostracods were picked in the hope 
that they might be useful in the deliniation of biostrati­
graphy in sections where planktonic foraminifera were found 
to be either sparse or lacking in precision. In the Rio 
Banano sandstones, where the forami ni feral faunas were 
sufficient only to place the unit in the Late Miocene to 
Early Pliocene, the presence of Radi mel1 a ovata served to 
precisely place the section at the Miocene-Pliocene 
boundary, based on the very restricted biostratigraphic 
range of this taxon (W.A. van den Bold, pers. comm.,
1986). In the deep water Uscari Formation the ostracods did 
not enhance the foraminiferal biostratigraphic determin­
ations, although the foraminiferal faunas in some samples 
did not exhibit narrow ranges. The Moin Formation exhibited 
a well developed foraminiferal fauna and ostracods were not 
used in this unit.
The paleoecological difference between the Uscari
179
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Formation type section in Quebrada Uscari, and outcrops in 
the Rio Reventazon and Quebrada Terciopelo sections is 
reflected in the relative abundances of ostracods in these 
sections. Ostracods were not found in the type section 
section, but were present in all other sections, albeit in 
low abundance. The upper part of the Uscari Formation in 
Quebrada Terciopelo had a lower abundance of ostracods than 
the lower part of the section, or the Rio Reventazon 
section. Table 9 is a list of all identified ostracoda.
TABLE 9
OSTRACODA IDENTIFIED FROM THE UNITS OF STUDY




ARGILLOECIA SP.............................................  NF
AURILA S P ...................................................  NF
BVTHOCERATINA SP ........................................... NF
BRADLEYA EX. GRP. DICTYON .............................. 28
GAUD I TES SP................................................. NF
CYTHERELLA SP ..............................................  NF
CYTHEROPTERON PALTON(?)................................... 28
CYTHEROPTERON WARDENS IS................................... 28
ECHINOCYTHEREIS MARGARITIFERA.....................    28
KRITHE DOLICHOOERA .......................................  28
LOXOCHONCHA LAPIDISCOLA................................... 29
LOXOCHONCHA TRICORNATA.................................... 28
MUNSEYELLA BERMUDEZ!......................................  28
NEOCAUDITES SP.............................................  NF
PARACYPRIS SP..............................................  NF
PELLUCISTOMA HOWE!.......................    28
PTERYGOCYTHEREIS SP.......................................  NF
RADIMELLA SP................................................ NF




BASSELERITES MINUTUS .....................................  28
CATIVELLA NAVIS............................................  28
CYTHERELLA SP............................................... NF
GANGAMOCVTHERIDEA DICTYON................................  28
HAZELINA SP.................................................  NF
LOXOCHONCHA FISCHERI......................................  28
PUMILOCYTHERIDEA SANDBERG I...............................  28
PURI ANA GATUNENSIS......................................... 28
REUSSICYTHERE HOWEI.......................................  28
b. SAMPLE #97
ACTINOCYTHEREIS GOMILLIONENSIS..........................  23
BASSELERITES MINUTUS......................................  28
CATIVELLA NAEVIB...........................................  28
CAUDITES NIPEENSIS......................................... 28
CYTHERELLA SP..............................................  NF
CYTHERELLOIDEA S P .......................................... NF
CYTHEROPTERON S P ...........................................  NF
CYTHERURA EX. GRP. JOHNSONI..............................  29
CYTHERURA SP................................................ NF
EURYTHERURA SP.............................................  NF
GANGAMOCYTHERIDEA DICTYON................................  28
KANGARINA QUELLITA................. '....................... 29
LOXOCHONCHA FISCHERI......................................  28
LOXOCHONCHA LAPIDISCOLA .................................  29
LOXOCHONCHA SP.............................................  NF
OCCULTOCYTHEREIS ANGUSTA.................................  29
OR ION INA SERRULATA......................................... 29
PURIANA GATUNENSIS......................................... 28
QUADRACYTHERE S P ...........................................  NF
RADIMELLA OVATA............................................  29
XESTOLEBRIS SP.............................................  NF
c. SAMPLE #50 (from Recope Refinery outcrop)
CUSHMAN I DEA CRIST I FERA.................................... 29
HEM I CYTHERURA BRADY 1......................................  29
KANGARINA QUELL I TA......................................... 29
LOXOCHONCHA DORSOTUBERCULATA............................. 29




QUADRACYTHERE HOWEI.......................................  29
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USCARI FORMATION
a. RIO REVENTAZON SECTION
ACTINOCYTHEREIS S P .........................................  NF
ARGILLOECIA S P .............................................. NF
ARGILLOECIA S P .............................................. NF
ARGILLOECIA S P .............................................. NF
BRADLEYA EX. GRP. DICTYON................................. 28
BRADLEYA S P .................................................  NF
COSTA BARRACOLORADENSIS...................................  NF
CYTHERELLA aff. VULGATA .................................. 29
CYTHERELLA S P ...............................................  NF
ECHINOCYTHEREIS S P .........................................  NF
KRITHE S P ....................................................  NF
LOXOCHONCHA WAGNERI (7)....................................  29
b. QUEBRADA TERCIOPELO SECTION
ARGILLOECIA S P .............................................. NF
ARGILLOECIA S P .............................................. NF
BRADLEYA EX. GRP. DICYTON................................. 28
COSTA BARRACOLORADENSIS...................................  NF
CYTHERELLA S P ...............................................  NF
KRITHE TRINIDADENSIS......................................  29
LOXOCHONCHA WAGNERI........................................ 29
PARAKRITHE S P ...............................................  NF
PARAKRITHE SP. .'...........................................  NF
PARAKRITHE S P ...............................................  NF
PROCYTHEREIS DEFORMIS.....................................  29
PROPONTOCYPRIS SP ..........................................  NF
XESTOLEBRIS S P .............................................. NF
XESTOLEBRIS S P .............................................. NF
The Quebrada Uscari type section samples of the Uscari 
Formation did not yield any ostracoda.
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CHAPTER 8 
FAUNAL COMPARISONS
The benthic -for ami ni-feral faunas of the Uscari, Rio 
Banano, and Moin Formations are here compared with the 
foraminifera of other time equivalent stratigraphie units 
in Central America and the Caribbean region. Table 10 is a 
summary of the units compared.
OLIGOCENE
The basal Uscari Formation in Quebrada Terciopelo is 
dated as Late Gligocene. These thin limestones containing 
larger foraminifera and rhodoliths were deposited on a 
warm, shallow, current swept carbonate shelf in 0 to 10 
meters of water, A similar foramini feral fauna is present 
in thin limestones of the Gligocene part of the Terraba 
Formation (Henningsen, 1966; Yuan, 1985). These limestones 
contain Lepi docvclina (L.) wavlandvauohni and Heterostegina 
anti 11ea. which are present in the Uscari Formation, and 
several other species of larger foraminifera. Yuan defined 
the Rio Claro Member of the Terraba Formation as thin 
beds of Gligocene limestone containing rhodoliths and 
larger foraminifera. In the Canal Zone of Panama, Cole
183
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(1952) identified a larger foraminiferal fauna from thin 
limestones of the Late Gligocene Bohio Formation and the 
upper Gligocene part of the Caimito Formation. In addition 
to the two species reported from the Uscari Formation, 
several other species were identified.
EARLY MIGCENE
In the Limon Basin the stratigraphie sequence of the 
Uscari Formation shows a drastic change in environment from 
shallow water Late Gligocene limestones to deep water Late 
Gligocene to Early Miocene shales. The deep water, fine 
grained clastic nature of Early Miocene sedimentation is 
seen in a number of other units in the Central American/ 
Caribbean region.
The Early Miocene mudstones, siltstones, and sand­
stones of the Terraba Formation on the Nicoya Peninsula 
(McKee, 1985) and Terraba Trough in southern Costa Rica 
(Yuan, 1984) show faunal similarities to the lower Uscari 
Formation. Both units contain species which indicate a deep 
bathyal to abyssal environment. Lower bathyal to abyssal 
foraminifers were reported in both units. Melonis pompi1i- 
oi des. Siohogenerina transversa. Ehrenbergina caribbea.
Pullenia bul1oides. Marti nottiel 1 a pal 1ida. and Ci bici des 
wuel1erstorfi were all found both in the lower Uscari and 
Terraba Formations.
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There is evidence for turbidite deposition in both 
units. Yuan, on the basis of sedimentological evidence, 
interpreted the sediments in the Terraba Trough to be 
turbidites. On the Nicoya Peninsula McKee reported the 
presence of shallow water foraminifers in deep water 
sediments, but offered no field evidence for turbidites.
This is the similar to the Uscari Formation of the southern 
Limon Basin where turbidites are inferred based upon a 
displaced shallow water fauna.
In Panama, the foraminifera of the thinly bedded 
shales and limestones of the Aquaqua and Aruza Formations 
and the calcareous shales and marls of the Caimito Forma­
tion of Early Miocene age (Terry, 1956) also suggest 
deposition in a deep bathyal to abyssal environment. Deep 
water Uscari species found in these units include Chi 1osto- 
mella ovoi dea. Osanoularia culter. Cvclammina cancel 1ata.
Melonis pompi1ioides. Sphaeroi di na bul1oi des. Textularia 
aooluti nans. Martinottiella cvclostomata (Clavuli na of 
Terry), Pullenia bul1oides, and Si phooenerina transversa.
The limestones of the Aquaqua and Aruza Formations were 
reported to be a compact ooze composed largely of radio- 
larian tests, while the clays were reported to be benton­
itic. Uscari Formation claystones are also bentonitic 
(Taylor, 1975) suggesting that the clastic source area for 
both was volcanic, probably nearby volcanic islands. All 
units have a significant amount of planktonic foraminifera.
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The trend of Early Miocene deep water sedimentation 
can be followed southward into northern South America.
Shales in the Lower Magdalena Basin of Colombia (Dugue- 
Caro, 1972; Bordine, 1974) and the siltstones and mudstones 
of the San Lorenzo and lower Pozon Formations in northern 
Venezuela (Renz, 1948) contain the same deep water species 
found in the Uscari Formation. Bordine suggested an abyssal 
environment subject to turbidites for the Magdalena Basin 
rocks. Blow (1959) reported planktonic percentages of 70% 
to 78% in the deepest water sediments of the San Lorenzo 
and lower Pozon Formations, values comparable to the 
lower Uscari Formation planktonic percentage values.
Farthur to the east in the area of Trinidad, the 
environment of deposition was definitely abyssal. The 
Cipero Formation (Cushman and Stainforth, 1945) is essen­
tially an abyssal ooze having a planktonic percentage of 
98%. The sediments also contain the abyssal benthic taxa 
Hyperammi na and Hormosi na.
LATE EARLY TO EARLY MIDDLE MIOCENE
During this time interval sedimentation in the 
southern part of the Limon Basin was occurring in a 
shallowing sequence from middle to upper bathyal to contin­
ental shelf environments. The middle and upper parts of the 
Uscari Formation show this shallowing trend. Other units of
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correlative age in the Central American/Caribbean region 
show similar environments.
On the Pacific side of Costa Rica the foraminifera 
of the Middle Miocene Terraba Formation (McKee, 1985) 
indicate a bathyal environment subject to downslope 
transport of shallow water material. Ehrenbergina cari bbea 
indicates a slope environment, but the majority of the 
fauna is shelf derived material. The absence of other deep 
water species suggests an upper slope environment.
Farther to the southeast, in Venezuela, the foramin­
ifera of the Huso Member of the Middle Miocene Pozon 
Formation, Agua Salada Group, (Renz, 1948; Blow, 1959) were 
deposited on a continental shelf at depths of 50 to 100 
meters. The fauna is dominated by common shelf t ax a also 
found in the upper Uscari Formation. Both the Middle 
Miocene Uscari Formation and Agua Salada Group have a less 
diverse fauna than the Early Miocene sediments. In the 
Magdalena Basin of northern Colombia the paleodepth was 
much greater. The area was a deep trough receiving turbi- 
ditic sediments (Dugue-Caro, 1972).
At the end of the Early Miocene the area around 
Trinidad remained an abyssal basin. Deep water benthic 
foraminifera of Zone III of the upper Cipero Formation 
(Cushman and Stainforth, 1945) indicate an abyssal environ­
ment. The planktonic percentage of Zone III is 96% (Blow,
1959).
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LATE MIOCENE TO EARLY PLIOCENE
The inner shelf deposits of the Rio Banano sandstones 
in the Limon Basin are shallower than deposits of the same 
age on the Pacific side of Costa Rica. On the Nicoya 
Peninsula the Early to Middle Pliocene siltstones and 
sandstones of the Montezuma Formation show foraminiferal 
evidence of deposition on the outer continental shelf to 
upper slope (McKee, 1985). These Montezuma sediments 
contain many shelf species found in the Rio Banano sand­
stones, but also contain deeper water taxa such as Gvroi- 
di na soldani i and PIectofrondi culari a. Farther to the 
south, on the Osa Peninsula, the foraminifera of the Punta 
La Chancha Formation were interpreted by Lew (1983) as 
Middle Pliocene deposits in water depths as great as 600 to 
1200 meters. A few shallow water contaminants were also 
present.
In the Magdalena Basin of Colombia the Late Miocene to 
Early Pliocne Tubara Formation (Bordine, 1974) was depos­
ited in conditions similar to the Rio Banano sandstones.
The benthic foraminifera show affinities to the Rio Banano 
fauna with shallow shelf and reef derived material mixed 
with shelf taxa. An open marine, neritic environment of 
moderate depth has been suggested for the Tubara Forma­
tion (Redmond, 1953). Both units were deposited on a 
current swept, sandy shelf where nearshore sediments were
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carried out onto the shelf.
The shallow shelf conditions of the Limon Basin 
in Costa Rica and Magdalena Basin in Colombia also existed 
in southern Mexico in the Early Pliocene. The siltstones 
and calcareous clays of the Concepcion and Encanto Forma­
tions of the Salina Basin were deposited in a shallowing 
sequence from upper bathyal (700 meters), through outer 
neritic, to inner neritic (50 meters) (Kohl, 1985). The 
upper part of the sequence, the upper Concepcion Forma­
tion, was deposited in an environment similar to that of 
the Rio Banano sandstones. The same shelf taxa are found in 
both units and the planktonic percentage of the upper 
Concepcion (227.) is similar to the Rio Banano sandstones.
PLEISTOCENE
In Panama- the foraminifera of the Playa Grande and 
Mare Formations of the Cabo Blanca Group (Bermudez and 
Fuenmayor, 1962) show similarities to the Moin Formation.
The Playa Grande Formation was placed in the Pliocene but, 
in actuality, is Pleistocene (Bermudez and Belli, 1969).
The characteristic lithology is marl containing 
abundant foraminifera (also planktonics) and coral frag­
ments, interbedded with conglomerate. Nearshore or 
attached/biohermal species are found mixed with taxa
preferring deeper water and a fine grained substrate.
189
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TABLE 10
STRATIGRAPHIE UNITS IN THE CENTRAL AMERICAN/CARIBBEAN 
REGION COMPARABLE WITH THE MOIN, RIO BANANO, AND USCARI 
FORMATIONS.
Taxonomic names listed in this table have been changed to 
conform with the taxonomy of this study.
MOIN FORMATION
Panama
Bermudez and Fuenmayor, 1962 



























































Tubara Formation Magdalena Basin of northern Colombia
Nearshore Taxa 
AMMONIA SP. PARAROTALIA SARMIENTOI
BULIMINELLA ELEGANTISSIMA ELPHIDIUM SP.
AMPHISTEGINA SP. ASTERIGERINA CARINATA









Concepcion Formation and Encanto Fm. Salina Basin of 
southeastern Mexico
Nearshore Taxa
AMMONIA PARKINSONIANA AMPHISTEGINA GIBBOSA
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USCARI FORMATION
********** Late Gligocene **********
Costa Rica
Henningsen, 1966; Yuan, 1984
Rio Claro Member of the Terraba Formation southwestern 
Costa Rica
Nearshore Taxa
LEPIDOCYCLINA (L.) WAYLANDVAUGHNI HETEROSTEGINA ANTILLEA 
L. (N.) VAUGHNI L. (L.) ÜNDOSA
L. (L.) YURNAGUNENSIS L. (L.) MANTELLI
MYOGYPSINA SP. CF. PANAMAENSIS
Panama
Cole, 1952
Bohio Formation Canal Zone
Nearshore Taxa
L. (L.) WAYLANDVAUGHNI HETEROSTEGINA ANTILLEA
L. (L.) PARVULA L. (L. ) YURNAGUNENSIS
L. (N.) VAUGHNI L. (L. ) GIGAS
L. (E.) FAVOSA L. (L. ) ASTERODISCA
OPERCULINOIDES PANANAENSIS L. (L. ) CANELLEI
HETEROSTEGINA ISRAELSKYl L. <N. ) DARTONl
L. (N.) TOÜRNOUERI
********** Early Miocene **********
Costa Rica
McKee, 1985 
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Deep Slope to Abyssal Taxa 
STILOSTOMELLA PAUPERATA GYROIDINA ALTIFORMIS
STILOSTOMELLA VERNEUILI SIPHOGENERINA TRANSVERSA
EHRENBERGINA CARIBBEA PULLENIA BULLGIDESV




Tarraba Trough of southwestern Costa
Deep Slope to Abyssal Taxa 




Aquaqua and Aruza Formations
Deep Slope to Abyssal Taxa
CHILOSTOMELLA OVOIDEA OSANGULARIA CULTER
CYCLAMMINA CANCELLATA STILOSTOMELLA CONSOBRINA
MELONÎS POMPILIOIDES SPHAEROIDINA BULLOIDES




Nearshore and Shelf Taxa 
AMPHISTEGINA GIBBOSA PENEROPLIS SP.
QUINQUELOCULINA LAMARCKIANA
Deep Slope and Abyssal Taxa 
CHILOSTOMELLA OVOIDEA CLAVULINA CYCLOSTOMATA
CYCLAMMINA CANCELLATA PULLENIA BULLOIDES
SIPHOGENERINA TRANSVERSA PLECTOFRONDICULARIA CALIFORNICA





Shelf and Upper Slope Taxa 
MARGINULINA SUBBULLATA DENTALINA PAUPERATA
FURSENKOINA PONTONI CASSIDULINA SUBGLOBOSA
NONION INCISIUM CIBICIDOIDES FLORIDANUS




Lower Magdalena Basin of Northern Colombia
Nearshore Taxa 
AMMONIA PARKINSONIANA ELPHIDIUM SP.
QÜINQUILOCULINA SP.
Deep Slope and Abyssal Taxa
HOEGLUNDINA ELE6ANS PULLENIA BULLOIDES
MELONIS POMPILIOIDES CYCLAMMINA CANCELLATA
CIBICIDES WUELLERSTORFI
Renz, 1948
San Lorenzo and lower Pozon Formations, northeastern 
Venezuela
Deep Slope and Abyssal Taxa 
PLANULINA DOHERTYI PLANULINA MARIALANA
TEXTULARIA LALICKERI LATICARININA PAUPERATA
PRAEGLOBOBULIMINA PUPOIDES PULLENIA BULLOIDES 
OSANGULARIA CULTER SIPHOGENERINA TRANSVERSA
Cushman and Stainforth, 1945 
Cipero Formation Trinidad
Abyssal Taxa 
HYPERAMMINA SP. HORMOSINA SP.
********** Late Early to Early Middle Miocene **********
Costa Rica
McKee, 1985
Terraba Formation Pacific Coast of C.R,
Nearshore and Shelf Taxa 
PSEUDONONION BASISPINATA AMMONIA PARKINSONIANA
HANZAWAIA CONCENTRICA CIBICIDOIDES FLORIDANUS
Slope Taxa
EHRENBERGINA CARIBBEA CASSIDULINA SUBGLOBOSA




Huso Member, Pozon Formation Northeast Venezuela
Shelf and Nearshore Taxa 
AMPHISTEGINA GIBBOSA CASSIDULINA LAEVIGATA
CIBICIDES CONCENTRICA MARGINULINA SUBBULLATA
PSEUDONONION COSTAFERUM LENTICULINA CALCAR
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CHAPTER 9 
GEOLOGIC HISTORY AND PALEOGEOGRAPHY
HISTORY OF SEDIMENTATION
The presence of extrusive basalts below the Uscari 
Formation in Quebrada Terciopelo, and the inclusion of 
clasts of the basalt in the Latest Oligocene limestones of 
this section, suggests exposure and erosion in the earlier 
Oligocene, 25 to 30 mybp. Vail and Hardenbol (1979) report 
a global sea level drop of greater than 200 meters in the 
Late Oligocene which could account for the erosion of the 
basalt. In the Limon Basin during Late Oligocene time 
carbonate deposition was occurring on a shallow continental 
shelf receiving volcaniclastic sediment input from volcanic 
islands to the west. Upper Eocene and Oligocene rocks near 
Quebrada Terciopelo contain reef and bioclastic limestone 
facies rocks (Rivier, 1971). Yuan (1984) interpreted the 
sequence in the Terraba Trough on the Pacific side of 
southern Costa Rica to indicate exposure and erosion at 
approximately 30 mybp, related to a global sea level 
drop. The northwestern Limon Basin during the Middle to 
Late Oligocene was either emergent, or the site of shallow 
water carbonate shoal deposition.
A very rapid basin subsidence is indicated in the
196
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latest Oligocene to earliest Miocene. The beginning of 
subsidence in the basin may be reflected in the differing 
textures of the lower and upper limestones in the Quebrada 
Terciopelo section. A small amount of subsidence may have 
allowed the preservation of igneous mineral grains in 
the upper of the two limestones, perhaps as a result of 
increased sedimentation rate. Deep water shales of the 
lower Terciopelo section overlie shallow water limestones.
The rapid subsidence of the basin in the area of Quebrada 
Terciopelo has been attributed by Rivier (1973) to a 
down-dropped graben structure. This idea is based upon 
the greater thickness of the Uscari Formation in Quebrada 
Terciopelo compared with other sections in the area.
Although no evidence of faulting was offered by Rivier to 
support his idea, a rapidly subsiding graben would help 
account for the change in environments. This rapid deep­
ening of the depositional environment of the Uscari 
Formation, indicated by the shales of the lower Quebrada 
Terciopelo section, also reflects a global rise in sea 
level of greater than 100 meters in the Late Oligocene- 
Early Miocene (Vail and Hardenbol, 1979). This sea level 
rise alone cannot account for the bathyal depth of these 
shales but, in conjunction with the downdropping of a 
graben, can account for the very rapid change in depos­
itional environment from shallow water limestone to bathyal 
shale seen in the lower Uscari Formation.
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If the rapid change in depositional facies of the 
lower Quebrada Terciopelo sediments can be, at least 
partially, attributed to a rapidly subsiding graben in the 
Early Miocene, the structure must have been local. Rivier 
postulated the existance of a graben based upon the greater 
thickness of the Uscari Formation in Quebrada Terciopelo 
than in other quebradas nearby. Any large scale down- 
dropping of the Nicaragua Depression, rather than a 
localized event, should be reflected in the sedimentary 
facies of the rocks farther to the northwest, in Nicara­
gua. The 01igocene-Miocene sequence on the coastal plain of 
Nicaragua shows no similar event in the Early Miocene.
During the Oligocene and Early Miocene the Masachapa 
Formation consists of a "... monotonous sequence of 
tuffitic and carbonate shales, sitlstones, and sand­
stones..." (Weyl, 1980, p. 106).
Geological mapping of the Nicaragua Trough in Nicara­
gua has shown that structure to be composed of many 
individual grabens, rather than one large structure (Weyl, 
1980). This is probably also the situation in the Limon 
Basin. The connection between the Limon Basin and the 
Nicaragua Trough was probably interrupted from the Middle 
Oligocene onwards by the emergence of a large island area 
in the northwest of Costa Rica (Weyl, 1980). The subsidence 
of a localized graben in the area of Quebrada Terciopelo 
would not necessarily be reflected in rocks elsewhere
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in the Nicaragua Depression.
In the late Early Miocene the Limon Basin began to be 
uplifted. The middle slope deposits of the lower Terciopelo 
section grade up section into upper slope and shelf 
deposits in the upper Terciopelo section. Near the top, an 
unconformity separates the Uscari Formation from younger 
rocks which are lateral equivalents of the Rio Banano sand­
stones. The upper 20 meters of the Terciopelo section is 
placed in the Early Pliocene zones N19 to N21.
The inner continental shelf deposits of the Rio Banano 
Formation suggest that by the time these rocks were being 
deposited, land was emergent in the area of the southern 
Limon Basin. The middle samples from the Rio Banano 
section, placed in early zone N18, suggest emergent land 
in the southern Limon Basin at least by the beginning of 
NIB time, in the earliest Pliocene at about 5 mybp, and 
probably in the Late Miocene. A Late Miocene (N 17) 
brackish water, nearshore foraminiferal fauna from the 
northern part of the Limon Basin, which Sen Gupta, et. al. 
(1986) interpret as a Late Miocene shoreline deposit, 
suggests emergent land in the northern Limon Basin by Late 
Miocene time.
Keigwin (1982) reported planktonic foraminiferal 
faunas recovered from deep sea cores in the Caribbean and 
Pacific indicate gradual faunal divergence in the two areas 
did not occur until 3 to 4 mybp. Kegwin suggested by 3
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mybp surface water exchange was cutoff due to a completly 
emergent isthmus. The taxa used by Kegwin to date the 
faunal divergence are F'ulleniatina and G1 oborotal i a. These 
are non-spinose forms with heavy tests (Globorotali a has a 
heavy keel) adapted to living in the middle to lower 
reaches of the water column (Haq and Boersma, 1978). Nei­
ther taxa has been reported containing the symbiotic algae 
characteristic of spinose, surface water species which 
inhabit the photic zone. The depth indications of these two 
taxa are an upper limit of about 50 to 75 meters extending 
down to hundreds of meters. Thus, it is possible that 
surface waters, above 50 to 75 meters, could have been 
exchanged even later than 3 mybp without involving exchange 
of these deeper species. The presence of Amphisteqina 
oibbosa in Late Neogene sediments both on and offshore 
Southern California (Crouch and Poag, 1979) is evidence for 
continued surface water exchange between the Caribbean and 
Pacific basins subsequent to 3 mybp. Crouch and Poag 
suggest this shallow water benthic foraminifer migrated 
from the Caribbean as late as 1.8 mybp through a shallow 
seaway connection at that time, with severe restriction of 
interchange of planktonic organisms between the Caribbean 
and Pacific about 3.5 mybp, culminating in complete 
emergence of the isthmus by 1.8 mybp.
The evidence presented here for emergent land at 
least by 5 mybp in the Limon Basin suggests uplift of
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the Central American isthmus progressed in a north to south 
direction. By 5 mybp the area of the Limon Basin, close to 
the continental basement exposed in Nicaragua, was under­
going shallow water inner shelf deposition receiving 
sediment from the emerging mountains of the Central 
American land mass to the west. However, the faunal 
evidence presented by Kegwin (1932) and by Crouch and Poag 
(1979) supports an exchange of Caribbean and Pacific waters 
subsequent to this time, perhaps as late as 1.8 mybp. The 
area to the south of the Limon Basin, presently occupied by 
Panama, was probably the site of this longer lasting 
seaway.
Evidence supporting this hypothesis can be found in 
the Pliocene and Pleistocene strati graphic sequence of the 
Panama Canal Zone. The Pliocene Chagres Sandstone is a unit 
consisting of massive fine grained sand and silt containing 
mollusks indicative of "moderate depth" of water (Woodring, 
1957, p 50). No absolute depth is given, but an indication 
of Woodring’s intent can be seen in his comparison of the 
Chagres sandstones with the Toro Limestone Member at 
the base of the Chagres Formation. The Toro Limestone is a 
thin bioclastic limestone containing shallow water marine 
fossils, such as corals, echnoid spines, and barnacles.
Lenses of cross-bedded medium to coarse grained sandstone 
are also present (Woodring, 1957, p. 50). The typical 
Chagres sandstones are described as massive, fine sand­
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stones with some siltstones. Clearly, when Woodring refers 
to the "moderate depth" of Chagres sandstone mollusks he is 
referring to an environment removed from the nearshore 
area on the continental shelf; not the shallow, reefal, 
turbulent zone in which the Toro Limestone was deposited.
If the Chagres sandstones do represent deposition on the 
continental shelf, this was possibly a site of surface 
water communication between the Caribbean and Pacific 
basins during the Pliocene, while to the north, in the 
Limon Basin, land was fully emergent.
The Pleistocene deposits of the Canal Zone consist of 
black, organic swamp sediments interbedded with layers 
containing marine fossils (Woodring, 1957, p. 50). Woodring 
suggests the marine deposits are Late Pleistocene in age 
and notes they can be found as far inland as the town of 
Gamboa in the Canal Zone, which is nearly in the middle of 
the isthmus. These marine deposits may have been deposited 
in a shallow seaway connecting the Caribbean and Pacific 
basins. During the Pleistocene marine sedimentation 
in Panama was occurring nearly in the center of what is now 
the isthmus, while in Costa Rica Pleistocene marine 
sedimentation was restricted to the isthmus periphery.
Whitmore and Stewart (1965) suggested a broad and 
stable land mass in Central America, north of the canal 
zone, was connected to North America throughout the 
Tertiary. Based upon their study of a fossil mammalian
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■fauna from the Cucaracha Formation in the canal zone, they 
concluded open water communication between the Caribbean 
and Pacific basins was primarily through a permanent 
seaway in the Bolivar Trench of northern Colombia, and 
secondarily through intermittent seaways in the area of the 
canal zone. Whitmore and Stewart assigned the animals 
represented in the fauna to North American stocks. Con­
tained in the fauna was a large rhinoceros. The presence of 
this heavy, terrestial animal indicates a continuous land 
bridge must have existed from North America as far south as 
the canal zone in the Early Miocene. While this land bridge 
did not stay emergent throughout the rest of the Neogene, 
the presence of a large, stable land mass north of the 
canal zone connected to North America supports the idea put 
forward here that eventual uplift of the isthmus occurred 
from north to south.
The emergence of the Central American isthmus, and its 
affect on the evolution of planktonic foraminifera in the 
region, may also be reflected in the many first and last 
evolutionary occurrences of species from the latest Miocene 
and throughout the Pliocene. Bolli and Saunders (1985) 
compare this period of time as second only to the Creta­
ceous-Tertiary boundary for the evolutionary development 
of planktonic foraminifera. Foraminiferal biostratigraphic 
resolution in the Late Miocene can be as poor as 3.1 m.y. 
while resolution in the Pliocene is about 0.6 m.y.
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The hypothesis presented here of shallow water 
deposition in the Late Oligocene followed by a very rapid 
deepening through the Early Miocene, then shallowing 
through the later Early Miocene, is supported by sedimen­
tary sections of the same age from other parts of Central 
America. As noted above, the rhodolitic limestones of the 
Rio Claro Member of the Terraba Formation in the eastern 
Terraba Trough on the Pacific side of southern Costa Pica 
were deposited on a shallow carbonate platform, perhaps as 
shallow as 6 meters (Yuan, 1985). The presence of clastic 
debris in both the Limon Basin and Terraba Trough lime­
stones indicates local emergence near to the site of 
deposition at this time. Immediately overlying the Rio 
Claro limestones are bathyal shales. Yuan suggests the 
period of rapid subsidence took place in the latest 
Oligocene, probably due to a change in the rate of subsi­
dence along the Middle America Trench. From the Early 
through the early Middle Miocene the lithology of the 
Terraba Formation shows shallowing and infilling of the 
basi n.
The Late Oligocene through Early Miocene sedimentary 
sections in the Limon Basin and Terraba Trough are similar 
and the environmental changes seen within these sections 
probably are genetically related to geological processes 
affecting the entire area of southern Costa Rica during 
this time. The causes for «-apid subsidence in the Limon
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Basin proposed here are a Late Oligocene eustatic sea level 
rise coupled with possible block -faulting in the Quebrada 
Terciopelo area (suggested by Rivier, 1971). Yuan attri­
butes rapid subsidence in the Terraba Trough to an increase 
in the rate of subduction of the Pacific Plate beneath the 
emerging magmatic arc of Central America. The downfsuiting 
of the Quebrada Terciopelo area is problematical, as there 
is no field evidence of contemporeaneous faulting. It seems 
reasonable that plate tectonic processes which caused 
a rapid deepening of the Terraba Trough on the Pacific side 
of Costa Rica would also affect the Limon Basin, on the 
opposite side of the arc. The tectonic affect of subsi­
dence; coupled with a rise in see level, caused the rapid 
subsidence of the Terraba and Limon Basins in the Late 
Oligocene to Early Miocene.
The foraminiferal fauna of the La Boca Fm. in the 
Panama Canal Zone (Blacut and Klienpell, 1969) supports the 
general Late Oligocene through late Early Miocene trend 
seen in the Quebrada Terciopelo section of the Uscari 
Formation. Blacut and Kleinpell place their studied 
sequence in the N3, N4, N5 zones of the Late Oligocene to 
Early Miocene, based primarily upon correlation of benthic 
foraminiferal zones with well studied sequences in Califor­
nia. The environments of deposition in the La Boca Forma­
tion, interpreted from benthic foraminifera, change up 
section. The basal part of the section is characterized bv
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« horizon containing Elohidium. and reef building corals in 
a thin limestone. Overlying these shallow water deposits 
are shales indicative of at least an upper bathyal environ­
ment. These deep water shales grade upwards in continental 
shelf deposits.
A striking difference between the Late Oligocene to 
Early Miocene sedimentary sections in the Limon Basin and 
Terraba Trough is the lack of coarse volcaniclastic mater­
ial in the Limon Basin rocks. The sequence exposed in 
Quebrada Terciopelo contains no sandstones or siltstones.
The shales are rich in montmorilIonite (Taylor, 1975), 
indicating a volcanic source area, but no other evidence of 
volcanic activity was seen. In the Terraba Trough, repre­
senting the same time period, Yuan (1985) reports an 
increase in intensity of local volcanic activity resulting 
in increasing amounts of coarser volcaniclastic sediments 
being deposited in the basin through the Early Miocene.
Yuan reported pétrographie analysis of sandstones in the 
Terraba Formation, suggesting the volcaniclastic material 
in the rocks was derived from a "... first cycle, undis­
sected volcanic arc ..." (p. 47). During the Early Miocene
both the southern Limon Basin and the Terraba Trough were 
oceanic deeps experiencing turbiditic sedimentation 
(although the evidence for turbidites in the Limon Basin is 
displaced faunas, rather than sedimentalogical, as in 
Yuan's study). Both basins were close to the proto Cordil­
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lera de Talamancas, presumably receiving input of clastic 
material from the Cordillera. Why, then, is the character 
of sedimentation so different? If the volcanic source area 
for Terraba Trough Early Miocene sediments was the Talaman­
cas, there should be more volcaniclastic sediment in the 
Limon Basin in the Early Miocene rocks.
Where was the volcanic arc identified by Yuan? The 
Cordillera de Talamanca is an uplifted, fault bounded block 
composed primarily of plutons (Weyl, 1980), Evidence from 
the southern Limon Basin suggests there was little volcanic 
activity in the area of the present Talamancas from Late 
Oligocene to Early Miocene. The source area for Middle 
Eocene to the Middle Oligocene volcaniclastic sediments in 
the Terraba Trough may thus have been to the southwest, in 
the present Pacific Ocean (Weyl, 1980). If this volcanic 
source area existed in the Late Oligocene to Early Miocene, 
the difference in sedimentary facies between the Terraba 
Trough and southern Limon Basin can be explained.
PALEOCEANOBRAPHY
Keller and Barron (1983) have identified several 
hiatuses in the depositions! record of deep sea cores of 
Miocene sediments. The authors suggest that these hiatuses 
should correlate with onshore unconformities caused by 
eustatic lowering of sea level resulting from periods of
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increased polar glaciation. Two of the hiatuses identified 
by Keller and Barron correlate with unconformities in the 
Ouebrada Terciopelo section of the Uscari Formation.
A Late Qligocene hiatus, called Hiatus PH, dated as 
23.0 - 22.5 mybp (Keller and Barron) correlates with the 
unconformity between Late Oligocene rhodolitic limestones 
and underlying igneous rock at the base of the section. A 
second hiatus, called Hiatus NH 2, is dated at 16.0 - 15.0 
mybp by Keller and Barron and correlates with the unconfor—  
mity between rocks of the upper Uscari Formation (dated as 
22.2 - 14.4 mybp) and the Rio Banano equivalent rocks 
(dated as 4.2 - 2.8 mybp).
PALEOGEOGRAPHY
The paleogeography of Costa Rica during the Miocene 
was extensively outlined in a paper by Fischer (1981).
The results of this study suggest some corrections and 
clarifications of details concerning the Limon Basin in 
Fischer's paper.
Fischer reported in it's type region the Uscari 
Formation is approximately 1500 meters thick. No reference 
was given. The type section of the Uscari Formation repor­
ted here is estimated to be about 400 meters thick. No 
outcrop has been reported in the type area of the Uscari 
that would lead to a thickness estimate of 1500 meters.
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Fischer also reported that of this 1500 meters, 300 meters 
was Lower Miocene. The correct position of the Uscari 
Formation type section has been shown here, and by Taylor 
(1975), to be early Middle Miocene. Fischer also stated 
that sedimentation in the Uscari Formation changes drasti­
cally from the type area to Quebrada Terciopelo in the 
"Lower" Miocene. This comparison is inappropriate due to 
the difference in age, documented in this paper, between 
these two areas.
Fischer stated that in the "Atlantic region of Costa 
Rica", here interpreted to include the Limon Basin, Early 
Miocene sedimentation occurred in a neritic marine environ­
ment. The analysis of the Quebrada Terciopelo and F<io 
Reventazon sections shows Early Miocene sediments of 
the Uscari Formation were deposited at middle slope to 
abyssal depths.
An analysis of several stratigraphie sections from the 
western side of the Liman basin was done by Rivier (1973). 
Rivier was the first to report on the Quebrada Terciopelo 
section which is designated here as a reference section of 
the Uscari Formation. The Terciopelo section was not 
assigned by Rivier to any stratigraphie unit. The results 
of this study disagree with Rivier on the bi ostrati gra.phi c 
position of the Terciopelo section, the paleoenvironment 
it represents, and the thickness of the section.
Rivier assigned the lower 180 meters of the section to
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the Oligocene and the remaining 552 meters (his -figures) to 
the Lower Miocene. This study hais shown that only the lower 
-few meters containing the al gal/-forami ni-feral limestones, 
and possibly a few meters of shale, are Oligocene in 
age. The bulk of the shales overlying the limestones are 
Early Miocene. The shallow water deposits at the base of 
the section containing larger foraminifera and algal 
structures were recognized by Rivier, but he interpreted 
the overlying bathyal shales as a neritic deposit. Middle 
to lower bathyal benthic foraminifera in these shales 
preclude a neritic origin.
The information on paleoenvironments of the units 
presented in this report is used in conjunction with 
the faunal comparisons of other areas in the Central 
America/Caribbean region to interpret the paleogeography of 
the Limon Basin in relation to other areas.
Late 01ieocene
The Late Oligocene paleogeography of the Limon Basin, 
the Pacific side of Costa Rica, and the Canal Zone in 
Panama all indicate a shallow water, carbonate platform 
receiving volcaniclastic sediment from emerging islands of 
the Central American island arc.
The rhodolitic limestones exposed at the bottom of the 
Quebrada Terciopelo section of the Uscari Formation indi­
cate deposition on a shallow wave and current agitated
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carbonate platform in the intertidal zone. This geographic 
setting is in agreement with environments of similar 
limestones in the Terraba Trough in southwestern Costa 
Rica (Henningsen, 1966; Yuan, 1985) and foramini feral 
limestones of the Bohio and Caimito Formations of the Canal 
Zone (Cole, 1952) .
Early Miocene
The Early Miocene rocks of the Li men Basin were 
deposited in the same lower bathyal to abyssal environment 
as Early Miocene rocks on the Pacific side of Costa Rica 
and in northern South America. These areas were experi­
encing deep bathyal sedimentation at this time, at depths 
of up to 2000 meters, subject to shallow water sediment 
input, probably in the form of turbidites.
McKee (1985) and Yuan (1985) have interpreted Early 
Miocene siltstones and sandstones of the Terraba Forma­
tion on the Nicoya Peninsula and in southwest Costa Rica as 
lower bayhyal to abyssal deposits. Yuan (1985) suggested 
the Terraba Formation was deposited by turbidity currents. 
During the Early Miocene both the Caribbean and Pacific 
realms of Costa Rica were deep oceanic troughs receiving 
sediment input from the emerging island arc of Central 
American. The Pacific side was probably closer to the 
sediment source and/or was characterized by a steeper 
continental slope, as suggested by the silty and sandy
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character of the sediments in contrast to the shales 
found in the Limon Basin.
In northern Colombia Early Miocene shales are inter­
preted as abyssal turbiditic deposits (Bordine, 1974).
The Early Miocene shales of northeastern Venezuela (Renz,
1948) have lower bathyal indicator species. Both of these 
areas are comparable in age and environment to the lower 
Uscari Formation. The Early Miocene depositional record of 
the Cipero Formation in Trinidad suggests this area was in 
deeper water than the Uscari Formation. Abyssal benthic 
foraminifera from a planktonic ooze are found in the Cipero 
Formation (Cushman and Stainforth, 1945).
Late Early to Earlv Middle Miocene
The Middle Miocene was a time of basin filling and 
shallowing of water depths in the Limon Basin, the Pacific 
realm of Costa Rica, and northern South America, All areas 
experienced decreasing water depths as the Early Miocene 
depositional basins were filled in. The Limon Basin and the 
Terraba Trough were receiving sediment from the continued 
development of the Central American island arc. To the 
east, the area of Trinidad remained an abyssal environment 
far removed from land masses.
The Limon Basin in the late Early to early Middle 
Miocene was shallower than the same area in the Early 
Miocene. This is similar to the Pacific side of Costa Rica
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where McKee (1985) interpreted Middle Miocene siltstones 
and sandstones o-f the Terraba Formation as a bathyal 
deposit (probably upper bathyal) rather than the deeper 
bathyal rocks o-f the Early Miocene. A similar shallowing 
sequence is seen in the rocks of the Uscari Formation where
Early Miocene rocks represent deep bathyal to abyssal
environments, while the later Early Miocene to Middle
Miocene rocks represent upper bathyal to outer shelf
deposition. The Early to Middle Miocene sequence in the 
Terraba Trough represents basin infilling and shoaling 
through the Miocene (Yuan, 1985).
The area of northeastern Venezuela also experienced a 
reduction of water depth and basin infilling through the 
Miocene. Parts of the Middle Miocene Pozon Formation (Renz, 
1948: Blow, 1959) were deposited in 50 to 100 meters of 
water. The Cipero Formation in Trinidad (Cushman and 
Stainforth, 1945) remained an area of abyssal sedimentation 
in the Middle Miocene. Abyssal benthic foraminiferal tax a 
and very high planktonic percentages continued into the 
Middle Mioocene.
F'l i ocene
Water depth during the Early Pliocene was greater on 
the Pacific side of Costa Rica where sandstones were being 
deposited in an outer shelf to upper slope environment. The 
Limon Basin was almost filled with sediment by the Early
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Pliocene as the Central American land mass in the southern 
Limon Basin was fully emergent by this time. Rocks in 
northern South America were also deposited in middle shelf 
areas near to a land mass.
The Montezuma Formation on the Nicoya Peninsula was 
deposited at outer shelf to upper slope depths (McKee,
1985). On the Osa Peninsula deposition may have occurred as 
deep as 1200 meters in the Pliocene (Lew, 1983). In both of 
these Pacific coastal areas the indicated water depths are 
greater than in the Limon Basin, where the Rio Banano 
sandstone fauna suggests inner shelf deposition grading 
upward into the interbedded reefs of the upper Rio Banano 
Formation (Taylor, 1975).
The fauna of Late Miocene to Early Pliocene rocks in 
Colombia (Redmond, 1953) suggests middle shelf deposition 
and a mixture of open marine, reefal, and nearshore faunas. 
Like the Rio Banano sandstones, the indicated environment 
is a current swept, inner shelf.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
AGE
Based upon planktonic foraminifera, larger benthic 
foraminifera, and a diagnostic ostracod species, the 
biostratigraphic zonation of studied sections of the 
Uscari, Rio Banano, and Moin Formations along the Caribbean 
coast of Costa Rica has been determined, using the scheme 
of Bolli and Saunders (1985).
The Uscari Formation was studied in three sections.
The Quebrada Uscari type section is placed in zones N9 to 
NIC, 14.4 to 13.5 mybp. Diagnostic planktonic species 
include Globigerinoides obii quus obii auus and G1oborotali a
fPhsi peripheroronda. The F;io Reventazon section is placed 
in zones N6 to N7, 20.3 to 16.4 mybp, based upon the 
presence of Cataosvdrax stainforthi. G1oborotali a fohsi 
peripheroronda. and G1oboouadrina altisoira. The Quebrada 
Terciopelo reference section spans a longer amount of 
time. The basal limestones are placed in the Late Oligocene 
zone N3, 25.5 to 24.6 mybp, based upon the presence of the 
larger benthic foraminifera Lepidocvclina (L.) wavland- 
vauqhni and Heterosteqina anti Ilea. The lower part of the 
shale section is placed in the Early Miocene zone N4, 24.6
215
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to 22.2 mybp. Typical taxa include Cataosvdrax stain- 
•forthi and 61 oborotal ia kugleri . The presence of samples 
containing the Late Oligocene indicator species G1oboro­
tal ia ooima nana and 61 obiaerina c.f. cioeroensis cioero- 
ensis. above an Early Miocene section, suggests faulting 
and indicates the section is, in part, repeated.
The sandstones of the Rio Banano Formation, exposed at 
the type section along Rio Banano, are placed in the Early 
Pliocene, zone NIS, based upon the overlapping ranges of 
the short ranging ostracode Radimel1 a ovata and the 
planktonic foraminiferal fauna. The correlative siltstones 
outcropping at the top of the Quebrada Terciopelo section 
are placed in the Pliocene, zone N19 to N21, 4.2 to 2.8 
mybp. Diagnostic taxa include Candeina nitida. Hastigerina 
si phoni fera, and Sphaeroi di nel1 a dehi scens.
The Moin Formation is placed in the Pleistocene, zone 
N22 to N23, based upon the presence of 61oborotalia 
truncatuli noi des.
LOCAL AND RE6I0NAL CORRELATIONS
The Early Miocene sediments of the Rio Reventazon and 
lower Quebrada Terciopelo sections of the Uscari Formation 
are similar. Both are Early Miocene deep water deposits 
containing a similar benthic foraminiferal fauna. These 
sections represent the deepest water phase of Uscari
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sedimentation, ranging from middle slope to abyssal 
environments. The late Early Miocene and early Middle 
Miocene upper Quebrada Terciopelo and Quebrada Uscari 
sections represent sedimentation in a shallowing environ­
ment, from middle slope to outer shelf. The type section 
represents the shallowest deposition of the Uscari Forma­
tion.
The Quebrada Terciopelo section is here designated as 
a principal reference section of the Uscari Formation. The 
approximately 565 meters of sediments exposed in this 
section is by far the thickest exposure reported of the 
unit. This section also gives a much more representative 
exposure of the formation than does the type section.
The rhodolitic limestones at the base of the Uscari 
Formation in Quebrada Terciopelo are similar to other Late 
Oligocene limestones in western Costa Rica and Panama.
The Terraba Formation in the Terraba Trough of southwestern 
Costa Rica and the Bohio Formation in the Panama Canal Zone 
both contain shallow water rhodolitic limestones indicating 
a regional shallow carbonate shelf in the Late Oligocene.
Regional similarities can be found with the Early 
Miocene deep water shales of the Uscari Formation in Panama 
and western Costa Rica. The Terraba Formation of the 
Terraba Trough, and on the Nicoya Peninsula in western 
Costa Rica, consists of Early Miocene deep water shales 
with transported shallow water species. In Panama the
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Aquaqua and Aruza Formations, in Colombia the Lower Magda­
lena Basin, and in Venezuela the San Lorenzo and lower 
Pozon Formation, all contain Early Miocene deep water 
shales with evidence of downslope transport of sediment. In 
the late Early to early Middle Miocene, regional similar—  
ities continue. The Terraba Formation on the Pacific side 
of Costa Rica, and the Huso Member of the Pozon Formation 
in Venezuela both contain shales of a shallower environment 
than the Early Miocene shales.
BENTHIC FORAMINIFERAL FAUNAS
196 different species of benthic foraminifera have 
been identified from the Uscari, Rio Banano, and Moin 
Formations. Of these, 17 are agglutinated, 32 are calcar­
eous imperforate, and 147 are calcareous perforate (inclu­
ding two species of larger foraminifera). 43 species of 
planktonic foraminifera have been identified. 34 species of 
ostracoda are identified. At the 107. abundance level there 
are 20 different benthic foraminiferal species in the three 
formations.
A few benthic foraminifera appear to have taiostrati- 
graphic significance. Ci bi ci doi des falconensis is present 
only in the Early Miocene Rio Reventazon section of the 
Uscari Formation and Laoena oi bbera and Lenticuli na 
clerici i are restricted to the same time interval in both
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the Rio Reventazon and Quebrada Terciopelo sections. Uviqe- 
rina hannai is restricted to the Early Miocene in Quebrada 
Terciopelo. However, these distributions may be environmen­
tally controlled and may only represent teil zones.
RELATIVE PALEOBATHYMETRY AND PALEOENVIRONMENTS
The planktonic -forami ni-feral percentages o-f the 
samples indicate relative bathymetries o-f the sections. The 
Uscari Formation, in the valley of the Rio Reventazon, has 
the highest values, suggesting deepest depositional envi­
ronment with slightly lower values in the lower Quebrada 
Terciopelo section. Up section in Quebrada Terciopelo the 
values decrease steadily in response to a shallowing trend 
through time in the Uscari Formation. The values in the 
Quebrada Uscari type section are similar to those at the 
top of the Quebrada Terciopelo section. The Rio Banano and 
Moin Formations do not exhibit systematic changes in 
planktonic percentages at their type sections.
Interpretation of the factor analyses suggests 
benthic foraminiferal assemblage relationships in the three 
units and allows interpretation of paleoenvironments. An 
open marine, continental shelf assemblage containing 
Hanzawai a concentrica. Fursenkoina pontoni. and Bolivina 
subaenariensis dominates the Uscari Formation in the 
Quebrada Uscari type section. The deepest water part of the
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Uscari Formation, in the Rio Reventazon section, is 
dominated by a Ci bi ci des wuel1erstorfi assemblage, sugges­
ting depths near 2000 meters. The deepest water part of the 
Uscari Formation in Quebrada Terciopelo is the lower part 
of the section, exclusive of the basal limestones. Here, 
the benthic assemblage is dominated by an upper to middle 
bathyal assemblage containing Siohogenerina transversa. 
Gvroidina reoularis. and Bolivina alata. Downslope trans­
port of sediment derived from nearshore regions is evident 
in the distribution of an assemblage containing Amphiste- 
gina oibbosa. a nearshore taxon. This assemblage is 
found in scattered samples from the abyssal and bathyal 
portions of the Uscari Formation, suggesting the possibil­
ity of turbidites. A second upper slope to shelf assemblage 
containing Elohidium spp., Bolivina pseudoplicata. and 
Buii mi nel1 a bassendorfensis is present in both the Quebrada 
Uscari section and the upper part of the Quebrada Tercio- 
pelo section of the Uscari Formation, suggesting a facies 
relationship. Both sections were deposited in a shelf to 
upper slope environment.
The distinctiveness of the five stratigraphie sections 
is shown by the results of the cluster analysis. Separate 
clusters are formed by samples from the Rio Reventazon, the 
lower Quebrada Terciopelo, the middle and upper Quebrada 
Terciopelo, and the Quebrada Uscari sections of the Uscari 
Formation. The Rio Banano samples are grouped into one
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large cluster, suggesting overall faunal homogeneity, and 
one smaller cluster, indicating a locally distinctive 
aspect of the fauna, interpreted as a significant nearshore 
contamination of some of the samples. The Moin Formation 
samples are grouped into two clusters, indicating possible 
differences in substrate.
PALEOGEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGIC HISTORY
The Limon Basin in the area of study during the Late 
Oligocene was a shallow, well agitated carbonate shelf upon 
which the rhodolitic/foraminiferal limestones of the basal 
Uscari Formation were deposited. Volcaniclastic sediment 
was introduced into the area from the emerging volcanic 
islands of the proto-island arc of Central America. In the 
Late Oligocene to Early Miocene a rapid subsidence occur­
red. The floor of the basin may have been downdropped as a 
graben. More likely, the basin subsided as a result of 
increased subsidence rate along the Middle America Trench.
The tectonic subsidence was compounded by a worldwide rise 
in sea level at this time, resulting in a rapid change in 
sedimentary facies in the Uscari Formation from Late 
Oligocene to Early Miocene.
By late Early Miocene, the Limon basin began to be 
uplifted. The sediments in the Uscari Formation show a 
gradual shallowing trend in Quebrada Terciopelo. By early
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Middle Miocene time, the Uscari Formation was being 
deposited on the upper slope to outer shelf.
The unconformity between the basal limestones and 
overlying shales of the Uscari Formation correlates with a 
Late Oligocene deep sea depositional hiatus. The unconfor—  
mity between the upper Uscari Formation and siltstones, 
possibly of the Rio Banano Formation, at the top of the 
section correlates with a second deep sea hiatus. These 
hiatuses may be related to eustatic lowering of sea level 
during periods of increased polar glaciation.
By Early Pliocene time the Limon Basin in the study 
area was filled with sediment. The sandstones of the Rio 
Banano Formation were deposited on a shallow shelf border­
ing the emergent Central American land mass.
SPECULATIONS ON ISTHMUS FORMATION
The benthic foraminiferal record in rocks of the 
Limon Basin suggests that the Central American land mass in 
the area of Costa Rica was emergent by 5 mybp. This does 
not agree with published deep-sea planktonic foraminiferal 
studies, suggesting isthmus formation and isolation of 
Caribbean and Pacific waters around 3 to 4 mybp. The 
emergence of the isthmus may have progressed in a north to 
south direction, allowing surface water communication 
between the Caribbean and Pacific in the area of Panama
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while Costa Rica was largely emergent. Evidence of the 
migration of shallow water benthic foraminifers from 
the Caribbean to the Pacific as late as 1.8 mybp supports 
this idea. Pliocene and Pleistocene sediments in the Canal 
Zone in Panama lend support to this hypothesis. These 
marine sediments are located in inland positions while 
sediments of the same age in Caribbean Costa Rica are 
found along the coast. Evidently, the sea persisted for a 
longer time in covering the emerging isthmus in Panama 
than in Costa Rica.
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PLATES
The following plates illustrate most of the identified 
foraminifera and ostracoda from the Uscari, Rio Banano, and 
Moin Formations. The figures are numbered below and to the 
right, keyed to the identifications on the preceeding 
page. Unless otherwise specified all, images are S.E.M. 
micrcgraphs.
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#1) Reophax agglutinans. x50. Rio Reventazon section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#2) Ammobaculi tes sp., x35. Rio Reventazon section of the 
Uscari Fm.
#3) Cvclammina cancel 1 ata. x75. Rio Reventazon section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#4) SoiroDlectammina floridana. xlOO. Moin Fm,
#5) Gaudrvina bulbrooki. x50. Rio Reventazon section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#6) Karrariel1 a bradvi. x75. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#7) Dorthi a bradvana. x50. Rio Reventazon section of the 
Uscari Fm.
#8) Liuebusel1 a soldanii. x50. Moin Fm.
#9) Textularia azuana. x75. Moin Fm.
#10) Textulariel1 a barretti. Moin Fm., a, x35 side view, 
b . X 35 top view.
#11) Textularia 1 alickeri. x75. Rio Reventazon section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#12) T. mexicana. x75. Rio Reventazon section of the Uscari 
Fm.
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PLATE 2
#1) Te,xtu,l_aria, siça, x75. Moin Fm.
#2) Biqenerina irregularis. x75. Moin Fm.
#3) Clavuli na mexicana. x50. Rio Reventazon section of the
Uscari Fm.
#4) Marti ni oti el1 a c.f. cvclostomata. x50. Rio Reventazon 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#5) M. pal1ida. xlOO. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of 
the Uscari Fm.
PORCELLANEOUS (IMPERFORATE) BENTHIC FORAMINIFERA
#6) Cornuspira involvens. x50. l%io Reventazon section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#7) Articulina mavori. xl50. Rio Banano Fm.
#8) A. pacifica. xl50. Moin Fm.
#9) Nodobacul ariella cassis. xlOO. Rio Banano Fm.
#10) Qui ngueloculi na bosciana. Rio Banano Fm. a. x200, side 
view, b. x200, peripheral view.
#11) Spiroloculi na rotunda. Rio Reventazon section of the 
Uscari Fm. a. x200, peripheral view, b. x200, side 
view.
#12) S. communis. Moin Fm. a. x50, peripheral view, b. x75, 
side view.
#13) Qui ngueloculina compta. Rio Banano Fm. a. x 200, side 
view, b. X200, peripheral view.
#14) Q. c.f. poeyana. Moin Fm. a. x100, side view, b. x100, 
peripheral view.
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PLATE 3
#1) Qui ngueloculina bi castata . Moin Fm. a . x 35, side view, 
b. x35, peripheral view.
#2) Q. lamarckiana. Rio Banano Fm. a. xlOO, side view,
b . xlOO, peripheral view.
#3) Q. seminula. Moin Fm. a. xlOO, side view, b. xlOO,
peripheral view.
#4) Q. bicostata garretti. Moin Fm. a. x75, side view,
b. x75, side view.
#5) Q. bi carinata. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section o-f
the Uscari'Fm. a. xl‘00, peripheral view, b . xlOO side 
vi ew.
#6) Massi1ina tenu!ssima. x50. Rio Banano Fm.
#7) Edentostomina i iterrei. Rio Banano Fm. a. x200 side
view, b. X 200, peripheral view.
#8) Tri 1oculi na carinata. Moin Fm. a. xl50, peripheral
view, b. xlOO, side view.
#9) T. saidi. x350. Moin Fm.
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PLATE 4
#1) Tri 1oculina tricarinata. Moin Fm. a. xlOO, top view, 
b. xlOO, side view.
#2) T. trigonula. Moin Fm. a. xl50, top view, b. xlOO, 
side view.
#3) Cruci1oculi na striata. xlOO. Moin Fm.
#4) Ç. subiineata . xlOO. Moin Fm.
#5) Pvroo oblonoa. Moin Fm. a. x75, side view, b. 75, 
peripheral view.
#6) P. subsphaeri ca. Moin Fm. a. xlOO, side view, b. x 100, 
peripheral view.
#7) P. vesperti1i o . x75. Moin Fm.
#8) Pvrgoella sphaera. Moin Fm. a. xl50, top view, 
b. xl50, side view.
#9) Miliolinel1 a subrotunda. x200. Rio Banano Fm.
#10) M. fichteliana, x200. Rio Banano Fm.
#11) Si omoi1i na subpoevana. Rio Banano Fm. a. x200, 
peripheral view, b. x 200, side view.
#12) S. tenuis. Rio Reventazon section of the Uscari
Fm. a. x200, peripheral view, b. x200, side view.
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P L A T E  5
#1) Siomoi1ODsis flintii. x50. Moin Fm.
#2) S. schlumberoeri. xl50. Rio Banano Fm.
#3) Peneropli s bradvi. x25. Rio Banano Fm. Light photo­
graph .
HYALINE (PERFORATE) BENTHIC FORAMINIFERA
#4) Soiri11i na vi vipara. x350. Moin Fm.
#5) Patel1i na corruoata. Rio Banano Fm. a. xl50, dorsal 
view, b . x200, dorsal-peripheral view.
#6) Nodosaria pvrula. x75. Rio Reventazon section o-f the 
Uscari Fm.
#7) Dental ina advena. x50. Rio Reventazon section o-f the 
Uscari Fm.
#8) Frondi cularia saggi tula. x50. Moin Fm. Light 
microscopy.
#9) F. advena. xlOO. Rio Reventazon section of the Uscari 
Fm.
#10) F. vauohni. x50. Rio Reventazon section of the Uscari 
Fm. Light microscopy.
#11) Mvchostomina revertens. x200. Moin Fm.
#12) Pseudonodosari a incisia. x50. Rio Reventazon section 
of the Uscari Fm.
#13) Nodosaria 1 ongiscata . x75. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm. Light microscopy.
#14) Pseudonodosari a comatula. x50. Rio Reventazon section 
of the Uscari Fm.
#15) Dentalina pauperata. x50. Rio Reventazon section of 
the Uscari Fm.
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P L A T E  6
#1) Nodosaria raphanistrum. x75. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#2) N. stainforthi. x50. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section 
of the Uscari Fm.
#3) N. vertebral is. >:50. Moin Fm.
#4) Qrthomorphina chailengerina. xl50. Rio Reventazon 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#5) Amphicorvna hirsuta. x75. Rio Reventazon section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#6) A. subiineata. xlOO. Rio Reventazon section of the 
Uscari Fm.
#7) A. sclaris. x75. Uscari Fm.,Rio Reventazon section.
#8) A. comachoi. x75. Moin Fm.
#9) Lagena oibbera. xl50. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#10) L. oraci11i ma . xl50. Rio Reventazon section of the 
Uscari Fm.
#11) L. laevis. xlOO. Rio Reventazon section of the Uscari 
Fm.
#12) FT ectofrondi cularia cali forni ca. x75. Rio Reventazon 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#13) P. floridana. x75. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section 
of the Uscari Fm.
#14) P. c.f longi stri ata. x75. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#15) Lenti culi na cal car. Moin Fm. a. xlOO, peripheral view, 
b. xlOO, side view.
#16) L. clerici i. a. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of 
the Uscari Fm. xlOO, side view, b. Rio Reventazon 
section of the Uscari Fm. xlOO, peripheral view.
#17) Laoena striata. xx200. Moin Fm.
#18) L. graci11i s . x200. Rio Reventazon section of the 
Uscari Fm.
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P L A T E  7
#1) Lenticulina cultrata. Rio Reventazon section of the
Uscari Fm. a. x50, side view, b. ::75, peripheral view.
#2) L. occi dental is. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of 
the Uscari Fm. a. x25, side view, light microscopy, 
b. x35, peripheral view.
#3) L. oereorina. Moin Fm. a. x200, peripheral view,
b. xlOO, side view.
#4) L. serpens. Moin Fm. a. x 100, side view, b. x75,
peripheral view.
#5) Saracenaria latiformis jamai censis. x75. Moin Fm.
#6) S. latifrons. x150. Rio Reventazon section of the
Uscari Fm.
#7) Astacolus c.f. platensis. xl50. Lower Quebrada
Terciopelo section of the Uscari Fm.
#8) Saracenaria italica. x35. Rio Reventazon section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#9) Astacolus nudi costata. xl50. Rio Reventazon section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#10) A. ovatus. xlOO. Rio Reventazon section of the Uscari 
Fm.
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P L A T E  B
#1) Marginulina obesa. x75. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#2) M. c.f. striatula. x75. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#3) M. S L i b b u l  1 ata. x75. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section 
of the Uscari Fm.
#4) Marginulinopsis marginulinoides. x75. Moin Fm.
#5) M. subacuelata glabrata. x50. Rio Reventazon section 
of the Uscari Fm.
#6) FTanularia venezuelana. Moin Fm. a. 150, side view, 
b. 100, peripheral view.
#7) Vagi nuli na mex icana. x50. Rio Reventazon section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#8) V. advena. xlOO, Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#9) Ooli na hexagona. x350. Rio Banano Fm.
#10) Pvrulina angusta. x200. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#11) Guttulina irregularis. x75. Rio Reventazon section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#12) G. problems. x75. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#13) Globulina oibba. x50. Rio Reventazon section of the 
Uscari Fm.
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P L A T E  9
#1) Fi ssurina annectens. x350. Rio Banano Fm.
#2) F. marginata. x75. Rio Banano Fm.
#3) Hoeolundina elegans. Moin Fm. a. xlOO, side view, 
b . xl50, peripheral view.
#4) Pavonina atlanti ca. xl50. Rio Banano Fm.
#5) Sohaeroidina bul 1 oides. Rio Reventazon section o-f the 
Uscari Fm. a. xlOO, b. xlOO, showing aperture.
#6) Boli vi na al ata. xl50. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section o-f the Uscari Fm.
#7) B. inconsoicua. x200. Rio Banano Fm.
#8) B. inf1 ata. x200. Moin Fm.
#9) B. c.f. plicata. x200. Rio Banano Fm.
#10) B. lowmani. x200. Moin Fm.
#11) B. isidroensis. xl50. Rio Reventazon section of the 
Uscari Fm.
#12) B. tonoi. xl50. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#13) B. soinata . xl50. Rio Banano Fm.
#14) B. pseudopli cata. xl50. Quebrada Uscari section of the 
Uscari Fm.
#15) B. subaenariensis var. mexicana. xl50. Moin Fm.
#16) B. subexcavata. xl50. Rio Banano Fm.
#17) B. thaïmanni. xl50. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section 
of the Uscari Fm.
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P L A T E  1 0
#1) StilQstomel1 a verneui1i. x75. Ri o Reventazon section 
o-f the Uscari Fm.
#2) S. anti11ea . x200. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section
of the Uscari Fm.
#3) S. consobrina. x75. Rio Reventazon section of the 
Uscari Fm.
#4) S. bradvi. xlOO. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of
the Uscari Fm.
#5) Stai nforthia comolanata. x350. Moin Fm.
#6) Bulimina alazanensis. x200. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#7) B. inflata. xlOO. Rio Reventazon section of the Uscari
Fm.
#8) B. aculeata. x200. Moin Fm.
#9) B. affinis. x200. Moin Fm.
#10) B. marginata. x200. Moin Fm.
#11) Praeglobobuli mi na pupoi des. x75. Rio Reventazon 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#12) Buliminel1 a bassendorfensis. xl50. Rio Reventazon 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#13) Reussel1 a minutia. Rio Banano Fm. a. x200, b. x200.
#14) Globobulimina perversa. x75. Rio Reventazon section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#15) Buliminoi des basicostata. x350. Upper Quebrada 
Terciopelo section of the Uscari Fm.
#16) Reussella spinulosa. x200. Rio Banano Fm.
#17) Buli minel1 a eleganti ssi ma. x350. Rio Reventazon 
section of the Uscari Fm.
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P L A T E  11
#1) Rectobolivina advena. xl50. Moin Fm.
#2) R. rephanus. xl50. Rio Banano Fm.
#3) R . (?) soinescens. xl50. Rio Banano Fm.
#4) Siphogenerina fredsmithi. xlOO. Lower Quebrada 
Terciopelo section of the Uscari Fm.
#5) S. multicostata. xlOO. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#6) S. senni. xlOO. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#7) S. smithi. xlOO. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#8) S. transversa. x50. Rio Reventazon section of the 
Uscari Fm.
#9) Uvioerina auberiana. x200. Moin Fm.
#10) U. cocoaensis. x75. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section 
of the Uscari Fm.
#11) U. f1inti. x75. Rio Reventazon section of the Uscari 
Fm.
#12) Uvioerinella soarsicostata. xlOO. Rio Reventazon 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#13) Uvioerina c.f. hannai. x200. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#14) U. hi spi do-costata. xl50. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#15) Rectuvioerina multicostata. x75. Rio Reventazon 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#16) Uvioerina ex. grp. oereorina. xl50. Rio Reventazon 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#17) U. rustica. xlOO. Rio Reventazon section of the Uscari 
Fm.
#18) Saorina pulchel1 a. x200. Rio Banano Fm.
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P L A T E  1 2
#1) Tri-farina anoulosa. x200. Rio Banano Fm.
#2) T. bradvi. x200. Rio Reventazon section of the Uscari 
Fm.
#3) T. holcki. x200. Rio Banano Fm.
#4) Trifarina sp. x200. Upper Quebrada Terciopelo section 
of the Uscari Fm.
#5) Ehrenberoi na caribbea. xl50. Apertural view.
#6) Fursenkoina mexicana. xl50. Moin Fm.
#7) F. pontoni. xl50. Rio Banano Fm.
#8) Si qmavirguli na tortuosa, x200. Rio Banano Fm.
#9) Fursenkoina soi ni costata. x200. Moin Fm.
#10) Cassiduli na caraoitana. Rio Reventazon section of the 
Uscari Fm. a. x200, peripheral view. b. x200, side 
view.
#11) Ç. carinata. Rio Reventazon section of the Uscari 
Fm. a. x350, peripheral view, b. x350, side view.
#12) Ç. laevigata. Moin Fm. a. x 150, side view, b. xl50, 
peripheral view.
#13) Ç. curvata. Moin Fm. a. x200, peripheral view, 
b . x200, side view.
#14) Ç. subolobosa. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of 
the Uscari Fm. a. xl50. b . xl50.
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P L A T E  1 3
#1) Cassidulinoides bradvi. x200. Upper Quebrada Tercio- 
pelo section of the Uscari Fm.
#2) Ç. erecta. x200. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of 
the Uscari Fm.
#3) PIeurostomel1 a alternans. x200. Lower Quebrada
Terciopelo section of the Uscari Fm.
#4) Valvulineria c.f. humilis. Upper Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm. a. x200, dorsal view, 
b. x200, ventral view, c. x200, peripheral view.
#5) PIeurostomel1 a bierigi. x200. Lower Quebrada Tercio­
pelo section of the Uscari Fm.
#6) Cancris saora. Moin Fm. a. x200, ventral view,
b. x200, dorsal view, c. x200, peripheral view.
#7) Valvuli neria venezuelana. Rio Reventazon section of 
the Uscari Fm. a. xl50, peripheral view, b. xl50, 
b. 150, dorsal view, c . xl50, ventral view.
#8) V. palmerae. Rio Banano Fm. a. x200, peripheral view,
b. x200, dorsal view, c. x200, ventral view.
#9) Neoeponides anti11 arum. Rio Banano Fm. a. 100, dorsal 
view, b. X 100, ventral view, c. xl50, peripheral view.
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P L A T E  1 4
#1) Neoeponi des brvamensis. Moin Fm. a. x75, dorsal view,
b. x75, peripheral view, c . ::50, ventral view.
#2) Buccella hannai. Rio Banano Fm. a. x200, ventral view,
b. x200, peripheral view, c. x200, dorsal view.
#3) Rosalina bulbosa. Rio Banano Fm. a. x200, dorsal view,
b. x200, peripheral view, c . x200, ventral view.
#4) Gavelinoosis praegeri. Rio Reventazon section of the 
Uscari Fm. a. x350, peripheral view, b. xl50, ventral 
view, c. xl50, dorsal view.
#5) Rosali na olobularis. Rio Banano Fm. a. x 150, dorsal
view, b. x200, peripheral view, c. xl50, ventral view.
#6) R. c.f. valvulata. Rio Banano Fm. a. x200, ventral 
view, b. x200, dorsal view.
#7) Neoconorbina c.f. floridensis. Moin Fm. a. x50, dorsal
view, b. x50, ventral view, c. x350, peripheral view.
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#1) Neoconorbina terouemi. Rio Banano Fm. a. x200, dorsal
view, b. :;350, peripheral view, c . x200, ventral view.
#2) G1abratel1 a pulvinata. a. Moin Fm, x20Û, dorsal view,
b. Rio Reventazon section of the Uscari Fm., x200, 
ventral view.
#3) Siphonina pulchra. Rio Banano Fm. a. xlOO, ventral
view, b. xlOO, dorsal view.
#4) Epi stomi nel1 a (?) c.f. ruaosa. Lower Quebrada Tercio­
pelo section of the Uscari Fm. a. xl50, dorsal view, 
b. x200, peripheral view, c. xl50, ventral view.
#5) E. exioua. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of the
Uscari Fm. a. x350, ventral view, b. x350, dorsal 
view.
#6) Stetsoni a mi nuti a . Moin Fm. a. x350, ventral view,
b. x350, peripheral view.
#7) Piscorbinel1 a bertheloti. Moin Fm. a. xlOO, ventral
view, b. xlOO, dorsal view.
#8) Laticarinina c.f. oauperata. x75. Lower Quebrada
Terciopelo section of the Uscari Fm. Light microscopy.
#9) G1abratel1 a c.f. patel1iformis. Moin Fm. a. x200,
périphero-ventral view, b. x200, dorsal view.
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P L A T E  1 6
#1) PI anul i na ariminensi s . Rio Reventazon section o-f the
Uscari Fm. a. xl50, dorso-peripheral view showing 
raised sutures on dorsal side, b. xlOO, dorsal view,
c. xlOO, ventral view.
#2) Ci bi ci des wuel lerstro-f i . Rio Reventazon section of the
Uscari Fm. a. xlOO, ventral view, b. xlOO, dorsal 
view, c. xlOO, peripheral view.
#3) P. c.f. subtenuissima. Rio Reventazon section of the
Uscari Fm. a. x75, dorsal view, b . x75, ventral view.
#4) Caribbeanel1 a polvstoma. Rio Reventazon section of the
Uscari Fm. a. x200, ventral view, b. x200, dorsal 
vi ew.
#5) Cibicides lobatulus. Rio Banano Fm. a. xl50, dorsal
view, b. xl50, ventral view, c. xl50. peripheral view.
#6) Dvocibicides bi serial is. Moin Fm. a. x75, dorsal
view,b. x75, ventral view.
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#1) PIanorbulina mediterranensis. Rio Banano Fm. a. x75, 
ventral view, b . x75, dorsal view.
#2) CvmbaoloDoretta souammosa. Moin Fm. a. xlOO, ventral 
view, b. xlOO, dorsal view.
#3) Ç. atlantica. Moin Fm. a. xl50, dorsal view, b. xl50, 
ventral view.
#4) Caroenteria candei. Moin Fm. a. x200, ventral view, 
b. x200, dorsal view.
#5) Miniacina miniacea. x25, Rio Banano Fm. Light micros­
copy.
#6) Amphisteoina oibbosa. x25, apertural side. Rio Banano 
Fm. Light microscopy.
#7) Noni on incisium. Moin Fm. a. x350, side view, b. x350, 
peripheral view.
#8) Nonionel1 a basi1oba. Rio Reventazon section of the
Uscari Fm. a. x200, peripheral view, b. x200, ventral 
view.
#9) Pseudononion basispinata. Rio Reventazon section of 
the Uscari Fm. a. xlOO, dorsal view, b. x 150, peri­
pheral view, c. xlOO, ventral view.
#10) P. costiferum. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of
the Uscari Fm. a. x350, dorsal view, b. xl50, peri­
pheral view, c. xl50, ventral view.
#11) P. orateloupi. Rio Banano Fm. a. xl50, dorsal view,
b. xl50, ventral view, c. xl50, dorsal view.
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#1) Nonionel1 a miocenica. Rio Reventazon section of the
Uscari Fm. a. xl50, ventral view, b. xl50, peripheral
vi ew.
#2) N. miocenica stella. x350. Umblilical view. Moin Fm.
#3) Pullenia bul1oi des. x200. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#4) P. subcarinata. x200. Moin Fm.
#5) Melonis pompi1ioides. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo
section of the Uscari Fm. a. xl50, peripheral view,
b. x200, side view.
#6) M. barleanus. Moin Fm. a. xl50, side view, b . xl50, 
peripheral view.
#7) Quadrimorohina vi1ardeboana olabra. Upper Quebrada
Terciopelo section of the Uscari Fm. a. x350, dorsal 
view, b. x350, ventral view.
#8) Ci bi ci doi des comoressus. Rio Reventazon section of the
Uscari Fm. a. x75, ventral view, b. xlOO, dorsal view.
#9) Ç. falconensi s. Rio Banano Fm. a. xlOO, peripheral
view, b. x75, dorsal view, c. x75, ventral view.
#10) Chilostomel1 a ovoi dea. x75. Rio Reventazon section of
the Uscari Fm.
#11) Ci bi ci doi des floridanus. Moin Fm., a. xlOO, ventral 
view, b. xlOO, dorsal view, c. xlOO, Rio Reventazon 
section of the Uscari Fm., peripheral view.
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#1 ) Cibicidoides or anul osus. Rio Reventazon section o-f the 
Uscari Fm. a. xlOO, ventral view, b . xlOO, dorsal 
view, c. ::75, peripheral view, Lower Quebrada Tercio­
pelo section o-f the Uscari Fm.
#2) Gvroidina parva. Rio Reventazon section o-f the Uscari
Fm. a. x200, ventral view, b. x200, peripheral view,
c. x350, dorsal view.
#3) G. reaularis. Moin Fm. a. x200, dorsal view, b. x200,
ventral view, c. x200, periphero-ventral view.
#4) G. soldani i. a. x50, Moin Fm., ventral view, b. x75,
Rio Reventazon section o-f the Uscari Fm. , dorsal view,
c. x75. Moin Fm., peripheral view.
#5) Gvroi di noi des venezuel ana. Rio Reventazon section o-f
the Uscari Fm. a. x200, peripheral view, b. x200, 
dorsal view, c. x200, ventral view.
#6) Svratkina australiensis. Rio Banano Fm. a. x350,
ventral view, b . x350, dorsal view.
#7) Ori dorsali s umbonatus. Rio Reventazon section of the
Uscari Fm. a. x200, peripheral view, b . x 100, dorsal 
view, c. xlOO, ventral view.
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#1) Osanoularia cul ter. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section 
of the Uscari Fm. a. x200, peripheral view, b. xlOO, 
ventral view, c. x 100, dorsal view.
#2) Hanzawaia concentrica. Moin Fm. a. xlOO, dorsal view, 
b. xl50, peripheral view, c . x200, ventral view.
#3) Anomali noi des io. Rio Banano Fm. a. xl50, peripheral
view, b. xlOO, dorsal view, c. xlOO, ventral view.
#4) Hanzawaia mantaensis. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo
section of the Uscari Fm. a. x200, peripheral view,
b. xl50, ventral view, c. xl50, dorsal view.
#5) Lepi docvcli na (L.) wavlandvauahni. x75. Lower Quebrada 
Terciopelo section of the Uscari Fm.
#6) Pararotali a sarmi entoi. Rio Banano Fm. a. x200,
dorso-peripheral view, b . xl50, dorsal view, c. x 150, 
ventral view.
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#1) Ammonia parkinsoniana tvpica. Rio Banano Fm. a. x200, 
ventral view, b . x200, dorsal view.
#2) A. parkinsonians teoida. Rio Banano Fm. a. x200,
ventral view, b. x200 dorsal view.
#3) Elphidium discodale. Rio Banano Fm. a. xl50, side
view, b. xlOO, peripheral view.
#4) E. OLinter i. Rio Banano Fm. a. xlOO, side v ie w ,
b. xlOO, p e r i p h e r a l  v i e w .
#5) Havnesina oermanica. Moin Fm. a. x200, peripheral
view, b. x200, side view.
#6) Elphidium sp. Rio Banano Fm. a. x 150, side view,
b. x200, peripheral view.
#7) Elphidium lanieri. Rio Banano Fm. a. xlOO, peripheral 
view, b. xlOO, side view.
#8) E. poevanum. Rio Banano Fm. a. xl50, side view,
b. x200, peripheral view.
#9) Heterostegina anti Ilea. xl2, Lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section o-f the Uscari Fm. Light microscopy.
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PLANKTONIC FGRAMINIFERA
#1) G1Dbiaerina ciperoensis ciperoensis. Lower Quebrada
Terciopelo section o-f the Uscari Fm. a. xl50, ventral 
view, b. xl50, dorsal view.
#2) G. venezuelana. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of 
the Uscari Fm. a. xlOO, dorsal view, b. xlOO, ventral 
vi ew.
#3) Cassigerinel1 a chi polensis. x200, Lower Quebrada 
Terciopelo section of the Uscari Fm.
#4) Globigerina triparti ta . a. xlOO, ventral view, Rio
Reventazon section of the Uscari Fm. b . x 100, dorsal 
view. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of the Uscari 
Fm.
#5) G1obogerlnoi des conglobatus. Rio Banano Fm. a. x 100, 
dorsal view, b. xlOO, ventral view.
#6) G. obii guus obii gnus. Rio Banano Fm. a. xl50, ventral 
view, b. xl50, dorsal view.
#7) G. obii guus extremus. Rio Banano Fm. a. xl50, dorsal 
view, b. xl50, ventral view.
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#1) Globioerinoides ruber. Rio Banano Fm. a. xl50, ventral 
view, b . ::150, dorsal view.
#2) G. tri 1 obus tri 1 obus. xlOO. Rio Banano Fm.
#3) G. primordius. Rio Reventazon section o-f the Uscari
Fm. a. xl50, dorsal view, b . xl50, ventral view.
#4) Sohaeroi di nel1 a dehiscens. x75. Moin Fm.
#5) S. dehiscens excavata. x75. Moin Fm.
#6) Sohaeroi di nellopsis seminulina. xl50. Rio Banano Fm.
#7) Praeorbuli na c.f. olomerosa. xlOO. Upper Quebrada 
Terciopelo section of the Uscari Fm.
#8) P. transi tori a . xlOO. Upper Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#9) P. transi tori a . xlOO. Upper Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm.
#10) P. sicana. Upper Quebrada Terciopleo section of the
Uscari Fm. a. x 100, b . x 100.
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#1) Orbul i na suturai is. xlOO. Quebrada Uscari section o-f 
the Uscari Fm.
#2) 0. uni versa. xlOO. Rio Banano Fm.
#3) 0. uni versa var. bi1obata. x75. Rio Banano Fm.
#4) Candeina nitida. xl50. Rio Banano Fm. equivalent rocks 
of the Quebrada Terciopelo section.
#5) Hastigerina siphonifera, a. xl50, side view, Rio
Banano Fm. b. x 100, peripheral view, Rio Banano 
Fm. equivalent rocks of the Quebrada Terciopelo 
section.
#6) G1oborotali a acostaensi s acostaensis. a. x200, dorsal
view, Quebrada Uscari section of the Usvari Fm. b. 
x200, ventral view. Moin Fm.
#7) G. crassaformis crassaformis. Moin Fm. a. xl50,
ventral view, b . x 150, peripheral view, c . xl50, 
dorsal view.
#8) G. kugleri. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of the
Uscari Fm. a. x200. peripheral view, b. x200, dorsal 
view, c. x200, ventral view.
#9) G. archaeomenardii. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section
of the Uscari Fm. a. x200, ventral view, b. x200, 
dorsal view, c. x200, peripheral view.
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#1) G1oborotalia 1enquanensi s . Quebrada Uscari section of 
the Uscari Fm. a. x350, dorsal view, b. x200, ventral 
view.
#2) G. c.f. maroaritae marqaritae. a. x350, dorsal view, 
b. x350, peripheral view.
#3) G. ooima nana. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of
the Uscari Fm. a. x200, peripheral view, b. x200, 
ventral view, c. x200, dorso-peripheral view.
#4) G. menardii menardi i . Moin Fm. a. xlOO, peripheral
view, b. xlOO, ventral view, c. xlOO, dorsal view.
#5) G. fohsi peripheroronda. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo
section of the Uscari Fm. a. x200, ventral view, 
b. x200, peripheral view, c. x200, dorsal view.
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#1) G1oborotalia pleisotumida. Moin Fm. a. xlOO, peri­
pheral view, b. xlOO, dorsal view, c. xlOO, ventral 
view.
#2) G. siakensis, Rio Banano Fm. equivalent rocks of the
upper Quebrada Terciopelo section, a. x200, peripheral 
view, b. x200, ventral view, c . x200, dorsal view.
#3) G. scitula scitula. Rio Reventazon section of the
Uscari Fm. a. x200, dorsal view, b. x200, peripheral
view, c. x200, ventral view.
#4) G. truncatuli noides excel sa . Moin Fm. a. xlOO,
peripheral view, b. xl50, ventral view, c . xl50,
dorsal view.
#5) G. tumida tumida. Moin Fm. a. x75, ventral view, 
b. xlOO, dorsal view.
#6) Pul1 en i ati na obii queloculata. Moin Fm. a. x 100, 
ventral view, b. xlOO, side view.
#7) P. primai is. Moin Fm. a. xlOO, ventral view, b. x 100, 
side view.
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#1) 61oboQuadrina dehiscens. Upper Quebrada Terciopelo
section of the Uscari Fm. a. xlOO, ventral view, 
b. xlOO, dorsal view.
#2) G. alti soi ra. Upper Quebrada Terciopelo section of the 
Uscari Fm. a. x 100, ventral view, b . xlOO, dorsal 
vi ew.
#3) Neooloboguadri na dutertrei dutertrei. Moin Fm. a.
XlOO, dorsal view, b. xlOO, ventral view, c . xlOO, 
ventro- peripheral view.
#4) Globogerinita naparimaensis. xlOO. Lower Quebrada 
Terciopelo section of the Uscari Fm.
#5) Cataosvdrax dissimilis. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo 
section of the Uscari Fm. a. xlOO, ventral view 
showing bulla, b. 100, dorsal view.
#6) Ç. stainforthi. Lower Quebrada Terciopelo section of 
the Uscari Fm. a. x200, ventral view showing bulla, 
b. x200, ventral view showing bulla, c. x200, dorsal 
view, d. x200, ventral view showing bulla.
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OSTRACODA
MOIN FM.
#1) Brad leva e;:. grp. dictvon. x75.
#2) Cvtheropteron pal ton (?) , xlOO.
#3) Krithe doli chooera. xl50.
#4) Eohinocvtherei s maroaritifera. x50. 
#5) Munsevel1 a bermudezi. xlOO.
#6) Loxochoncha tricornata. xlOO.
#7) Cvtheropteron wardens!s . xlOO.
#8) Pel1usi stoma howei. x 100.
RIO BANANO FM.
#9) Ganqamocvthereidea dictvon. xlOO. 
#10) Cativel1 a navis. xlOO.
#11) Caudi tes ni peensi s . x 150.
#12) Loxochoncha fischeri. xl50.
#13) Pumi1cvtheri dea sandberai. xl50.
#14) Basslerites minutus. xl50.
#15) Puri ana gatunensi s . xlOO.
#16) Réussicvthere howei. x 100.
#17) Acti nocvtherei s oomi11i onensis, x75.
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#1) Occultocvthereis angusta. xl50.
#2) Kangarina quel 1ita. xlOO.
#3) Loxochoncha laoidoscola. x 150.
#4) Cvtherura ex. grp. johnsoni. xlOO. 
#5) Radimel1 a ovata. xlOO.
#6) Orionina serrulata. x75.
#7) Hemicvtherura bradvi. xlOO.
#8) Quadracvthere howei. xlOO.
#9) Loxochoncha dorsotubercul ata. xl50. 
#1O ) Microcvthere inflexa. x 100.
#11) Cushmanidea cristifera, x 100.
#12) Paracvtheri dea tschoppi. x150 
#13) Péri ssocvtheridea rugata . xlOO.
#14) Kri the tri ni dadensi s . x75.
#15) Procvthereis deformis. x 100.
#16) Cvtherel1 a aff. vuloata. x50.
#17) Loxochoncha waoneri. xlOO.
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E , (?) c.f. RUGOSA











































LEPIDÜCYCLINA (L) WAYLANDVAUGHNI 
LIEBÜSELLA SOLDANII 
MARGINULINA DBESA 










































P. c.f. SUBTENUISSIMA 
PLECTOFRONDICULARIA CALIFORNICA 
P. FLORIDANA 
















QUADRIMORPHINA VILARDEBOANA GLABRA 
QUINQUELOCULINA BICARINATA 
Q. BICOSTATA 
Q. BICOSTATA GARRETTI 
Q. BOSCIANA















R. c.f. VALVULATA 
SAGRINA PULCHELLA 
SARACENARIA c.f. U A L  ICA 













































U, c.f. HANNAI 
U. HISPIDO-COSTATA 





VALVÜLINERIA c.f. HÜMILIS 
V. PALMERAE 
V. VENEZUELANA
The following species lists show presence of benthic 
foraminifera identified in scans in the five sections used 
in this report. These species are in addition to the 
species identified in splits, listed in Appendix C.
MOIN FORMATION

















NEOCONORBINA c.-f. FLORIDENSIS 
NEOEPONIDES BRYAMENSIS 
PYRGO c.-f. OBLONGA
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QUINQUELOCULINA c.f. POEYANA 
SPIROLOCULINA ROTUNDA
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UPPER QUEBRADA TERCIOPELO REFERENCE SECTION OF THE 
USCARI FORMATION




QUEBRADA USCARI TYPE SECTION OF THE USCARI FORMATION
SPIROLOCULINA ROTUNDA 
TRIFARINA ANGULOSA
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G. TRILOBUS TRILOBUS 
GLOBOQUADRINA ALTISPIRA 
G. DEHISCENS
GLDBOROTALIA ACOSTAENSIS ACOSTAENSIS 
G. ARCHEOMENARDII 
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0. U N IVERSA
0. UNIVERSA var. BILOBATA 






S. DEHISCENS EXCAVATA 
SPHAEROIDINELLOPSIS SEMINULINA
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF BENTHIC FORAMINIFERA 
IDENTIFIED IN SPLITS OF ALL SAMPLES
Date are in specimen counts -for each species. The total 
number o-f specimens counted for each sample is given as the 
last row entry. Species are in alphabetical order.
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APPENDIX D
RELATIONSHIP OF SOME SPECIES EXCLUDED FROM FACTOR ANALYSES
TO FACTOR INTERPRETATIONS
The following species, which were not included in the 
factor analyses, show abundance distributions (see Appendix 
C) which help to separate the stratigraphie sections.
Astacolus nudi costata. Occurs only in the Rio Reventazon 
section of the Uscari Formation. Appears to be an abyssal 
to lowermost bathyal indicator.
BoliVi na thalmanni. Occurs in the Rio Reventazon and 
Quebrada Terciopelo sections of the Uscari Formation. 
Although widespread in the Terciopelo section, it is 
excluded in the upper four samples. Evidently, this species 
can be found from abyssal to upper bathyal environments, 
but is excluded from the uppermost bathyal and outer shelf 
environments.
Buccel1 a hannai. Found throughout the Rio Banano sandstones 
and in sample #13 of the Rio Reventazon section, and two 
samples in the middle Quebrada Terciopelo section of the 
Uscari Formation. This species is a shallow shelf indi­
cator. It's presence in the deep water deposits of the 
Uscari Formation reinforces the interpretation of turbidite 
deposition in this unit.
Cassiduli noi des bradvi. Found only in the middle and upper
parts of the Quebrada Terciopelo section of the Uscari 
Formation. This is an upper bathyal indicator.
Ci bi ci des 1obatulus. Found throughout the Rio Banano 
sandstones. Also found in scattered samples in the Rio 
Reventazon and middle Quebrada Tercioipelo sections of the 
Uscari Formation, where its presence denotes turbidite 
deposits.
Dentalina oauperata. Common in the Rio Reventazon and lower 
Quebrada Terciopelo sections of the Uscari Formation. This 
is evidently a deep bathyal species. Single occurrences in 
one sample from the upper Quebrada Terciopelo Uscari 
Formation, and two samples from the Moin Formation, may 
indicate mi si dentification of these specimens, or, this 
species is found in very low abundance in a wide range of 
depths.
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Ehrenbergina caribbea. Found throughout the Quebrada 
Terciopelo section of the Uscari Formation where its 
presence suggests a middle to upper bathyal habitat for 
this species.
ElPhidium poevanum. Common in the Rio Banano sandstones. 
This genus is characteristic of the shallow shelf.
Frondi cularia vauohni. Found in the Rio Reventazon and 
throughout the Quebrada Terciopelo sections of the Uscari 
Formation, suggesting a wide bathyal preference. One 
isolated occurrence in the Rio Banano sandstones may be a 
mi si dentification.
Melonis pompilioides. Restricted to ttie Rio Reventazon and 
lower to middle Quebrada Uscari sections of the Uscari 
Formation. This is a deep water indicator species.
Miliolinella subrotunda. Found only in the Rio Banano 
sandstones, indicating an inner shelf, nearshore habitat.
Neoeoonides anti 11 arum. Found in abundance in the Rio 
Banano sandstones and scattered throughout the Quebrada 
Terciopelo section of the Uscari Formation, indicating 
downslope transport by turbidites. This species is a shelf 
i ndicator.
Nodobaculariel la cassis. Restricted to the Rio Banano 
sandstones. This is a reefal indicator.
Nodosaria lonoiscata. Found in abundance in the Rio 
Reventazon and Quebradad Terciopelo sections of the Uscari 
Formation. This species has a wide ranging bathyal depth 
toierance.
Planulina ariminensis. Restricted to the Moin and Rio 
Banano Formations where it is common. A shelf indicator.
Plectofrondicularia cali fornica. Common in the Rio Reventa­
zon and lower Quebrada Terciopelo sections of the Uscari 
Formation. This species is a lower to middle bathyal 
i ndicator.
Pseudonodosaria comatula. Restricted to the deep water 
deposits of the Rio Reventazon section of the Uscari 
Formation. A lower bathyal to abyssal indicator.
Pullenia bul1oi des. Common in the lower to middle Quebrada 
Terciopelo section of the Uscari Formation. A deep bathyal 
to abyssal indicator.
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Rosalina bulbosa. Commom in the Rio Banano sandstones. An 
inner shelf to nearshore indicator.
Si omoi1opsi s schlumberoeri. Common in the upper Moin 
Formation. A shelf indicator.
Bti1ostomel1 a bradvi. Found only in the middle to upper 
bathyal deposits of the Quebrada Terciopelo section of the 
Uscari Formation.
Svratkina australiensis. Restricted to the inner shelf 
deposits of the Rio Banano sandstones, and one isolated 
occurrence in the upper Moin Formation. A shallow shelf 
indicator.
Triloculina trioonula. Found only in the Rio Banano 
sandstones and the Moin Formation. A shelf indicator.
Valvulineria venezuelana. Restricted to the deep water 
deposits of the Rio Reventazon and lower Quebrada Tercio­
pelo sections of the Uscari Formation. A middle to lower 
bathyal to abyssal indicator.
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